


THE MAN WHO DIED TWICE
RICHARD OSMAN

FICTION > GENERAL FICTION

Elizabeth has received a letter from an old colleague, a man

with whom she has a long history. He's made a big mistake,

and he needs her help. His story involves stolen diamonds,

a violent mobster, and a very real threat to his life. As bodies

start piling up, Elizabeth enlists Joyce, Ibrahim and Ron in

the hunt for a ruthless murderer. And if they find the

diamonds too? Well, wouldn't that be a bonus?

9780241988244 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

TRUST
HERNAN DIAZ

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2022 by Vulture, Oprah

Daily, AV Club, LitHub, Goodreads and more! An

unparalleled novel about money, power, intimacy, and

perception. Even through the roar and effervescence of the

1920s, everyone in New York has heard of Benjamin and

Helen Rask. He is a legendary Wall Street tycoon; she is the

daughter of eccentric aristocrats. Together, they have risen

to the very top of a world of seemingly endless wealth_all as

a decade of excess and speculation draws to an end. But at

what cost have they acquired their immense fortune? This

is the mystery at the center of Bonds, a successful 1937

novel that all of New York seems to have read. Yet there are

other versions of this tale of privilege and deceit.

9780593541548 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (C FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

17,25€



OH WILLIAM!
ELIZABETH STROUT

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

"Lucy Barton is a successful writer living in New York,

navigating the second half of her life as a recent widow and

parent to two adult daughters. A surprise encounter leads

her to reconnect with William, her first husband - and

longtime, on-again-off-again friend and confidante.

Recalling their college years, the birth of their daughters,

the painful dissolution of their marriage, and the lives they

built with other people, Strout weaves a portrait, stunning

in its subtlety, of a decades-long partnership.

9780241992210 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€

OH WILLIAM!
ELIZABETH STROUT

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

The Pulitzer Prize-winning, #1 New York Times bestselling

author traces the enduring bond between a divorced couple

in a poignant novel about love, loss, and the family secrets

that can erupt and bewilder us at any point in life.

9780812989441 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€



THE PRESIDENT'S
DAUGHTER
CLINTON AND PATTERSON

FICTION > CRIME, MYSTERY & HORROR

James Patterson and Bill Clinton - the 'dream team' (Lee

Child) - return with a thriller even more compelling than

global number one bestseller The President is Missing.

9781529157222 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

SPARRING PARTNERS
JOHN GRISHAM

FICTION > CRIME, MYSTERY & HORROR

"Homecoming" takes us back to Ford County, the fictional

setting of many of John Grisham´s unforgettable stories.

Jake Brigance is back, but he´s not in the courtroom. He´s

called upon to help an old friend, Mack Stafford, a former

lawyer in Clanton, who three years earlier became a local

legend when he stole money from his clients, divorced his

wife, filed for bankruptcy, and left his family in the middle

of the night, never to be heard from again_until now. Now

Mack is back, and he´s leaning on his old pals, Jake and

Harry Rex, to help him return. His homecoming does not go

as planned.

9780385549325 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

21,75€



SPARRING PARTNERS
JOHN GRISHAM

FICTION > CRIME, MYSTERY & HORROR

Three thrilling stories of the law from the master of the

legal thriller. Homecoming takes us back to Ford County,

the fictional setting of many of John Grisham's

unforgettable stories. Jake Brigance is back, but he's not in

the courtroom. He's called upon to help an old friend, Mack

Stafford, a former lawyer in Clanton who three years earlier

became a local legend when he stole some money from his

clients, divorced his wife, filed for bankruptcy, and left his

family in the middle of the night, never to be heard from

again.

9781399708555 - HODDER AND STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

24,25€

BOOK OF NIGHT
HOLLY BLACK

FICTION > SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

Charlie Hall has never found a lock she couldn't pick, a

book she couldn't steal, or a bad decision she wouldn't

make. She's spent half her life working for gloamists,

magicians who manipulate shadows to peer into locked

rooms, strangle people in their beds, or worse. Gloamists

guard their secrets greedily, creating an underground

economy of grimoires.

9781529102383 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,25€



A COURT OF SILVER FLAMES
SARAH J MAAS

FICTION > SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

Presented in March 2022 folder. •Sarah J. Maas´s sexy, richly

imagined A Court of Thorns and Roses series continues

with the journey of Feyre´s fiery sister, Nesta. Sarah J. Maas

is the global number 1 bestselling author of the THRONE OF

GLASS, A COURT OF THORNS AND ROSES and CRESCENT

CITY series. Her books have sold 9 million copies

worldwide and have been translated into 37 languages.

9781526635365 - BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 768 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€

IDOL
LOUISE O´ NEILL

FICTION > GENERAL FICTION

The breakout novel from a standout voice in fiction - author

of ASKING FOR IT and AFTER THE SILENCE. Riveting,

compulsive and bold, IDOL asks how well we can ever really

know those whose carefully curated profiles we follow

online - and the secrets they hide. "O´Neill continues to

push at the murk around contemporary taboos, shining a

compassionate and compelling light on what drives our

appearance-obsessed society, marking us all as complicit.

IDOL is a gripping, shocking read I could not put down.´

Kiran Millwood Hargrave.

9781787635340 - TRANSWORLD PUBLISHERS LTD

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

17,25€



RICH DAD POOR DAD
ROBERT T KIYOSAKI

NON FICTION > BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT

It's been nearly 25 years since Robert Kiyosaki's Rich Dad

Poor Dad first made waves in the Personal Finance arena. It

has since become the #1 Personal Finance book of all time...

translated into dozens of languages and sold around the

world. Rich Dad Poor Dad is Robert's story of growing up

with two dads _ his real father and the father of his best

friend, his rich dad _ and the ways in which both men

shaped his thoughts about money and investing. The book

explodes the myth that you need to earn a high income to

be rich and explains the difference between working for

money and having your money work for you.

9781612681139 - INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES UK

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

A LIFE ON OUR PLANET
DAVID ATTENBOROUGH

NON FICTION > GREEN ISSUES

As a young man, I felt I was out there in the wild,

experiencing the untouched natural world - but it was an

illusion. The tragedy of our time has been happening all

around us, barely noticeable from day to day - the loss of

our planet's wild places, its biodiversity. I have been witness

to this decline.

9781529108293 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€



GOOD POP BAD POP
JARVIS COCKER

NON FICTION > MUSIC

What if the things we keep hidden say more about us than

those we put on display?We all have a random collection of

the things that made us - photos, tickets, clothes, souvenirs,

stuffed in a box, packed in a suitcase, crammed into a

drawer. When Jarvis Cocker starts clearing out his loft, he

finds a jumble of objects that catalogue his story and ask

him some awkward questions: Who do you think you are?

Are clothes important? Why are there so many pairs of

broken glasses up here?

9781787330566 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 256 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

24,25€

NOISE
KAHNEMAN SIBONY AND SUNSTEIN

NON FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

From the Nobel Prize-winning author of Thinking, Fast and

Slow and the coauthor of Nudge, a revolutionary

exploration of why people make bad judgments and how to

make better ones--"a tour de force" (New York Times).

9780316457750 - HACHETTE USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

11,00€



NOISE
KAHNEMAN SIBONY AND SUNSTEIN

NON FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

The Sunday Times bestseller. 'A monumental, gripping

book ... Outstanding. ' Sunday Times. Wherever there is

human judgement, there is noise.'Noise may be the most

important book I've read in more than a decade. A

genuinely new idea so exceedingly important you will

immediately put it into practice.

9780008534448 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

11,00€

HOW TO PREVENT THE
NEXT PANDEMIC
BILL GATES

NON FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

The COVID-19 pandemic isn´t over. But even as

governments around the world try to get it under control,

they´re also starting to talk about what happens next. How

can we prevent another pandemic from killing millions of

people and devastating the global economy? Can we even

hope to accomplish this? Bill Gates believes the answer is

yes, and he has written a largely upbeat book that lays out

clearly and convincingly what the world should learn from

COVID-19, explains the science of fighting pandemics, and

suggests what all of us can do to help prevent another one.

9780593534489 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

PANDEMICS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

29,75€



HOW TO PREVENT THE
NEXT PANDEMIC
BILL GATES

NON FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Before Bill Gates became an expert on climate science, he

was known as one of the few who studied pandemics - how

they start, how they spread, how they can be controlled. He

warned us years ago in a now-famous TED Talk of their

arrival in our future. The future, of course, is now, and now

is when we have to plan against a next one. How to Prevent

the Next Pandemic is a clear and upbeat plan of what every

country, every government leader, and every individual can

do in order to help prevent another pandemic, grounded in

Bill's firsthand experience with the Gates Foundation's

commitment to fighting Covid-19.

9780241579602 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

PANDEMICS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

29,75€

HIS NAME IS GEORGE
FLOYD
SAMUELS AND OLORUNNIPA

NON FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Written by two award-winning reporters with

unprecedented access, this is the only definitive biography

of George Floyd. In painstaking detail and textured

storytelling, Robert Samuels and Toluse Olorunnipa reveal

how George Floyd fought to live his entire life. Since we

know George Floyd's death with tragic clarity, we must

know Floyd's America - and life - with tragic clarity. His

Name Is George Floyd is essential for our times. -- Ibram X.

Kendi, author of How to Be an Antiracist.

9781787635845 - TRANSWORLD PUBLISHERS LTD

RACE MATTERS

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK (C FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

19,25€



HIS NAME IS GEORGE
FLOYD
SAMUELS AND OLORUNNIPA

NON FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

A landmark biography by two prizewinning Washington

Post reporters that reveals how systemic racism shaped

George Floyd´s life and legacy_from his family´s roots in the

tobacco fields of North Carolina, to ongoing inequality in

housing, education, health care, criminal justice, and

policing_telling the singular story of how one man´s tragic

experience brought about a global movement for change.

9780593490617 - PENGUIN USA

RACE MATTERS

Format: 432 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

19,25€

FAMILY OF LIARS
E LOCKHART

CHILDREN > YOUNG ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Author of #1 New York Times bestseller WE WERE LIARS

takes readers back to the story of another summer, another

generation, and the secrets that will haunt them for decades

to come.

9781471412356 - BONNIER BOOKS LTD

TIKTOK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 04/05/2022

12,25€



FAMILY OF LIARS
E LOCKHART

CHILDREN > YOUNG ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The thrilling prequel to the TikTok phenomenon and #1

New York Times bestseller We Were Liars takes readers

back to the story of another summer, another generation,

and the secrets that will haunt them for decades to come.

9780593568538 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

TIKTOK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

12,25€

SUBTLE ART OF NOT GIVING
A F*CK JOURNAL
MARK MANSON
MERCHANDISE > STATIONERY (MERCHANDISE)

The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck Journal is divided into

five sections that mirror the themes of The Subtle Art of Not

Giving A F*ck and include guided prompts that help you

consider the deepest questions around emotions, values

and purpose. Manson´s wisdom is complimented with

exercises to make you laugh, think, and grow, and his in-

your-face attitude is only matched by his sincerity in

wanting you to really wrestle with yourself and the things

that matter.

9780063228252 - HARPER COLLINS USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

9,35€



THE STARTUP
WIFE
TAHMIMA ANAM

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Halfway through her PhD,

computer scientist Asha has her

future all mapped out. Then a

chance meeting and whirlwind

romance with her old high-school

crush, Cyrus, changes everything.

Together with their friend Jules they

come up with a revolutionary idea:

to build a social networking app that

could bring meaning to millions of

lives. While Asha creates an

ingenious algorithm, Cyrus´

charismatic appeal throws him into

the spotlight. And when the app

explodes into the next big thing,

Asha finds that she´s invisible in the

very company she created.

9781838852528 - CANONGATE

BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,40€

OVER MY DEAD
BODY WILLIAM
WARWICK
NOVELS
JEFFREY ARCHER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

An unputdownable story of murder,

revenge and betrayal from

international number one bestseller

Jeffrey Archer.THE CLOCK IS

TICKING IN THIS

ROLLERCOASTER RIDE OF A

THRILLER...In London, the

Metropolitan Police set up a new

Unsolved Murders Unit - a cold case

squad - to catch the criminals

nobody else can.In Geneva,

millionaire art collector Miles

Faulkner - convicted of forgery and

theft - was pronounced dead two

months ago. So why is his

unscrupulous lawyer still

representing a dead client?

9780008523268 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€

LIFE AFTER LIFE
(TV)
KATE ATKINSON

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

What if you had the chance to live

your life again and again, until you

finally got it right? During a

snowstorm in England in 1910, a

baby is born and dies before she can

take her first breath. During a

snowstorm in England in 1910, the

same baby is born and lives to tell

the tale. What if there were second

chances? And third chances? In fact

an infinite number of chances to

live your life? Would you eventually

be able to save the world from its

own inevitable destiny? And would

you even want to? If you wish to be

moved and astonished, read it .

(Hilary Mantel). One of the best

novels I´ve read this century .

(GillianFlynn).

9781529177183 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€



GROWN UPS
MARIE AUBERT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Ida is a forty-year-old architect,

single and starting to panic. She´s

navigating Tinder and

contemplating freezing her eggs,

terrified that time has passed her

by, silently, without her ever

realising it. All she sees are other

people´s children, everywhere. Now

stuck in the idyllic Norwegian

countryside for a gathering to mark

her mother´s sixty-fifth birthday,

Ida is regressing. She´s fighting with

her younger sister, Marthe, and

flirting with her sister´s husband.

But when some supposedly

wonderful news from Marthe

heightens tensions further, Ida is

forced to mark out new milestones

of her own. Funny and unexpectedly

devastating, Grown Ups is for

anyone who has ever felt the fear of

being overtaken and who feels

almost - but not quite - grown up.

9781782277088 - PUSHKIN PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

THE LOST
STORYTELLER
AMANDA BLOCK

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Rebecca hasn´t seen her father Leo

since she was six. Her family never

talk about him, and she has long

since pushed him firmly to the back

of her mind. All she knows is that,

once upon a time, he was a well-

loved children´s TV star. But when a

journalist turns up uninvited at her

office, asking questions about her

once-famous father, Rebecca starts

to wonder whether there is more to

Leo´s absence than she realised.

Then, looking for answers, she

unearths a book of fairy tales

written by Leo and dedicated to her -

but what use are children´s stories

to her now, all these years later?

9781529360806 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

THE ECHO
CHAMBER
JOHN BOYNE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Presented in April 2022 folder. From

the author of The Heart´s Invisible

Furies and powered with the

Boyne´s characteristic humour and

razor-sharp observation, The Echo

Chamber is a satiric helter skelter, a

dizzying downward spiral of action

and consequence, poised

somewhere between farce,

absurdity and oblivion.

9781529176742 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,25€



SONGS IN URSA
MAJOR
EMMA BRODIE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

When singer-songwriter Jane

Quinn crosses paths with Jesse Reid,

the star who´s bright blue eyes are

setting hearts alight everywhere,

the connection is instant - it´s the

kind of romance that inspires the

greatest love songs. The summer of

´69 streaks by in a haze of festivals,

wild nights and magenta sunsets.

And when Jesse appears on stage,

Jane knows he´s singing just for her.

9780008435301 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

CEREMONY OF
INNOCENCE
MADELEINE BUNTING

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A Cambridge PHD student, Reem,

has gone missing. Last seen in

Egypt, her friend Fauzia is seeking

answers. However, the trail soon

leads back to the Wilcox Smith

family, and questions about their

shadowy wealth. Spanning decades,

and traveling between the Shah´s

Iran, modern Bahrain, London and

the English Countryside, Ceremony

of Innocence is a vivid, engrossing

story of one family´´s ambition and

the establishment´s ruthless pursuit

of power.

9781783787500 - GRANTA BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

A DOG'S COURAGE
BRUCE W CAMERON

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

#1 New York Times bestselling

author W. Bruce Cameron once

again captures the bravery and

determination of a very good dog in

the gripping sequel to A Dog´s Way

Home, the acclaimed novel that

inspired the hit movie! SEQUEL TO

THE BESTSELLING NOVEL

TURNED HIT MOVIE

9781250257642 - MACMILLAN USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 04/05/2022

18,00€



SUNSET
JESSIE CAVE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

• Now a Sunday Times bestseller:

the stunning debut novel from a

hugely talented new voice • Jessie

Cave is loved by many for her warm

and selfdeprecating humour.

Perfect for readers of Ruth Jones

and Dolly Alderton • Fantastic PR

campaign on HB publication _ it

included highprofile TV and radio

9781787399761 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

THE VIEW WAS
EXHAUSTING
CLEMENTS AND DATT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Presented in March 2022 A bold,

swoon-worthy, sexy and utterly

modern debut novel about truth,

fame and privilege - and how we

love now. Whitman ´Win´ Tagore

and Leo Milanowski are the greatest

love story of our time. International

movie star meets the beautiful son

of a millionaire. Their kisses write

headlines and their fights break the

internet. Nobody needs to know it´s

not real.

9781472271754 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

WALKING ON
SUNSHINE
GIOVANNA FLETCHER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

After Mike loses Pia, her best

friends Vicky and Zaza help pick up

the pieces. But though Pia´s gone,

she left a plan. A list of instructions

to hold Mike and her friends

together. Just-engaged Zaza fears

committing any further. Mum Vicky

can´t see a way past her kids and

back to her career. While Mike just

feels lost without Pia. When the list

sends them to Peru - where

sweltering rain forests and

mountain treks take them to the

brink - only Pia´s instructions will

guide the way. Did anyone say

Walking On Sunshine was easy?

9781405926126 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



I COULDN'T LOVE
YOU MORE
ESTHER FREUD

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Rosaleen is still a teenager, in the

early Sixties, when she meets the

famous sculptor Felix Lichtman.

Felix is dangerous, bohemian,

everything she dreamed of in the

cold nights at her Catholic boarding

school. And at first their life

together is glitteringly romantic _

drinking in Soho, journeying to

Marseilles. But it´s not long before

Rosaleen finds herself fearfully,

unexpectedly alone. Desperate, she

seeks help from the only source she

knows, the local priest, and is

directed across the sea to Ireland on

a journey that will seal her fate. Kate

lives in Nineties London, stumbling

through her unhappy marriage. But

something has begun to stir in her.

Close to breaking point, she sets off

on a journey of her own, not

knowing what she hopes to find.

9781526629920 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

THE FIRST BJORN
NICK FROST

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

9781838855079 - CANONGATE

BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,50€

THE OCTOPUS
MAN
JASPER GIBSON

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Once an outstanding law student

Tom is now lost in the machinery of

the British mental health system,

talking to a voice no one else can

hear: the voice of Malamock, the

Octopus God - sometimes loving,

sometimes cruel, but always there

to guide him through life. After a

florid psychotic break, the pressure

builds for Tom to take part in an

experimental drugs trial that

promises to silence the voice

forever. But no one, least of all Tom,

is prepared for what happens when

the Octopus God is seriously

threatened.

9781474616096 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€



MONKEY BOY
FRANCISCO GOLDMAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Monkey Boy is a sweeping story

about the impact of divided identity

- whether Jewish/Catholic, white/

brown, native/expat - and one

misfit´s quest to heal his damaged

past and find love. Our narrator,

Francisco Goldberg, an American

writer, has been living in Mexico

when, because of a threat provoked

by his journalism, he flees to New

York City, hoping to start afresh. His

last relationship ended

devastatingly five years before, and

he may now finally be on the cusp of

a new love with a young Mexican

woman he meets in Brooklyn. But

Francisco is soon beckoned back to

his childhood home outside Boston

by a high school girlfriend who

witnessed his youthful

humiliations, and to visit his

Guatemalan mother, Yolanda,

whose intermittent lucidity

unearths forgotten pockets of the

past. On this five-day trip, the

spectre of Frank´s recently

deceased father,

9781611854428 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

BEFORE THE
RUINS
VICTORIA GOSLING

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Andy believes that she has left her

past far behind her. But when she

gets a call from Peter´s mother to

say he´s gone missing, she finds

herself pulled into a search for

answers. Bored and restless after

their final school exams, Andy,

Peter, Em and Marcus broke into a

ruined manor house nearby and

quickly became friends with the boy

living there. Blond, charming and

on the run, David´s presence was as

dangerous as it was exciting. The

story of a diamond necklace, stolen

from the house fifty years earlier

and perhaps still lost somewhere in

the grounds inspired the group to

buy a replica and play at hiding it,

hoping to turn up the real thing

along the way. But the game grew to

encompass decades of resentment,

lies and a terrible betrayal.

9781788163804 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

TRESSPASSES
LOUISE KENNEDY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Cushla Lavery lives with her mother

in a small town near Belfast. At

twenty-four, she splits her time

between her day job as a teacher to a

class of seven-year-olds, and regular

bartending shifts in the pub owned

by her family. It´s here, on a day like

any other _ as the daily news rolls in

of another car bomb exploding,

another man shot, killed, beaten or

left for dead _ that she meets

Michael Agnew, an older (and

married) barrister who draws her

into his sophisticated group of

friends.

9781526623331 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

20,75€



THIS SHINING
LIFE
HARRIET KLINE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

When Rich dies, he leaves behind a

family without a father, a husband, a

son and a best friend. His wife, Ruth,

can´t imagine living without him

and finds herself faced with a grief

she´s not sure she can find her way

through. At the same time, their

young son Ollie becomes intent on

working out the meaning of life.

9781529176766 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

YERBA BUENA
NINA LACOUR

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Presented in February 2022 folder.

The debut adult novel by the

bestselling and award-winning YA

author Nina LaCour, following two

women on a star-crossed journey

toward each other. When Sara

Foster runs away from home at

sixteen, she leaves behind the girl

she once was, capable of trust and

intimacy. Years later, in Los

Angeles, she is a sought-after

bartender, renowned as much for

her brilliant cocktails as for the

mystery that clings to her. Across

the city, Emilie Dubois is in a

holding pattern. In her seventh year

as an undergraduate, she yearns for

the beauty and community her

Creole grandparents cultivated but

is unable to commit.

9781399701778 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

18,25€

COMRADE AEON’S
FIELD GUIDE TO
BANGKOK
EMMA LARKIN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

An overlooked patch of jungle

behind a Bangkok city slum

resonates with the hopes, dreams

and fears of the local community.

Those who are drawn to the plot of

land - among them a homeless

revolutionary, an ambitious

property developer, and a lonely

expat housewife - believe they can

find opportunity or redemption

there. But the slum-dwelling spirits

who guard its secrets have other

plans. With a rich cast of characters

that spans Bangkok´s multi-layered

society, Comrade Aeon´s Field

Guide to Bangkok is a masterful,

captivating debut, and a vivid

portrayal of a forgetful city

awakening to its past.

9781783786206 - GRANTA BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€



SOUL SISTERS
LESLEY LOKKO

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Soul Sisters by Lesley Lokko is a

rich, intergenerational tale of love,

race, power and secrets which

centres on the lifelong friendship

between two women: Scottish Jen

McFadden and South African-born

Kemisa Mashabane, known to her

friends as Kemi. Since childhood,

Jen and Kemi have lived like sisters

in the McFadden family home in

Edinburgh, brought together by a

shared family history which

stretches back generations. Kemi

was educated in Britain alongside

Jen and the girls could not be closer;

nor could they be more different in

the paths they take in life.

9781529067286 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

HUSH
KATE MAXWELL

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

After five exhilarating years in New

York, Stevie has a successful career

and a glamorous social life. But what

she most wants is a baby, an

aspiration that feels impossible

given that she is single, thirty-eight

and living in a tiny apartment in

Manhattan, far away from most of

her family in England. Determined

to become a mother, Stevie returns

to London and has a baby on her

own. When she gives birth to Ash,

she finds motherhood painfully at

odds with her former life and her

expectations. She begins to wonder

if having a child was a mistake - and

what she might be willing to do to

escape. As she struggles with her

new reality and what her future

might hold, revelations from the

past change everything she believed

about family and love.

9780349015071 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

18,25€

HIGHWAY BLUE
AILSA MCFARLANE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

As the novel opens, Anne Marie is

drifting in seedy San Padua, ´where

you can never get the ocean out of

your brain´, living a precarious life

of shift-work and shared

apartments. One morning, her

estranged husband Cal shows up on

the doorstep, clearly in some kind of

trouble. Later that night, a gun goes

off in an alley and the young couple

are thrown together on the open

road, heading across a shimmering,

almost mythical American

landscape to a city that may or may

not represent salvation.

9781529112887 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€



THE SNOW LINE
TESSA MCWATT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Londoner Reema, who left India

before she could speak, is searching

for a sign that will help her make a

life-changing decision. In pensioner

Jackson´s suitcase is something he

must let go of, but is he strong

enough? Together with two unlikely

companions, they take a road trip up

a mountain deep in the Himalayas,

heading for the snow line, where the

ice begins. But even standing in the

same place, surrounded by

magnificent views, they see things

differently.

9781912854479 - SCRIBE

PUBLICATIONS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

THE ISLAND
HOME
LIBBY PAGE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Lorna´s world is small but safe. She

loves her daughter, and the two of

them is all that matters. But after

nearly twenty years, she and Ella are

suddenly leaving London for the Isle

of Kip, the tiny remote Scottish

island where Lorna grew up. Alice´s

world is tiny but full. She loves the

community on Kip, her yoga classes

drawing women across the tiny

island together. Now Lorna´s arrival

might help their family finally mend

itself - even if forgiveness means

returning to the past...

9781409188285 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€

WHAT WE BOTH
KNOW
FAWN PARKER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

For readers of My Dark Vanessa, a

mesmerizing, disturbing, and

thoroughly compelling novel about

one woman´s role in preserving_or

destroying_her famous father´s

legacy. In front of me are hundreds

of pages of work. Already I feel it

leaving me. He will obliterate what

is there, replace it, deny I ever wrote

a word. But, he cannot take the

words I write on my own.

9780771096730 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,75€



TIME AFTER TIME
LOUISE PENTLAND

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Number one bestselling author

Louise Pentland is back with her

brand new novel that will make you

laugh, make you cry and thoroughly

charm you! Sometimes you have to

go back, to move forwards. Tabitha

is stuck. She still lives in the small

town she grew up in . . . the town

she´s barely ever left. So, when her

dad drops a bombshell over their

weekly Sunday dinner, Tabitha

takes a look at her own life.

9781838774097 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,25€

RUTH & PEN
EMILIE PINE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Dublin, 7 October 2019 One day, one

city, two women: Ruth and Pen.

Neither known to the other, but

both asking themselves the same

questions: how to be with others and

how, when the world doesn´t seem

willing to make space for them, to

be with themselves? Ruth´s

marriage to Aidan is in crisis. Today

she needs to make a choice - to stay

or not to stay, to take the risk of

reaching out, or to pull up the

drawbridge. For teenage Pen, today

is the day the words will flow, and

she will speak her truth to Alice, to

ask for what she so desperately

wants. Deeply involving, poignant

and radiantly intelligent, it is a

portrait of the limits of grief and

love, of how we navigate our inner

and outer landscapes, and the

tender courage demanded by the

simple, daily quest of living.

9780241573297 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 240 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

THE PEOPLE ON
PLATFORM 5
CLARE POOLEY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Nobody ever talks to strangers on

the train. It´s a rule. But what would

happen if they did?Every day Iona

Iverson travels to work by train.

Every day she sees the same people,

making assumptions about them,

and even giving them nicknames.

But they never speak. Obviously.

9781787631816 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 368 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,25€



VOYEUR
FRANCESCA REECE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Leah, who has found herself

´ambitioned´ out of London, is now

aimlessly adrift in Paris. Tired of

odd jobs in cafés and teaching

English, her heart skips a beat when

she spots an advert for a writer

seeking an assistant. Michael was

once the bright star of the London

literary scene, now a washed-up

author with writer´s block. After

meeting Leah is filled with an

inspiration he hasn´t felt in years.

When Michael offers Leah the

opportunity to join him and his

family in their glorious property in

the south of France for the summer,

she finally feels her luck is turning.

But as she begins to transcribe the

diaries from his debauched life in

1960s Soho, something begins to

nag at Leah´s sense of fulfilment;

that there might be more to Michael

than meets the eye.

9781472272218 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

MALIBU RISING
TAYLOR JENKINS REID

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Everyone wants to be around the

famous Rivas: Nina, the talented

surfer and supermodel; brothers Jay

and Hud, one a championship

surfer, the other a renowned

photographer; and their adored

baby sister, Kit. Together, the

siblings are a source of fascination

in Malibu and the world over-

especially as the offspring of the

legendary singer, Mick Riva. By

midnight the party will be

completely out of control.

9781529157147 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

MALIBU RISING
TAYLOR JENKINS REID

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Malibu: August 1983. It´s the day of

Nina Riva´s annual end-of-summer

party, and anticipation is at a fever

pitch. Everyone wants to be around

the famous Rivas: Nina, the talented

surfer and supermodel; brothers Jay

and Hud, one a championship

surfer, the other a renowned

photographer; and their adored

baby sister, Kit. Together the

siblings are a source of fascination

in Malibu_especially as the

offspring of the legendary singer

Mick Riva.

9781524798673 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,25€



WHEN WE WERE
YOUNG
RICHARD ROPER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Theo has been living in his parents´

shed, nursing a broken heart and a

wounded ego, convinced life can´t

get any worse. Then he gets evicted

on his 30th birthday. Theo thinks

he´s done with the real world - until

it shows up on his doorstep... Joel is a

successful TV scriptwriter, still in

love with his teenage sweetheart. A

proper grown-up - and yet he´s

falling apart at the seams. He´s

headed home to reconnect with best

friend Theo - except they haven´t

spoken since the summer they

turned 16. One of them is keeping a

secret, and the other is living a lie.

9781409185666 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

ARE YOU
ENJOYING?
MIRA SETHI

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Childhood best friends decide to

marry in order to keep their

sexuality a secret. A young heiress

embarks on a secret affair, ending

in devastation but not for the party

who was braced for it. A glum

divorcee reaches out to his

American neighbour. A radicalised

student´s preparations for his

sister´s wedding in Lahore involve

beating up the groom.

9781408895054 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

SECRETS OF
HAPPINESS
JOAN SILBER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Ethan, a young lawyer in New York,

learns that his father has long kept a

second family - a wife and two kids

living in Queens. In the aftermath of

this revelation, Ethan´s mother

spends a year travelling abroad,

returning much changed, just as

her now ex-husband falls ill. As

Ethan finds himself caught in a love

triangle of his own, the interwoven

fates of these two households

elegantly unfurl to touch many

other figures.

9781911630098 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€



THE CHILD
KJERSTI A. SKOMSVOLD

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

´Written with memorable precision

and love´ Sarah Moss ´Raw and

shimmering´ Liz Berry The woman

has given birth. Now she holds her

second child in her arms, a tiny

mystery. The world is new and full

of surprises, even though dangers

lurk behind every corner; a car out

of control, disease ever present in

the air, the unforgiving speed of

time. As she speaks to the child, the

story of her life emerges. A story of a

body worn down by illness, of

heartbreak, of a lover stolen and of

happiness finally found. In

iridescent prose, Skomsvold paints

a portrait of the artist as a mother,

and reckons with the sharp

compromises and quiet joys that

make up a life.

9781783785476 - GRANTA BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

THE MELTING
LIZE SPIT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Spit knows no fear. It is we, the

readers, that are left trembling.´ -

Leila Slimani, author of LullabyEva

can trace the route to Pim´s farm

with her eyes closed, even though

she has not been to Bovenmeer for

many years. There she grew up

among the rape fields and dairy

farms.

9781509838707 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

COMPLICATIONS
DANIELLE STEEL

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Known for its luxurious

accommodations and bespoke

service, the Hotel Louis XVI has

been the most lauded boutique

hotel in all of Paris for decades,

attracting an international clientele

of the rich and famous. Now, after

four years of renovations and the

death of its legendary and beloved

manager, it is set to reopen its doors

at last. An esteemed group of loyal

returning guests is set to descend

upon the hotel, joined by a number

of new faces who have managed to

secure coveted bookings in the

wake of last-minute cancellations.

9781984821515 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

10,00€



NINE LIVES
DANIELLE STEEL

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Nine Lives is a thought-provoking

story of lost love and new

beginnings, by the number one

bestseller Danielle Steel. After a

carefree childhood, Maggie Kelly

came of age in the shadow of grief.

Her father, a pilot, died when she

was nine.

9781529021547 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€

REMARKABLY
BRIGHT
CREATURES
SHELBY VAN PELT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

For fans of A Man Called Ove, a

luminous debut novel about a

widow´s unlikely friendship with a

curmudgeonly giant Pacific octopus

reluctantly residing at the local

aquarium_and, when a mysterious

grifter comes to town, the truths all

three unlock about her son´s

disappearance 30 years ago

9780063254480 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

19,00€

WE RUN THE
TIDES
VENDELA VIDA

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Teenage Eulabee and her magnetic

best friend, Maria Fabiola, own the

streets of Sea Cliff, their foggy

oceanside San Francisco

neighbourhood. They know Sea

Cliff´s homes and beaches, its

hidden corners and eccentric

characters - as well as the upscale

all-girls´ school they attend. One

day, walking to school with friends,

they witness a horrible act - or do

they? Eulabee and Maria Fabiola

vehemently disagree on what

happened, and their rupture is

followed by Maria Fabiola´s sudden

disappearance - a potential

kidnapping that shakes the quiet

community and threatens to expose

unspoken truths. Suspenseful and

poignant, We Run the Tides is

Vendela Vida´s masterful portrait of

an inimitable place on the brink of

radical transformation.

9781786499608 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€



THE NIGHT
ALWAYS COMES
WILLY VLAUTIN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Presented in March 2022 folder.

Between looking after her brother,

working two low-paid jobs, and

trying to take part-time college

classes, Lynette is dangerously

tired. Every penny she´s earned for

years, she´s put into savings, trying

to scrape together enough to take

out a mortgage on the house she

rents with her mother. Finally

becoming a homeowner in their

rapidly gentrifying Portland

neighbourhood could offer Lynette

the kind of freedoms she´s never

had. But, when the plan is derailed,

Lynette must embark on a

desperate odyssey of hope and

anguish.

9780571361922 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

13,25€

WHERE THE
GRASS IS GREEN
LAUREN WEISBERGER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Peyton Marcus is the woman New

York wakes up to, anchor of the

most-watched morning show in the

city. With a husband who adores

her and a daughter who´s headed to

one of the best Ivy League schools,

Peyton Marcus is that woman, and

she´s damn good at it.

9780008338794 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,00€

WHERE THE
GRASS IS GREEN
LAUREN WEISBERGER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A seat at the anchor desk of the

most-watched morning show.

Recognized by millions across the

country, thanks in part to her

flawless blond highlights and Botox-

smoothed skin. An adoring husband

and a Princeton-bound daughter.

Peyton is that woman. She has it all.

9781984855589 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

11,00€



CATCH THE
RABBIT
LANA BASTAŠIC

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Sara hasn´t seen or heard from her

childhood best friend, Lejla, in

years. She´s comfortable with her

life in Dublin, with her partner, their

avocado plant, and their naturist

neighbour. But when Lejla calls her

and demands she come home to

Bosnia, Sara finds that she can´t say

no.

9781529039627 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

EITHER/OR
ELIF BATUMAN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

From the acclaimed and bestselling

author of The Idiot, the

continuation of beloved protagonist

Selin´s quest for self-knowledge, as

she travels abroad and tests the

limits of her newfound adulthood

Selin is the luckiest person in her

family: the only one who was born in

America and got to go to Harvard.

Now it´s sophomore year, 1996, and

Selin knows she has to make it

count. The first order of business: to

figure out the meaning of

everything that happened over the

summer.

9780593492949 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 368 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

17,00€

EITHER/OR
ELIF BATUMAN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

In 1996, Selin, the bookish,

language-obsessed daughter of

Turkish immigrants, arrives at

Harvard University for her second

year. Having spent the summer

teaching English in the Hungarian

countryside while obsessing over

her crush, Ivan, Selin is determined

to untangle from her unrequited

infatuation, and shed her first year

innocence. With her English

syllabus as a rough guide, and her

more worldly and confident peers as

instructors, she resolves to become

her own main character and throws

herself into undergrad life: joining

the literary magazine, attending

house parties, and taking it into her

own hands to spark her sexual

awakening.

9781787333871 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

17,00€



TANTE EVA
PAULA BOMER

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

East Berlin, a few years after the fall

of the Berlin Wall. Eva, a retired

nurse, makes it through her day on

a combination of stimulants and

sleeping pills, wine and brandy. She

finds fleeting joy in American jazz

and blues records, and occasional

visits from her married lover. Her

friendly teenaged neighbor is her

closest companion. Then her

American niece, Maggie, arrives in

Berlin. Eva is thrilled_Maggie is just

the companion she´s been seeking.

But happiness begins to slide from

Eva´s grasp as Maggie´s own fierce

drug addiction reveals itself.

9781641293525 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

17,75€

TALK TO ME
T C BOYLE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

•How far would you go to save

someone you love? And what if that

someone was ... not human? The

joyfully freewheeling, funny and

profound new novel from "one of

the most inventive, adventurous

and accomplished fiction writers in

the US today.´ Lionel Shriver. •T C

Boyle´s books have sold over half a

million copies in the UK alone and

been translated into 26 languages.

His multiple awards include the

PEN/Faulkner Prize, the PEN/

Malamud Prize and the Prix Médicis

Étranger.

9781526630025 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 304 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

MONKEY KING
WU CHENG'EN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A shape-shifting trickster on a

kung-fu quest for eternal life, Sun

Wukong, or Monkey King, is one of

the most memorable superheroes

in world literature, known to legions

of fans of the most popular anime of

all time, Dragon Ball, and the

world´s largest e-sport, the video

game League of Legends. High-

spirited and omni-talented, he

amasses dazzling weapons and skills

on his journey to immortality: a

gold-hooped staff that can grow as

tall as the sky and shrink to the size

of a needle; the ability to travel

108,000 miles in a single

somersault.

9780143136309 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

17,00€



SECOND PLACE
RACHEL CUSK

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A haunting fable of art, family, and

fate from the author of the Outline

trilogy. A woman invites a famous

artist to use her guesthouse in the

remote coastal landscape where she

lives with her family. Powerfully

drawn to his paintings, she believes

his vision might penetrate the

mystery at the center of her life. But

as a long, dry summer sets in, his

provocative presence itself becomes

an enigma and disrupts the calm of

her secluded household.

9781250838681 - MACMILLAN USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 04/05/2022

11,75€

WE DO WHAT WE
DO IN THE DARK
MICHELLE HART

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Mallory sees the woman for the first

time at her college gym and is

immediately transfixed. As a

naturally reserved person who is

now reeling from the loss of her

mother, Mallory finds herself

compelled by the woman´s

assurance, and longs to know her

better. Despite the discovery that

she is a professor at the college,

Mallory finds herself falling into a

complicated love affair with the

woman, the stakes of which she

never quite understands.

9780593541500 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

19,00€

CHINA ROOM
SUNJEEV SAHOTA

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Longlisted for the Booker Prize 2021,

a thrilling and heartbreaking story

of love, family, survival and betrayal.

´A gorgeous, gripping read.´ Kamila

Shamsie´. I´m blown away by it.´

Tessa Hadley. ´The stuff of

miracles.´ Bryan Washington.

Mehar, a young bride in rural

Punjab, is trying to discover the

identity of her new husband. It is

1929, and she and her sisters-in-law

- married to three brothers in a

single ceremony - spend their days

hard at work on the family farm,

sequestered from contact with the

men.

9781784706364 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€



SAINT X
ALEXIS SCHAITKIN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

I devoured Saint X in a day.´ -

Oyinkan Braithwaite (author of My

Sister, the Serial Killer), New York

Times Claire is only seven years old

when her college-age sister Alison

vanishes from the luxury resort on

the Caribbean island of Saint X on

the last night of her family´s

vacation. Several days later Alison´s

body is found in a remote spot on a

nearby cay, and two local men,

employees at the resort, are

arrested. But the evidence is slim,

the timeline against it, and the men

are soon released.

9781529074857 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

TEENAGER
BUD SMITH

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Two teenagers, in love and insane,

journey across the United States in

this Bonnie and Clyde_like

adventure, pursuing a warped

American dream, where Elvis is still

king and the corn dog is the

"backbone of this great country."

9780593315224 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

19,00€

OLYMPUS TEXAS
STACEY SWANN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

When March Briscoe returns to

Texas two years after he was caught

having an affair with his brother´s

wife, the Briscoe family becomes

once again the talk of the small town

of Olympus. His mother, June,

hardly welcomes him back with

open arms. Her husband´s own past

affairs have made her tired of being

the long-suffering spouse. Is it,

perhaps, time for a change? But

within days of March´s arrival,

someone is dead, marriages are

upended, and even the strongest of

alliances are shattered. In the end,

the ties that hold them together

might be exactly what drag them all

down.

9781474612449 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



THE CHERRY
ROBBERS
SARAI WALKER

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

New Mexico, 2017: Sylvia Wren is

one of the most important

American artists of the past century.

Known as a recluse, she avoids all

public appearances. There´s a

reason: she´s living under an

assumed identity, having outrun a

tragic past. But when a hungry

journalist starts chasing her story,

she´s confronted with whom she

once was: Iris Chapel.

9780063270145 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

18,00€

AVALON
NELL ZINK

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Bran´s Southern California

upbringing is anything but

traditional. After her mother joins a

Buddhist colony, Bran is raised by

her "common-law stepfather" on

Bourdon Farms_a plant nursery that

doubles as a cover for a biker gang.

She spends her days tending plants,

slogging through high school, and

imagining what life could be if she

had been born to a different family.

9781524712310 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

17,00€

SHARPE’S
ASSASSIN THE
SHARPE SERIES
(21)
BERNARD CORNWELL

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Lieutenant-Colonel Sharpe is a man

with a reputation. Born in the gutter,

raised a foundling, he joined the

army twenty-one years ago, and it´s

been his home ever since. He´s a

loose cannon, but his

unconventional methods make him

a valuable weapon.

9780008184056 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€



MY NAME IS YIP
PATRICK CREWE

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

A brilliantly original voice-driven

debut about defying expectations,

set in the Georgia Gold Rush.

9780857527929 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

THE GUINNESS
GIRLS – A HINT OF
SCANDAL
EMILY HOURICAN

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

It´s the dawn of the 1930s and the

three privileged Guinness sisters,

Aileen, Maureen and Oonagh, settle

into becoming wives and mothers:

Aileen in Luttrellstown Castle

outside Dublin, Maureen in

Clandeboye in Northern Ireland,

and Oonagh in Rutland Place in

London. But while Britain becomes

increasingly politically polarised,

Aileen, Maureen and Oonagh

discover conflict within their own

marriages.

9781472274649 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

THE LION
CONN IGGULDEN

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Discover the rise and fall of the

world´s greatest empire in the

stunning third novel in the

Athenian series, from the nation´s

finest historical novelist

9780241513132 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

17,25€



A LADY’S GUIDE
TO FORTUNE
HUNTING
SOPHIE IRWIN

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Kitty Talbot needs a fortune. Or

rather, she needs a husband who

has a fortune. This is 1818 after all,

and only men have the privilege of

seeking their own riches. With just

twelve weeks until Kitty and her

sisters are made homeless,

launching herself into London

society is the only avenue open to

her. And Kitty must use every ounce

of cunning and ingenuity she

possesses to climb the ranks. The

only one to see through her plans is

the worldly Lord Radcliffe and he is

determined to thwart her at any

cost.

9780008519537 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

16,25€

ESSEX SERPENT
(TV)
SARAH PERRY

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Soon to be an Apple TV series

starring Claire Danes and Tom

Hiddleston London, 1893. When

Cora Seaborne´s controlling

husband dies, she steps into her

new life as a widow with as much

relief as sadness. Along with her son

Francis - a curious, obsessive boy -

she leaves town for Essex, in the

hope that fresh air and open space

will provide refuge. On arrival,

rumours reach them that the

mythical Essex Serpent, once said to

roam the marshes claiming lives,

has returned to the coastal parish of

Aldwinter.

9781788169622 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

ELIZABETH OF
YORK THE LAST
WHITE ROSE
ALISON WEIR

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Alison Weir, Sunday Times-

bestselling author of the SIX TUDOR

QUEENS series, returns with a

captivating new trio of novels

spanning three generations of

history´s most iconic family, the

Tudors. The spellbinding story of

Elizabeth of York, the first Tudor

queen. The Tudor Rose series tells

tales of birthright and rebellion, of

desire and destiny, of simmering

ambition and sudden change of fate.

Each book reveals the story of one

who had unexpected power thrust

upon them - and the ruler they

became. The series begins with

Elizabeth of York and the Tudor

origin story: the union of the Royal

Houses of York and Lancaster and

the creation of the Tudor rose.

9781472278043 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

18,25€



THE BEAUTY
QUEEN OF
JERUSALEM
SARIT YISHAI-LEVI

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Presented in February folder 2022. A

No. 1 international bestseller, The

Beauty Queen of Jerusalem is a

dazzling novel of mothers and

daughters, stories told and untold,

and the ties that bind four

generations of women. Spanning

decades, The Beauty Queen of

Jerusalem follows generations of

unforgettable women as they forge

their own paths through times of

dramatic change, and paints a

dazzling portrait of a family and a

young nation as they struggle to

find their way even as others try to

carve it out for them. Soon to be a

TV series from the producers of

Netflix hits Fauda and Shtisel _ and

one of the most expensive ever

made in Israel

9781800750197 - SWIFT PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,25€

THE
PHARMACIST
RACHELLE ATALLA

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A beautifully-written dystopian

thriller set in an underground

bunker Wolfe is the bunker´s

resident pharmacist. While the

inhabitants wait for the outside

world to heal, she doles out

ibuprofen, sanitary towels and

Xanax - all under the watchful eye of

the increasingly erratic and

paranoid leader. But when the

leader starts to ask things of Wolfe,

favours she can hardly say no to, her

world is thrown off its axis once

again. Forming an unlikely alliance

with the young Doctor Stirling, her

troubled assistant Levitt, and

Canavan - a tattooed giant of a man

who´s purpose in the bunker is a

mystery - Wolfe has to navigate the

powder keg of life underground,

knowing her every move is being

watched.

9781529342116 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

18,25€

MERCY
DAVID BALDACCI

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

THE HUNT IS FINALLY OVER. FBI

agent Atlee Pine is at the end of her

long journey to discover what

happened to her twin sister, Mercy,

who was abducted when the girls

were just six years old an incident

which destroyed her family and left

Atlee physically and mentally

scarred.She knew her sister and

parents were out there somewhere.

And she had to find them. Dead or

alive. Atlee and her assistant, Carol

Blum, discover the truth.

9781529061734 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

9,75€



WOMAN ON FIRE
LISA BARR

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A young journalist embroiled in an

international art scandal centred

around a Nazi-looted masterpiece,

forcing the ultimate showdown

between passion and possession,

lovers and liars, history and truth.

After talking her way into a job,

rising young journalist Jules Roth is

given an unusual assignment: locate

a painting stolen by the Nazis more

than 75 years earlier. The painting?

None other than legendary artist

Ernst Engel´s most famous work,

Woman on Fire. World-renowned

shoe designer Ellis Baum wants this

portrait of a mysterious woman for

deeply personal reasons, but Jules

doesn´t have much time; the famous

designer is dying.

9781802793857 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€

A THREE DOG
PROBLEM
S J BENNET

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In the wake of a referendum which

has divided the nation, the last thing

the Queen needs is any additional

problems to worry about. But when

an oil painting of the Royal Yacht

Britannia - first given to the Queen

in the 1960s - shows up

unexpectedly in a Royal Navy

exhibition, she begins to realise that

something is up. When a body is

found in the Palace swimming pool,

she finds herself once again in the

middle of an investigation which

has more twists and turns than she

could ever have suspected. With

her trusted secretary Rozie by her

side, the Queen is determined to

solve the case. But will she be able to

do it before the murderer strikes

again?

9781838774844 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

11,75€

THE NIGHT SHE
WENT MISSING
KRISTEN BIRD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When a girl goes missing from a

tight-knit community run by a

powerful family, what secrets will be

revealed? Perfect for fans of Liane

Moriarty and Jodi Picoult. Catherine

moved to the close-knit community

of Galveston Island to leave the past

- and the terrible mistake she made

- behind her. What she didn´t

realise was how much influence her

mother-in-law, Rosalyn, has over

the island and that being a Callahan

means having strict standards to

uphold.

9781472280916 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€



EVERY CLOAK
ROLLED IN BLOOD
JAMES LEE BURKE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In his most autobiographical novel

to date, James Lee Burke continues

the epic Holland family saga with a

writer grieving the death of his

daughter while battling earthly and

supernatural outlaws. Novelist

Aaron Holland Broussard is

shattered when his daughter Fannie

Mae dies suddenly. As he tries to

honour her memory by saving two

young men from a life of crime

amid their opioid-ravaged

community, he is drawn into a

network of villainy that includes a

violent former Klansman, a far-

from-holy minister, a biker club

posing as evangelicals, and a

murderer who has been hiding in

plain sight.

9781398707887 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

18,25€

IN THE BLOOD
JACK CARR

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

SOON TO BE A TV SERIES

STARRING CHRIS PRATT. A woman

boards a plane in Burkina Faso

having just completed a targeted

assassination for the state of Israel.

Two minutes after takeoff her plane

is blown out of the sky. 6000 miles

to the east, James Reece watches the

names and pictures of the victims

cross cable news. One face triggers a

distant memory of a Mossad

operative attached to the CIA years

earlier in Iraq, a woman with ties to

the intelligence services of two

nations, a woman Reece thought he

would never see again.

9781398508255 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

11,75€

THE COOK
AJAY CHOWDHURY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When a young woman Kamil knows

is murdered the police are

convinced her boyfriend is the

culprit. Kamil isn´t so sure and feels

he has no choice but to start his own

investigation. Meanwhile, his friend

and restaurant manager, Anjoli, is

troubled by a rise in the number of

homeless deaths in their local area.

9781787303157 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

18,25€



WHY DIDN'T
THEY ASK
EVANS? (TV)
AGATHA CHRISTIE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

An unabridged Agatha Christie

mystery, featuring the young

adventurers Lady ´Frankie´ Derwent

and Bobby Jones. While playing an

erratic round of golf, Bobby Jones

slices his ball over the edge of a cliff.

His ball is lost, but on the rocks

below he finds the crumpled body of

a dying man. With his final breath

the man opens his eyes and says,

´Why didn´t they ask Evans?´

Haunted by these words, Bobby and

his vivacious companion, Frankie,

set out to solve a mystery that will

bring them into mortal danger!

9780008521356 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€

VENDETTA:
LUCKY'S
REVENGE
JACKIE COLLINS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Dangerously sensual,

breathtakingly beautiful, and

utterly unforgettable, she is Lucky

Santangelo... There have been many

imitators, but only ever one Jackie

Collins. With millions of her books

sold around the world, and thirty-

one New York Times bestsellers,

she is one of the world´s top-selling

novelists. From glamorous Beverly

Hills bedrooms to Hollywood movie

studios; from glittering rock

concerts to the yachts of

billionaires, Jackie chronicled the

scandalous lives of the rich, famous,

and infamous from the inside

looking out.

9781398515246 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

WORLD IS FULL
OF MARRIED MEN
JACKIE COLLINS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

It all started with The World is Full

of Married Men, the debut novel

from global multi-million copy

bestseller and literary superstar,

Jackie Collins. Includes a brilliant

introduction from Fanny Blake,

talking about what this book and

Jackie means to her!

9781398515260 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€



THE DARK HOURS
MICHAEL CONNELLY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

There´s chaos in Hollywood on New

Year´s Eve. LAPD Detective Renée

Ballard seeks shelter at the end of

the countdown to wait out the

traditional rain of lead as hundreds

of revelers shoot their guns into the

air. As reports start to roll in of

shattered windshields and damage,

Ballard is called to a scene where a

hardworking auto shop owner has

been fatally hit by a bullet in the

middle of a crowded street party. It

doesn´t take long for Ballard to

determine that the deadly bullet

could not have fallen from the sky.

Ballard´s investigation leads her to

another unsolved murder-a case at

one time worked by Detective Harry

Bosch.

9781409186182 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

AUTOPSY
PATRICIA CORNWELL

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Forensic pathologist Kay Scarpetta

has come almost full circle,

returning to Virginia as the chief

medical examiner, the state where

she launched her storied career.

Finding herself the new girl in town

once again after being away for

many years, she´s inherited not only

an overbearing secretary, but also a

legacy of neglect and potential

corruption.

9780008505776 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€

RAZORBLADE
TEARS
S A COSBY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Presented in March 2022 folder. A

page-turning, provocative revenge

thriller and a redemptive tale of

knotty southern noir, this is crime

writing at its very best. Ike is

devastated to learn his son Isiah has

been murdered, along with Isiah´s

white husband, Derek. Though he

never fully accepted his son, Ike is

broken by his death. Derek´s father

Buddy Lee was as ashamed of Derek

being gay as Derek was of his

father´s criminal past. But Buddy

Lee needs to know who killed his

child. Desperate to do better by

them in death than they did in life,

two hardened ex-cons must

confront their own prejudices as

they rain down vengeance upon

those who hurt their boys.

9781472286543 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€



DARK VECTOR
CUSSLER AND BROWN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew

return in a thrilling new adventure

continuing the bestselling series

from the grand master of adventure,

Clive Cussler.

9780241552346 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

17,25€

BAD APPLES
WILL DEAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

From the bestselling author of Dark

Pines comes Will Dean´s most

terrifying Tuva Moodyson mystery

yet

9780861541980 - ONEWORLD

PUBLICATIONS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

THE BLOOD
DIVIDE
A A DHAND

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The last thing Jack Baxi expected

when a detective rang his doorbell

in the middle of the night was that

he´d be tortured and left for dead,

with a young woman he´s never met

before. Now, running for their lives,

Jack and Aisha frantically try to

discover why the detective was so

convinced they both have

information on a missing person.

9780552176545 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€



THE TRUST
M H ECCLESTON

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When a local man is found

murdered in an English Trust

stately home, the community is

shaken to its core. None more so

than newcomer Astrid Swift, who

finds the body. When she moved

from London to the sleepy Dorset

village and got a job at the house as

an art restorer, she thought she was

heading for a quieter life.

9781803280363 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

MURDER AT
SUNRISE LAKE
CHRISTINE FEEHAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

#1 New York Times bestselling

author Christine Feehan reaches

new heights of passion and

suspense in this thrilling novel that

takes readers deep into the

California backcountry, where a

woman is tormented by visions of a

killer. It starts in her dreams.

Hideous flashes from a nightmare

only she can stop. Images of a

murderer stalking the ones she

cares about most.. Stella Harrison

thought had gotten away from the

traumas of her past. Running the

Sunrise Lake Resort high in the

Sierra Nevada mountains has

brought her peace, even though she

doesn´t truly share her quiet life

with anyone. Not even Sam, the

hired handyman who notices

everything and always seems to

know exactly what she needs.

9780593333150 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

10,00€

ENEMY AT THE
GATES
VINCE FLYNN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The next pulse-pounding Mitch

Rapp thriller in Vince Flynn´s #1

New York Times bestselling series,

written by Kyle Mills.

9781398514454 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€



ROBERT
LUDLUM'S THE
BOURNE
TREACHERY
BRIAN FREEMAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The world´s most ruthlessly

efficient assasin, Jason Bourne, has

carved a bloody swathe through all

his opponents but now he´s facing

the one force he can´t defeat_his

own past_in the latest thrilling entry

in Robert Ludlum´s New York Times

bestselling series. Three years ago,

Jason Bourne embarked on a

mission in Estonia with his partner

and lover, a fiery Treadstone agent

code-named Nova. Their job was to

rescue a Russian double agent

who´d been smuggled out of St.

Petersburg in the midst of an FSB

manhunt.

9780593419298 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

10,00€

MURDER BY THE
SEASIDE
CECILY GAYFORD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

It´s the height of summer. As the

heat shimmers on the streets and

ice cream melts onto sticky fingers,

tempers begin to rise and old

grudges surface. From Cornish

beaches to the French Riviera, it´s

not just a holiday that´s on people´s

minds ... it´s murder. In these ten

classic stories from writers such as

Dorothy L. Sayers, Cyril Hare and

Margery Allingham, you´ll find

mayhem and mysteries aplenty. So

grab the suncream and head down

to the beach - if you dare.

9781800810631 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 19/05/2022

13,25€

THE GRAY MAN
(NETFLIX)
MARK GREANEY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The #1 New York Times

phenomenon the Gray Man in his

first thrilling adventure-now a

major Netflix film starring Ryan

Gosling and Chris Evans! To those

who lurk in the shadows, Court

Gentry is known as the Gray Man.

He is a legend in the covert realm,

moving silently from job to job,

accomplishing the impossible and

then fading away. And he always

hits his target. Always. But there are

forces more lethal than Gentry in

the world. Forces like money. And

power. And there are men who hold

these as the only currency worth

fighting for. And in their eyes,

Gentry has just outlived his

usefulness.

9780593547595 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 464 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

11,25€



A NARROW DOOR
JOANNE HARRIS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

From the prize-winning No.1

bestselling author Joanne Harris

comes an explosive psychological

thriller about a woman who is intent

on tearing apart the elite world that

tried to hold her back . . . piece by

piece. It´s an incendiary moment for

St Oswald´s school. For the first time

in its history, a headmistress is in

power, the gates opening to girls.

Rebecca Buckfast has spilled blood

to reach this position. Barely forty,

she is just starting to reap the

harvest of her ambition. As the new

regime takes on the old guard, the

ground shifts. And with it, the

remains of a body are discovered.

But Rebecca is here to make her

mark. She´ll bury the past so deep it

will evade even her own memory,

just like she has done before.

9781409170846 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

PICTURE YOU
DEAD
PETER JAMES

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The eighteenth Detective

Superintendent Roy Grace novel

from the highly acclaimed number

one bestselling author, Peter James.

9781529004373 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

20,50€

DEADLOCK
QUINTIN JARDINE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Sir Robert Skinner´s stock is rising -

after retiring from the police service

he´s been promoted to head an

international media organisation.

Yet a series of unexplained deaths

on his home turf in Scotland

threaten to bring him crashing back

down to earth. As Skinner helps the

elderly in his local community,

several residents seem to die of

natural causes. But when a

gruesome discovery is made in a

Glasgow flat and one of Skinner´s

long-time friends - an aspiring

politician - emerges as the prime

suspect, things become very murky

indeed.

9781472282859 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 09/05/2022

13,25€



THE BURNING
JONATHAN KELLERMAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When a wealthy man is found

murdered in his hilltop home,

Deputy Coroner Clay Edison is

shocked to discover a link to his own

brother, Luke, on the scene. Luke is

fresh out of prison and struggling to

stay on the right path. When he

suddenly goes missing, Clay can´t

help but question his innocence.

9781529157130 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

THE ISLAND
ADRIAN MCKINTY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The unmissable new thriller from

the bestselling, award-winning

author of THE CHAIN.

9781409189640 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

16,25€

THE MAIDENS
ALEX MICHAELIDES

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Presented in March 2022 folder.

WORLD RECORD BREAKING:

Alex´s debut was sold in 43

territories, more than any other

debut thriller pre-publication.

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED: After

the incredible success of The Silent

Patient, we can expect blanket

review coverage and global

attention for The Maidens.

9781409181682 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



THE SANCTUARY
ANDREW HUNTER MURRAY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The eagerly anticipated second

novel from the author of the Sunday

Times bestseller The Last Day. Ben

is a young painter from the

crowded, turbulent city. For six

months his fiancée Cara has been

living on a remote island known as

Sanctuary Rock, the property of

millionaire philanthropist Sir John

Pemberley. Now she has decided to

break off their engagement, and

stay there. Ben resolves to travel to

the island to win Cara back. But the

journey there is a harsh and

challenging one, and when he does

arrive, a terrible shock awaits him.

9781529151589 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,25€

FALLING
T J NEWMAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

There are one hundred and forty-

three other passengers onboard.

What you don´t know is that thirty

minutes before the flight your

pilot´s family was kidnapped. For his

family to live, everyone on your

plane must die. The only way the

family will survive is if the pilot

follows his orders and crashes the

plane. Enjoy the flight.

9781398507289 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

THE WHISPERS
HEIDI PERKS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Presented in April 2022 folder. The

gripping new page-turner from the

author of NOW YOU SEE HER tells

the story of a mother who

disappears, and the four women

who are left behind. What has

happened to her? And what secrets

are hidden in her past?

9781529157017 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€



THE MURDERS AT
FLEAT HOUSE
LUCINDA RILEY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A masterful, page-turning crime

novel, THE MURDERS AT FLEAT

HOUSE opens with the sudden

death of a pupil in Fleat House at St

Stephen´s, a small private boarding

school. It is a shocking event that

the headmaster is keen to call a

tragic accident. But the local police

cannot rule out foul play and the

case prompts the return of high-

flying Detective Inspector Jazmine

"Jazz´ Hunter to the force. Jazz has

her own private reasons for

stepping away from her police

career in London, but reluctantly

agrees to front the investigation as a

favour to her old boss. But a

particularly grim discovery at the

school makes this the most

challenging murder investigation of

her career, because Fleat House

hides secrets darker than Jazz could

ever have imagined...

9781529094961 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

22,00€

LEGACY
NORA ROBERTS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Presented in April 2022 folder. The

first time Adrian met her father was

the day he tried to kill her... Adrian

Rizzo didn´t have the easiest

childhood, to put it mildly, but she´s

worked hard to put it behind her

and to the outside world she is a

woman with a successful, high-

profile career and a wonderful

family and friends. When, out of the

blue, she receives a death threat in

the post, she is shocked but puts it

down to someone´s jealousy of her

success and tries to forget about it.

But Adrian doesn´t realise that it´s

more than just spite. Someone is

very, very angry about her happy

life and will stop at nothing to bring

it all crashing down.

9780349426266 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

NIGHTWORK
NORA ROBERTS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Harry Booth started stealing at nine

to keep a roof over his ailing

mother´s head, slipping into

luxurious, empty homes at night to

find items he could trade for

precious cash. When his mother

finally succumbed to cancer, he left

Chicago_but kept up his nightwork.

Wandering from the Outer Banks to

Savannah to New Orleans, he dons

new identities and stays careful,

observant, distant. He can´t afford to

attract attention_or get attached.

Still, he can´t help letting his guard

down when he meets Miranda

Emerson. But the powerful bond

between them cannot last_because

not all thieves follow Harry´s code of

honor.

9780349430218 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

16,25€



THE PERFECT LIE
JO SPAIN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Five years ago, Erin Kennedy moved

to New York following a family

tragedy. She now lives happily with

her detective husband in the scenic

seaside town of Newport, Long

Island. When Erin answers the door

to Danny´s police colleagues one

morning, it´s the start of an ordinary

day. But behind her, Danny walks to

the window of their fourth-floor

apartment and jumps to his death.

Eighteen months later, Erin is in

court, charged with her husband´s

murder. Over that year and a half,

Erin has learned things about Danny

she could never have imagined. She

thought he was perfect. She thought

their life was perfect.

9781529407273 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

11,75€

DEAR LITTLE
CORPSES
NICOLA UPSON

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

1 September, 1939. As the mass

evacuation takes place across

Britain, thousands of children leave

London for the countryside, but

when a little girl vanishes without

trace, the reality of separation

becomes more desperate and more

deadly for those who love her. In the

chaos and uncertainty of war,

Josephine struggles with the

prospect of change.

9780571353286 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 19/05/2022

16,25€

A QUIET MAN
TOM WOOD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

One day a man arrives in town.

Unassuming. Quiet. The assassin

known as Victor is hiding out in a

small motel in Canada after a job

across the border. A few days laying

low and he´ll be gone and leave no

trace behind. He doesn´t count on

getting to know a mother and her

boy who reminds him of his own

troubled childhood. When both

vanish, only Victor seems to notice.

Once he starts looking for them, he

finds himself at odds with the

criminals who own the town. They

want him gone. Only Victor´s going

nowhere until he discovers the

truth and to them he´s just a quiet

man asking the wrong questions.

But that quiet man is a dangerous

man.

9780751575996 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€



THE NEW
KINGDOM
WILBUR SMITH

FICTION > ACTION &
ADVENTURE

A brand-new Ancient Egyptian

novel from the master of adventure

fiction and global number 1

bestselling author, Wilbur Smith. In

the heart of Egypt, Under the

watchful eye of the gods . A new

power is rising. The New Kingdom is

a brand-new Egyptian Series thriller

by the master of adventure, Wilbur

Smith.

9781785767999 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€

ROAR (APPLE TV)
CECELIA AHERN

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Soon to be an Apple TV+ series from

the creators of GLOW starring

Nicole Kidman, Cynthia Erivo,

Merritt Wever, and Alison Brie. A

story for every woman. A story for

every moment.

9780008540838 - HARPER

COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€

THE REHEARSALS
ANNETTE CHRISTIE

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

The wedding is tomorrow. If they

can only get through today... A

funny, emotional romance where a

couple find themselves forced to

relive the day of their wedding

rehearsal over and over again.

Megan and Tom are preparing for

the happiest weekend of their lives.

But their plans for a perfect wedding

are ruined when a huge fight causes

them to call it all off the night

before. Megan and Tom think the

worst is over - until they wake up

the next morning and find

themselves stuck in a time loop.

Somehow they are being forced to

relive the worst day of their lives -

with its painful secrets, age-old

grievances, and family dramas -

again and again.

9781529348798 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



WOMAN OF A
CERTAIN RAGE
GEORGIE HALL

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Late for work and dodging traffic,

she´s still reeling from the latest row

with husband Paddy. Twenty-

something years ago, their eyes met

over the class divide in oh-so-cool

Britpop London, but while Paddy

now seems content filling his

downtime with canal boats and

cricket, Eliza craves the freedom

and excitement of her youth. Fifty

sounds dangerously close to

pensionable: her woke children

want to cancel her, a male motorist

has just called her a ´mad old bat´

and to cap it all her hormones are on

the run.

9781800240049 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

A COTTAGE BY
THE SEA
CAROLE MATTHEWS

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Grace has been best friends with

Ella and Flick forever. The late-night

chats, shared heartaches and good

times have created a bond that has

stood the test of time. When Ella

invites them to stay for a week in

her cottage in South Wales, Grace

jumps at the chance to see her old

friends. She also hopes that the

change of scenery will help her

reconnect with her distant husband.

Then Flick arrives; loveable, bubbly,

incorrigible Flick, accompanied by

the handsome and charming Noah.

This is going to be one week which

will change all their lives

forever...Join Grace, Ella and Flick

for a week of love, laughter, tears

and friendship in A Cottage by the

Sea

9780751545531 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 448 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

THE
HEARTBREAK
CLUB
EVA WOODS

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Caroline´s heart broke when her

husband took his own life. Josh´s

heart broke when his wife was killed

in an accident. And somehow,

talking to a group of strangers once

a week doesn´t seem to be helping

either of them. Until Sylvia arrives.

When she lost her own partner two

years ago, she fell apart and had to

put herself back together. Most of

all she wished for the help of

someone who´d been through it

already. And now she´s here to pass

her handbook on to those who need

it most.

9780751575880 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€



THE WISDOM OF
CROWDS
JOE ABERCROMBIE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Concluding the AGE OF MADNESS

trilogy, THE WISDOM OF CROWDS

brings the series which is

revolutionising fantasy to its

stunning conclusion. . . With

nothing left to lose, Citizen Brock is

determined to become a new hero

for the new age, while Citizeness

Savine must turn her talents from

profit to survival before she can

claw her way to redemption. Orso

will find that when the world is

turned upside down, no one is lower

than a monarch. And in the bloody

North, Rikke and her fragile

Protectorate are running out of

allies . . . while Black Calder gathers

his forces and plots his vengeance.

9780575095984 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€

THE VINYL
DETECTIVE -
ATTACK AND
DECAY
ANDREW CARTMEL

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The Vinyl Detective goes Scandi

noir in his sixth adventure.

Disfigured corpse. Check.

Grotesque snowman. Check.

Headless animals. Check. But in fact

the killer is taking their cue not

from Scandi noir fiction but another

popular Scandinavian export _ death

metal

9781789098969 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

13,25€

HER MAJESTY’S
ROYAL COVEN 1
JUNO DAWSON

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The first in a supernatural new

series from the author of

Wonderland, Her Majesty´s Royal

Coven follows a top secret

government department of witches

and the deadly threat to the nation

that they must confront.

9780008478513 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 464 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

16,25€



HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL COVEN
JUNO DAWSON

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

At the dawn of their adolescence, on

the eve of the summer solstice, four

young girls_Helena, Leonie, Niamh

and Elle_took the oath to join Her

Majesty´s Royal Coven, established

by Queen Elizabeth I as a covert

government department. Now,

decades later, the witch community

is still reeling from a civil war and

an attempted coup and Helena is

now the reigning High Priestess of

the organization. Yet Helena is the

only one of her friend group still

enmeshed in the stale bureaucracy

of HMRC. Elle is trying to pretend

she´s a normal housewife, and

Niamh has become a country vet,

using her powers to heal sick

animals. In what Helena percieves

as the deepest betryal, Leonie has

defected to start her own more

inclusive and intersectional coven,

Diaspora.

9780143137146 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 448 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

16,25€

THE SANDMAN
BOOK OF DREAMS
NEIL GAIMAN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Published concurrently with the

comic series, and edited by Neil

Gaiman, this anthology is set in the

world of the series, features

contributions from Tori Amos, Clive

Barker, Susanna Clarke, Tad

Williams, and Gene Wolfe, among

other celebrated names in fantasy

and horror. The 11-episode Netflix

series will release in spring 2022

(exact date to come), and stars Tom

Sturridge, Charles Dance,

Gwendoline Christine, Kirby

Howell-Baptise, David Thewlis,

Stephen Fry, Jenna Coleman, and

more. Neil Gaimanis an Executive

Producer. •This is not an official TV

tie-in edition.

9780061053542 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

Format: 304 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

18,75€

LAST EXIT
MAX GLADSTONE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Gaiman´s American Gods meets

King´s The Dark Tower in this

electric, captivating road trip across

America and alternate realities to

stop the apocalypse, from a Hugo

and Nebula Award-winning author.

Imagine that the American highway

system is a vast magical network

binding city to city. By soaking up

magic from intentionally

directionless travel, initiates can

slip into alternate realities. Stray too

far from our America, though, and

things get weird. And dangerous.

And terrifying.

9781803360300 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

13,25€



THE HAND OF
THE SUN KING
JT GREATHOUSE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

This debut fantasy kicks off the epic

Pact and Pattern trilogy. Combining

the intricate magic of Brent Weeks

and the emotional heft of Robin

Hobb, this is a novel about family

and loyalty in the face of adversity.

My name is Wen Alder. My name is

Foolish Cur. All my life, I have been

torn between two legacies: that of

my father, whose roots trace back to

the right hand of the Emperor. That

of my mother´s family, who reject

the oppressive Empire and embrace

the resistance.

9781473232891 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

FORGING SILVER
INTO STARS
BRIGID KEMMERER

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Tycho of Rillisk has been a lot of

things: son and brother, stablehand,

prisoner, soldier and friend to the

king. Now, four years after Grey

took the throne of Emberfall, Tycho

has taken on a new role: courier and

spy. As the only person the king can

trust, Tycho carries secret messages

back and forth between the

kingdoms of Emberfall and Syhl

Shallow. But even though the war is

over, peace still seems far away. A

dangerous anti-magical faction is

rising, and when Tycho discovers a

plot to assassinate Grey and Queen

Lia Mara, ruler of Syhl Shallow, he

must fight for everything he

believes in.

9781526645746 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

13,25€

GLITTERATI
OLIVER K LANGMEAD

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Presented in March 2022 folder. A

Clockwork Orange and RuPaul´s

Drag Race meet Eternal Sunshine of

the Spotless Mind in this fabulous

dystopian fable about fashion,

family and feckless billionaires.

Simone is one of the Glitterati, the

elite living lives of luxury and

leisure. Slave to the ever-changing

tides _ and brutal judgements - of

fashion, he is immaculate. To be

anything else is to be unfashionable,

and no one wants to be

unfashionable, or even worse, ugly.

9781789097962 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,25€



JOKER MOON
WILD CARDS
GEORGE R R MARTIN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The return of the famous shared-

world superhero books created and

edited by fantasy titan George R.R.

Martin. In the aftermath of World

War II, the Earth´s population was

devastated by a terrifying alien

virus. Those who survived were

changed for ever. This is the story of

that world.

9780008239725 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 368 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

WAYWARD
HANNAH MATHEWSON

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Presented in March 2022 folder

Author´s debut novel well received:

dubbed "impressive" by Jodi Taylor,

bestselling author of Just One

Damned Thing After Another while

A.J. Hackwith, author of The Library

of the Unwritten adding "this book

broke my heart in the best ways"

Intelligent, smart and utterly

compelling fantasy: Six of Crows

meets The Prestige, for fans of V.E.

Schwab.

9781789094459 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,25€

THE DANCE TREE
KIRAN MILLWOOD
HARGRAVE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Strasbourg, 1518. In the midst of a

blisteringly hot summer, a lone

woman begins to dance in the city

square. She dances for days without

pause or rest, and as she is joined by

hundreds of others, the authorities

declare an emergency.

9781529005165 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

22,00€



THE LAST
GRADUATE
NAOMI NOVIK

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Sequel to the Sunday Times

bestselling and Lodestar award-

nominated A Deadly Education. The

dark school of magic has always

done its best to devour its students,

but now that El has reached her final

year -- and somehow won herself a

handful of allies along the way -- it´s

suddenly developed a very

particular craving . .

9781529100907 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

THE
CLOCKWORK
MAN
E V ODLE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

In the first-ever novel about a

cyborg, a machine-enhanced man

from a multiverse of the far future

visits 1920s England. In 1920s

England, a strange being crashes a

village cricket game. After some

glitchy, jerky attempts to

communicate, this creature reveals

that he is a machine-enhanced

human from a multiverse

thousands of years in the future.

The mechanism implanted in his

skull has malfunctioned, sending

him tumbling through time onto the

green grass of the cricket field.

Apparently in the future, at the

behest of fed-up women, all men

will be controlled by an embedded

"clockwork," camouflaged with hats

and wigs. Published in 1923, The

Clockwork Man_the first cyborg

novel_tells the story of this odd time

traveler´s visit.

9780262543439 - THE MIT PRESS

TRADE

Format: 202 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,00€

EVERSION
ALASTAIR REYNOLDS

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Eversion is a superb, original Gothic

SF novel. A small group of intrepid

explorers are in search of a remote

and mysterious artefact. It´s a well-

funded expedition, well organised,

which is lucky as they´re sailing

north of Bergen on the schooner

Demeter, searching for a narrow

inlet which will lead them to a vast

uncharted lake - and their goal --

Until disaster strikes.

9780575090774 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

18,25€



SKYWARD
FLIGHT
BRANDON SANDERSON

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

In Sunreach, after a planet-

destroying Delver suddenly appears

in the sky of Detritus and vanishes

just as suddenly, FM knows that the

last free human society got lucky.

Her Skyward Flight companion

Spensa figured out how to draw this

Delver away, but it won´t be so easy

next time. Humanity has to be

prepared . . . and when FM´s flight

leader Jorgen finds a large group of

Taynix - the space slugs then enable

hyperdrives - they may have found

their chance, if FM, Jorgen, the

engineer Rig and the mysterious

alien Alanik, can unlock the secrets

in time . . . .

9781399602143 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 04/05/2022

18,25€

TERMINATION
SHOCK
NEAL STEPHENSON

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The number 1 New York Times

bestselling author returns with a

visionary technothriller about

climate change. ´Absorbing

speculative fiction.´ Guardian. Neal

Stephenson´s sweeping, prescient

new novel transports readers to a

near-future world where the

greenhouse effect has inexorably

resulted in a whirling-dervish

troposphere of superstorms, rising

sea levels, global flooding, merciless

heat waves, and virulent, deadly

pandemics.

9780008404406 - HARPER

COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€

THE FALL OF
GONDOLIN
J R R TOLKIEN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Painstakingly restored from

Tolkien´s manuscripts and

presented for the first time as a

standalone work, the epic tale of

The Fall of Gondolin will reunite

fans of The Hobbit and The Lord of

the Rings with Elves and Men,

Balrogs, Dragons and Orcs and the

rich landscape and creatures

unique to Tolkien´s Middle-earth.In

the Tale of The Fall of Gondolin are

two of the greatest powers in the

world. There is Morgoth of the

uttermost evil, unseen in this story

but ruling over a vast military power

from his fortress of Angband.

Deeply opposed to Morgoth is Ulmo,

second in might only to Manwe,

chief of the Valar.Central to this

enmity of the gods is the city of

Gondolin, beautiful but

undiscoverable.

9780008503970 - HARPER

COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€



MISRULE
HEATHER WALTER

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Feared and despised for the sinister

power in her veins, Alyce wreaks

her revenge on the kingdom that

made her an outcast. Once a realm

of decadence and beauty, Briar is

now wholly Alyce´s wicked domain.

And no one will escape the

consequences of her wrath. Not

even the one person who holds her

heart.

9780593499146 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

16,50€

MISRULE
HEATHER WALTER

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Feared and despised for the sinister

power in her veins, Alyce has spent

100 years wreaking her revenge on

the kingdom that made her an

outcast.Once a realm of decadence

and beauty, Briar is now wholly

Alyce´s wicked domain. No one

escapes the consequences of her

wrath.

9781529101317 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

16,50€

THE WORLD SET
FREE
H G WELLS

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

In a novel written on the eve of

World War I, H. G. Wells imagines

a war "to end all wars" that begins in

atomic apocalypse but ends in an

enlightened utopia. Writing in 1913,

on the eve of World War I´s mass

slaughter and long before World

War II´s mushroom cloud finale, H.

G. Wells imagined a war that begins

in atomic apocalypse but ends in a

utopia of enlightened world

government. Set in the 1950s,

Wells´s neglected novel The World

Set Free describes a conflict so

horrific that it actually is the war

that ends war.

9780262543361 - THE MIT PRESS

TRADE

Format: 282 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,00€



CITY OF ORANGE
DAVID YOON

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

A man wakes up in an unknown

landscape, injured and alone. He

used to live in a place called

California, but how did he wind up

here with a head wound and a bottle

of pills in his pocket? He navigates

his surroundings, one rough shape

at a time. Here lies a pipe, there a

reed that could be carved into a

weapon, beyond a city he once lived

in. He could swear his daughter´s

name began with a J, but what was it,

exactly?

9780593542071 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

17,00€

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
EORZEA: WORLD
OF FINAL
FANTASY XIV
FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

The first volume of the official Final

Fantasy XIV lore books, written and

compiled by the Final Fantasy XIV

development team! This deluxe,

full-color, hardcover volume is the

definitive guide to the world of the

massively popular online game.

With hundreds of pages detailing

everything from Eorzea´s history

and cultures to her geography and

inhabitants, this expertly crafted

tome is a veritable treasure trove of

invaluable information.

9781646091423 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

47,25€

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
EORZEA: WORLD
OF FINAL
FANTASY XIV 2
FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

The second volume of the official

Final Fantasy XIV lore books,

written and compiled by the Final

Fantasy XIV development team!

Packed with art and information,

this full-color, hardcover volume

presents a panoramic overview of

the world of Eorzea and its

inhabitants. The world of Final

Fantasy XIV has grown to

encompass not only the

untraversed corners of Eorzea, but

the far-reaching lands of an entire

new continent to the east. With new

horizons come new discoveries, and

so it is with great pleasure that we

bring you the second volume of

Square Enix´s best-selling

Encyclopaedia Eorzea, containing

hundreds of pages of newly

compiled information on the realms

we proudly call our second home.

9781646091430 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

47,25€



THE BLACK
PANTHER: THE
SAGA OF SHURI
AND T CHALLA
FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

9781302946005 - HACHETTE USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

44,25€

THE WITCHER
VOL 1: A GRAIN OF
TRUTH (NETFLIX)
FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Geralt takes a short cut down a

beaten path, where he makes a grim

discovery of two corpses.

Backtracking their trail, he´s led to a

derelict mansion secured with

elevated walls and a

gate_mysterious and ramshackle,

yet adorned with a rare elegance

Geralt could not ignore. He is met

with the mansion´s owner_not quite

human, but a beast with the

faculties of a man.

9781506726953 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

20,25€

LOWRIDERS TO
THE RESCUE
CATHY CAMPER

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

A changing planet means new

problems - and new friends - for

nuestros amigos favoritos! Meet

Lupe, a whip-smart impala with a

flair for mechanics Flapjack, a sweet

young octopus who can shine up

anything with his eight gleaming

tentacles and Elirio, a thoughtful

mosquito who´s fascinated with

words and determined to become

an artist. What do all three have in

common? A love of lowriders - and a

passion for solving problems!

Nothing is normal in the little town

where the Lowriders live. To start,

Flappy can´t see a thing! He keeps

mistaking fire hydrants for sailors

and laundry for love interests. Even

more worrying, the Upscale

Business Association is determined

to make more money than ever by

tearing down local shops in favor of

a brand-new development for

wealthy landowners.

9781452179490 - CHRONICLE

BOOKS

Format: 140 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

14,75€



THE GREEN HAND
AND OTHER
STORIES
NICOLE CLAVELOUX

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Nicole Claveloux´s short

stories_originally published in the

late 1970s and never before

collected in English_are among the

most beautiful comics ever drawn:

whimsical, intoxicating, with the

freshness and splendor of dreams.

In hallucinatory color or elegant

black-and-white, she brings us into

lands that are strange but oddly

recognizable, filled with murderous

grandmothers and lonely city

dwellers, bad-tempered vegetables

and walls that are surprisingly easy

to fall through. In the title story,

written with Edith Zha, a new

houseplant becomes the first step in

an epic journey of self-discovery

and a witty fable of modern

romance_complete with talking

shrubbery, a wised-up genie, and

one very depressed bird.

9781681376684 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

21,75€

BAUHAUS
GRAPHIC NOVEL
V GRANDE

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

The novel is divided into three

chapters that trace the evolution of

the Bauhaus, as its center moved

across Germany_from Weimar to

Dessau to Berlin_and as its

philosophy responded to this

economically, politically and

intellectually highly charged era in

Europe. Sergio Varbella´s inventive

drawings bring to life the theories of

founder Walter Gropius, as well as

the basic design ideals of unity and

equity. Valentina Grande´s

thoughtful texts highlight crucial

moments within the movement´s

history and in the lives of principal

figures such as Klee, Kandinsky,

Josef and Anni Albers, László and

Lucia Moholy-Nagy, Gunta Stözl,

and Mies van der Rohe. The perfect

introduction to a radical but highly

influential chapter in the history of

design, this novel shows how the

Bauhaus school broke down

barriers and built up ideals that are

still applied today.

9783791388571 - PRESTEL

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

26,25€

FREE PASS
JULIAN HANSHAW

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Free Pass is an intoxicating tale of

liberty, suppression, and shame, set

in the sticky place where sex,

politics, and technology come

together. George Orwell said "You

are free to be a drunkard, an idler, a

coward, backbiter, a fornicator. You

are not free to think for yourself."

Huck and Nadia are enjoying their

twenties: working in Big Tech and

developing an adventurous sex life.

As they discuss their fantasies,

including the possibility of

swapping partners and drafting a

"free pass" list, they take pride in

their honest and transparent

relationship.

9781603095051 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

18,00€



MAZEBOOK
JEFF LEMIRE

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

A lonely building inspector still

grieving the loss of his puzzle-loving

daughter receives a mysterious

phone call one night from a girl

claiming it´s her and that she´s

trapped in the middle of a labyrinth.

Convinced that this child is

contacting him from beyond this

world, he uses an unfinished maze

from one of her journals and a map

of the city to trace an intricate path

through a different plane of reality

on an intense and melancholy

adventure to bring his daughter

back home.

9781506723662 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 256 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

28,25€

BLACK DOG: THE
DREAMS OF PAUL
NASH
DAVE MCKEAN

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Dark Horse proudly presents a new,

second edition, of the graphic novel

by legendary artist Dave McKean,

based on the life of Paul Nash, a

surrealist painter during World

War 1. The Dreams of Paul

Nash deals with real soldier´s

memoirs and all the stories add up

to a moving piece about how war

and extreme situations change us,

how we deal with that pain, and, in

Nash´s case, how he responded by

turning his landscapes into

powerful and fantastical

psychoscapes.

9781506717524 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 136 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

28,25€

B.P.R.D.: THE
DEVIL YOU KNOW
MIKE MIGNOLA

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Lovecraftian monsters ravage an

apocalyptic earth as the B.P.R.D.

fights to save what little of humanity

they can. But even Hellboy is not

who he once was, and whether

anyone survives Varvara and the

long-awaited Ragna Rok remains to

be seen.

9781506729237 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

28,25€



FRANCIS BACON
CRISTINA PORTOLANO

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Separated into thematic and

chronological sections the novel

highlights the prevailing influences

of Bacon´s life and times: his early

autodidacticism and estrangement

from his family; his struggles to

make his way as a surrealist painter

and his destruction of his early

work. It traces his gradual success in

postwar Europe, his powerful and

often violent romantic

relationships, his foray into

portraiture, and his never-ending

search for subject matter and

meaning in his work. Alternating

between full-page illustrations and

smaller, captioned works, Portolano

imagines not only the known details

of Bacon´s biography, but also his

inner life_the dreams, fears, and

obsessions that were equally

formidable underpinnings of his

oeuvre.

9783791388427 - PRESTEL

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

28,00€

PEANUTS: IT'S A
DOG'S LIFE
CHARLIE BROWN
CHARLES SCHULZ

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Presented in April 2022 folder.

classic Peanuts comic strips

collected from 1962-1965. Peanuts

ran for 50 unbroken years. Charles

M. Schulz holds the record for the

longest story ever told by one

person. In total 17,897 strips were

produced by Schulz.

9781787737099 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

9,00€

THE ART OF
TROVER SAVES
THE UNIVERSE
SQUANCH GAMES

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Save the universe! Save your dogs!

Take your chair to the streets and

follow Trover throughout the

cosmos as you battle your way

through hordes of clones on your

quest to stop Glorkon!

9781506716404 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 160 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

37,75€



THE END OF THE
WORLD IS A CUL
DE SAC
LOUISE KENNEDY

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

The secrets people kept, the lies

they told. In these visceral,

stunningly crafted stories, people

are effortlessly cruel to one another,

and the natural world is a primitive

salve. Here, women are

domestically trapped by predatorial

men, Ireland´s folklore and politics

loom large, and poverty _ material,

emotional, sexual _ seeps through

every crack. A wife is abandoned by

her new husband in a ghost estate,

with blood on her hands; a young

woman is tormented by visions of

the man murdered by her brother

during the Troubles; a pregnant

mother fears the worst as her

husband grows illegal cannabis with

the help of a vulnerable teenage girl;

a woman struggles to forgive herself

after an abortion threatens to

destroy her marriage.

9781526623317 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

YOU HAVE A
FRIEND IN 10A
MAGGIE SHIPSTEAD

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

BY THE AUTHOR OF THE BOOKER

SHORTLISTED AND NEW YORK

TIMES BESTSELLING GREAT

CIRCLE. A collection of sparkling

award-winning stories from Maggie

Shipstead, epic storyteller and

astonishing chronicler of the daring

and the damaged. Diving into

eclectic and vivid settings, from an

Olympic village to a deathbed in

Paris to a Pacific atoll, and

illuminating a cast of unforgettable

characters, Shipstead traverses the

ordinary and extraordinary with

cunning, compassion, and wit. Meet

the tough-talking cowgirl

determined to defy gender

expectations on a remote ranch in

Montana, only to fall into a triangle

of unrequited love.

9780857526823 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 368 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

18,25€

THE LAST
LETTERS OF
JACOPO ORTIS
UGO FOSCOLO

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Presented in February 2022 folder.

Saddened by the subjugation of Italy

under Napoleon, disillusioned with

life and racked with loneliness and

ennui, university student Jacopo

Ortis finds comfort only in the

company of his friends and in his

love for Teresa. But when his studies

call him back to Padua and he is

separated from her, Jacopo´s

torments become unbearable, and

he feels that there is only one way

out of his misery _ a symbolic

gesture against fate, God and all the

tyrants of this world.

9781847498403 - ALMA BOOKS LTD

ALMA CLASSICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

11,85€



THE PICKWICK
PAPERS
CHARLES DICKENS

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Presented in May 2021 folder A rich

and varied array of stories and

vignettes, The Pickwick Papers is

based around the investigations of

the Corresponding Society of the

Pickwick Club, consisting of its

founder Mr Samuel Pickwick and

Messrs Tracy Tupman, Augustus

Snodgrass and Nathaniel Winkle,

who travel around the country and

then report back to the club

concerning their extraordinary

adventures and experiences.

9781847498311 - ALMA BOOKS LTD

ALMA CLASSICS EVERGREEN

Format: 864 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 20/05/2022

10,50€

A BOOKSHOP IN
ALGIERS
KAOUTHER ADIMI

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Book Review In 1936, a young

dreamer named Edmond Charlot

opened a modest bookshop in

Algiers. Once the heart of Algerian

cultural life, where Camus launched

his first book and the Free French

printed propaganda during the war,

Charlot´s beloved bookshop has

been closed for decades, living on as

a government lending library. Now

it is to be shuttered forever. But as a

young man named Ryad empties it

of its books, he begins to

understand that a bookshop can be

much more than just a shop that

sells books. A Bookshop in Algiers

charts the changing fortunes of

Charlot´s bookshop through the

political drama of Algeria´s

turbulent twentieth century of war,

revolution and independence. It is a

moving celebration of books,

bookshops and of those who dare to

dream.

9781788164702 - PROFILE BOOKS

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

MISS
BUTTERWORTH
AND THE MAD
BARON
JULIA QUINN

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

From #1 New York

Times bestselling author Julia

Quinn comes this irresistible treat, a

charming and jaunty graphic novel,

based on story snippets peppered

throughout a number of her books.

Originally mentioned in It´s in His

Kiss_one of the Bridgerton novels

which inspired the smash Netflix

series Bridgerton_Miss Butterworth

and the Mad Baron is finally told

here in its entirety for the first time.

9780062958594 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

BRIDGERTON

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

18,75€



MISS
BUTTERWORTH
AND THE MAD
BARON
JULIA QUINN

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Presented in January 2022 Julia

Quinn´s first ever graphic novel: the

wonderfully gothic and wonderfully

hilarious full story of Miss

Butterworth and the Mad Baron

9780349430454 - LITTLE, BROWN

BRIDGERTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

18,75€

THE EDINBURGH
MYSTERY
MARTIN EDWARDS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Beginning with the adventures of

Sherlock Holmes from Edinburgh-

born Arthur Conan Doyle, this new

collection includes the ingenious

scientific mysteries of Anthony

Wynne, the dark and sardonic work

of Margot Bennett and

contributions from neglected yet

brilliant authors such as Scobie

Mackenzie and R. T. Campbell.

9780712354851 - BRITISH LIBRARY

BRITISH LIBRARY CRIME

CLASSICS

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

14,75€

THE SISTERS MAO
GAVIN MCCREA

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Against the backdrop of China´s

Cultural Revolution and Europe´s

sexual revolution, the fates of two

families in London and Beijing

become unexpectedly intertwined,

in this dazzling new novel from the

author of Mrs Engels.

9781913348939 - SCRIBE

PUBLICATIONS

CHINA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€



DIAMOND HILL
KIT FAN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Diamond Hill was once the

´Hollywood of the Orient´ but is now

an eyesore in the middle of a glitzy

financial hub. Buddhist nuns, drug

gangs, property developers, the

government and foreign powers are

all vying for power, each wanting to

stake their claim on the land.

Buddha finds himself crossing

swords with the Iron Nun, fighting

for her nunnery; a disturbed novice,

Quartz, who is fleeing her past; a

faded film actress called Audrey

Hepburn; and Boss, a teenage gang

leader with a big mouth and even

bigger plans, plotting to escape what

she calls ´the death of Hong Kong´.

9780349701684 - LITTLE, BROWN

CHINA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€

CLASSIC SCIENCE
FICTION STORIES
VARIOUS

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

An eclectic and entertaining

collection of stories for science-

fiction fans and newcomers alike.

The book highlights not only the

most famous writers of the genre,

such as Edgar Allan Poe, H. G. Wells

and H. P. Lovecraft, but also gives

voice to less-well-known but no-

less-intriguing writers such as

Florence McLandburgh and

Ambrose Bierce.

9781529069075 - COLLECTOR´S

LIBRARY

COLLECTOR´S CLASSICS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,25€

THE INVISIBLE
MAN
H G WELLS

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

H. G. Wells skilfully combines

tension, wit and terror in The

Invisible Man, a masterpiece of

science fiction that will be enjoyed

for decades to come.

9781529069051 - COLLECTOR´S

LIBRARY

COLLECTOR´S CLASSICS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,25€



DOCTOR WHO:
EMPIRE OF THE
WOLF
ROBERTA INGRANATA

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Collects issues #1-4 of the incredible

Doctor Who: Empire of the

Wolfcomics! Doctor Whosocial

media reaches over 5 million

followers! Featuring fan-

favoritecompanion Rose Tyler!

Bringing the Eighth and Eleventh

Doctors together for the first time in

comics!

9781787736436 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

DOCTOR WHO

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

22,00€

TWO WOMEN IN
ROME
ELIZABETH BUCHAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Lottie Archer arrives in Rome

excited newly married and ready for

change as she takes up a job as an

archivist. When she discovers a

valuable fifteenth-century painting,

she is drawn to find out more about

the woman who left it behind, Nina

Lawrence. Nina seems to have led a

rewarding and useful life, restoring

Italian gardens to their full glory

following the destruction of World

War Two. So why did no one attend

her funeral in 1978? In exploring

Nina´s past, Lottie unravels a tragic

love story beset by the political

turmoil of post-war Italy. And as she

edges closer to understanding Nina,

and the city draws her deeper into

its life, she is brought up against a

past which will come to shape her

own future.

9781786495358 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 19/05/2022

13,25€

THREE O`CLOCK
IN THE MORNING
GIANRICO CAROFIGLIO

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Antonio is on the brink of

adulthood, still figuring out who he

is and who he wants to be. His

father, once a brilliant

mathematician, hasn´t figured

much in his son´s life since his

divorce from Antonio´s mother. But

then a diagnosis of epilepsy and

hope for a cure take father and son

to Marseilles, a city that melds

French old-world charm and

modern-day bohemia. There, they

find themselves in unexpected

circumstances, spending two days

and two nights together without

sleep, walking the streets.

9780063028470 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 16/05/2022

17,75€



SUMMER FEVER
KATE RIORDAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A hot Italian summer. Two

seemingly happy couples. And one

dark secret that, once spilled, could

ruin them all...

9781405949989 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

11,75€

A WINTER WAR
TIM LEACH

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

A disgraced warrior must navigate a

course between honour and shame,

his people and the Roman Empire,

in the first of a new trilogy set in the

second century AD, from the author

of Smile of the Wolf. AD173. The

Danube has frozen. On its far banks

gather the clans of Sarmatia.

Winter-starved, life ebbing away on

a barren plain of ice and snow, to

survive they must cross the river´s

frozen waters.

9781800242883 - HEAD OF ZEUS

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

VENGEANCE:
EMPIRE XII
ANTHONY RICHES

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

After saving the Empire´s richest

province from a foreign army,

Marcus and the men who protect

him have been in hiding. Their lives

will be forfeit if they are seen in

Rome. But times have changed.

Marcus´s protector, the patrician

legion commander Scaurus, has

been summoned home by his

mentor, a powerful senator who has

decided he must act to save the

empire from its debauched ruler´s

reign of terror. Rome is a hotbed of

conspiracy and treachery: and the

senator is not the only contender for

power. The emperor himself plans

to destroy those he mistrusts and

no-one is safe.

9781473628915 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



REQUIEM IN LA
ROSSA
TOM BENJAMIN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In the sweltering heat of a Bologna

summer, a murderer plans their

piece de resistance... Only in

Bologna reads the headline in the

Carlino after a professor of music is

apparently murdered leaving the

opera. But what looks like an open-

and-shut case begins to fall apart

when English detective Daniel

Leicester is tasked with getting the

accused man off, and a trail that

begins among Bologna´s close-knit

classical music community leads

him to suspect there may be a serial

killer at large in the oldest

university in the world.

9781472131645 - LITTLE, BROWN

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

FINDING LOVE IN
POSITANO
LUCY COLEMAN

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

One summer in Italy might just

change everything... Marci James

hasn´t had a holiday for five years.

And now it´s finally her turn. Not

one for sitting back and relaxing,

she´s agreed to head to Positano and

pack up her godfather, Richard´s

antiques shop. Though she´s tasked

with selling the remaining antiques

first. When she arrives, Marci

quickly realises that the task is way

more daunting than she imagined,

and it isn´t long before Nico, one of

her godfather´s family friends,

offers to step up and lend a hand.

9781471411601 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€

THE VILLA
ROSANNA LEY

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

When Tess Angel receives a

solicitor´s letter inviting her to

claim her inheritance - the Villa

Sirena, perched on a clifftop in

Sicily - she is stunned. Her only link

to the island is through her mother,

Flavia, who left Sicily during World

War II and cut all contact with her

family. When Tess goes to Sicily,

Flavia realises the secrets from her

past are about to be revealed and

decides to try to explain her actions.

9781529417234 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



ONE ITALIAN
SUMMER
CATHERINE MANGAN

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Escape to Italy this summer and fall

in love with the perfect holiday

romance!When Lily´s long-term

relationship ends, she flees her life

in New York to travel to her best

friend´s wedding on the sun-

drenched Italian island of Ischia -

but could there be more to the

secluded island than she ever

imagined?Ten days with nothing

but sparkling seas, breath-taking

beaches and delicious food sounds

like the perfect cure for a broken

heart.

9780751579871 - LITTLE, BROWN

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

17,25€

TWO NIGHTS IN
LISBON
CHRIS PAVONE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

9781803287324 - HEAD OF ZEUS

ESSENTIAL PORTUGAL

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

18,25€

SUR
ANTONIO SOLER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

• A dazzling, Joycean achievement

by one of Spain´s greatest living

novelists. • Critically acclaimed in

Spain and recipient of numerous

awards Spanish novelist Antonio

Soler marshals a cast of nearly 250

distinct characters to chronicle one

day in the life of the city of Málaga,

as it endures the oppressive heat of

the Terral winds. A breath-taking

literary feat, Sur won its author

numerous awards when it was first

published in Spain in 2018.

9780720621075 - PETER OWEN LTD

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 512 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 20/05/2022

20,75€



OUR LAST DAYS IN
BARCELONA
CHANEL CLEETON

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

The lives of three Cuban women are

forever changed as they navigate

the perils of war and exile, secrets

and forbidden love in this novel set

against the backdrop of the Spanish

Civil War and the Cuban

Revolution.

9780593197820 - PENGUIN USA

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

17,50€

THE WRONG END
OF THE
TELESCOPE
RABIH ALAMEDDINE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

By National Book Award finalist and

Dos Passos Prize winner, Rabih

Alameddine, comes a transporting

new novel about an Arab American

trans woman´s personal journey

among Syrian refugees on Lesbos

island. For fans of 10 Minutes and 38

Seconds in This Strange World by

Elif Shafak

9781472156129 - LITTLE, BROWN

IMMIGRATION EXPERIENCE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

WITH A MIND TO
KILL
ANTHONY HOROWITZ

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

It is M´s funeral. One man is missing

from the graveside: the traitor who

pulled the trigger and who is now in

custody, accused of M´s murder -

James Bond.

9781787333499 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

JAMES BOND

Format: 304 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

17,25€



THE MURDER OF
MR WICKHAM
CLAUDIA GRAY

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

The happily married Mr. Knightley

and Emma are throwing a house

party, bringing together distant

relatives and new

acquaintances_characters beloved

by Jane Austen fans. Definitely not

invited is Mr. Wickham, whose

latest financial scheme has netted

him an even broader array of

enemies. As tempers flare and

secrets are revealed, it´s clear that

everyone would be happier if Mr.

Wickham got his comeuppance.

Yet they´re all shocked when

Wickham turns up

murdered_except, of course, for the

killer hidden in their midst.

9780593313817 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

JANE AUSTEN RELATED

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,00€

THE WOMAN IN
THE PURPLE
SKIRT
NATSUKO IMAMURA

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

´As unusual as it is alluring.´ Elle.

´Delightfully disturbing.´ Refinery

29. ´Very powerful.´ Sayaka

MurataThe Woman in the Purple

Skirt is being watched. Someone is

following her, always perched just

out of sight, monitoring which

buses she takes; what she eats;

whom she speaks to. But this

invisible observer isn´t a stalker - it´s

much more complicated than that.

9780571364688 - FABER AND

FABER LTD

JAPAN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 19/05/2022

13,25€

FAULT LINES
EMILY ITAMI

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Mizuki is a Japanese housewife. She

has a hardworking husband, two

adorable children and a beautiful

Tokyo apartment. It´s everything a

woman could want, yet sometimes

she wonders whether it would be

more fun to throw herself off the

high-rise balcony than spend

another evening not talking to her

husband or hanging up laundry.

Then, one rainy night, she meets

Kiyoshi, a successful restaurateur.

In him, she rediscovers freedom,

friendship, a voice, and the neon,

electric pulse of the city she has

always loved. But the further she

falls into their relationship, the

clearer it becomes that she is living

two lives - and in the end, we can

choose only one.

9781474620260 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

JAPAN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€



THE MASTERFUL
CAT IS DEPRESSED
AGAIN TODAY
VOL 4
FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

When Saku took in a stray black cat,

she never expected that he would

become the equivalent of a

housekeeping life partner. But

Yukichi, a giant cat who towers over

Saku, is not your ordinary feline. He

takes great pride in his culinary

skills, and a good sale at the

supermarket always gets his

whiskers twitching. Saku may not

have her act together yet, but at

least she has Yukichi!

9781638582601 - SEVEN SEAS

JAPAN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

15,75€

OUR COLORS
GENGOROH TAGAME

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Set in contemporary suburban

Japan, Our Colors is the story of Sora

Itoda, a sixteen-year-old aspiring

painter who experiences his world

in synesthetic hues of blues and

reds and is governed by the

emotional turbulence of being a

teenager. He wants to live honestly

as a young gay man in high school,

but that is still not acceptable in

Japanese society. His best friend and

childhood confidante is Nao, a

young woman whom everyone

thinks is (or should be) his

girlfriend, and it would be the

easiest thing to play along_she

knows he´s gay but knows, too, how

difficult it is to live one´s truth in his

situation.

9781524748562 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

JAPAN

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

30,75€

I THINK I TURNED
MY CHILDHOOD
FRIEND INTO A
GIRL V
AZUSA BANJO

FICTION > MANGA

It´s a familiar story: a popular high

school student gives their plain

friend a makeover and transforms

their life. But this time, both the

popular student and the plain friend

are boys! Kenshirou Midou has

loved cosmetics all his life, keeping

his obsession a secret. But when his

childhood friend Hiura lets

Kenshirou practice applying

makeup on him, the results are

earth-shattering_for both of them.

9781648278846 - SEVEN SEAS

JAPAN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

15,75€



I THINK OUR SON
IS GAY 03
OKURA

FICTION > MANGA

Presented in March 2022 folder. A

doting mother and her two beloved

sons, one of whom she thinks is

probably gay, go about their daily

lives in this hilarious and

heartwarming LGBTQIA+-friendly

family comedy! The warm and

loving Aoyama house continues to

run like clockwork. Mama Tomoko

keeps her sons happy and healthy

while her husband´s away, and

eldest son Hiroki, for his part, jokes

and dissembles his way around the

not-so-little "secret" of his sexuality

while figuring things out for

himself.

9781646091263 - PENGUIN USA

JAPAN

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

14,50€

ODE TO KIRIHITO
OSAMU TEZUKA

FICTION > MANGA

Presented in March 2022 folder. A

promising young doctor, Kirihito

Osanai visits a remote Japanese

mountain village to investigate the

source of the latest medical

mystery. While he ends up traveling

the world to discover what it takes to

be cured of such a disease, a

conspiracy back home attempts to

explain away his absence. Hinging

upon his fate are those of his loved

ones: an unstable childhood friend

and colleague trapped between

factions of the medical

establishment that nurtured him; a

fiancée emotionally transformed by

Kirihito´s mysterious

disappearance; and a stranger who

becomes his guardian angel, a

sensual circus-act performer with

volatile psychological secrets.

9781647291198 - PENGUIN USA

JAPAN

Format: 832 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

38,00€

VELVET WAS THE
NIGHT
SILVIA MORENO-GARCIA

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

1970s Mexico City: while student

protests and political unrest

consume the city, Maite seeks

escape from her life in the stories of

passion filling the latest issue of

Secret Romance. She is deeply

envious of her neighbour, a

beautiful art student apparently

living the life of excitement and

intrigue Maite craves - so when

Leonora disappears under

suspicious circumstances, Maite

finds herself searching for the

missing woman, journeying deep

into Leonora´s secret life of student

radicals and dissidents.

9781529417982 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

LATIN AMERICA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,75€



THE BEAUTIFUL
ONES
SILVIA MORENO-GARCIA

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

They are the Beautiful Ones,

Loisail´s most notable socialites, and

this spring is Nina´s chance to join

their ranks, courtesy of her well-

connected cousin and his

calculating wife. But the Grand

Season has just begun and already

Nina´s debut has gone disastrously

awry. She has always struggled to

control her telekinesis: the

haphazard manifestations of her

powers have long made her the

subject of gossip - malicious

neighbours even call her the Witch

of Oldhouse. But Nina´s life is about

to change, for there is a new arrival

in town: Hector Auvray, the

renowned entertainer, who has

used his own telekinetic talent to

perform for admiring audiences

around the wor

9781529416145 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

LATIN AMERICA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

14,75€

THE ANTHILL
JULIANNE PACHICO

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A dark and unsettling debut novel

from one of the most innovative

young fiction writers today - a

searing and affecting depiction of

what redemption can be for a

person and for a country in the

wake of conflict. ´An engrossing tale

of a young woman´s return to her

roots in the troubled streets of

Medellin.´ Sunday Times´A brilliant,

feverishly imaginative novel.´

Sharlene Teo

9780571331499 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

LATINAMERICAN WRITERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

ANTONIO
BEATRIZ BRACHER

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Benjamim, a young man on the cusp

of fatherhood, discovers a

disturbing family secret: before his

father was born, his paternal

grandfather had a child with

Benjamim´s mother. With both men

dead, Benjamim turns to three of

their confidantes to piece together

his family history: Haroldo, his

grandfather´s best friend; Isabel, his

grandmother; and Raul, a friend

from his father´s youth. Through

their conflicting testimonies, full of

blind spots and contradictions,

Benjamim will gradually learn of the

secrets and conflicts that shattered

his wealthy family; of his father´s

search for meaning in the poverty of

the backlands, and of his slide into

madness. In prose of great subtlety

and penetrating insight, Beatriz

Bracher builds an indelible portrait

of a family and a society in decay.

9781782277873 - PUSHKIN PRESS

LATINAMERICAN WRITERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€



NIGHTWORK
JOSEPH HANSEN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Gifford Gardens has seen better

days. As white families move away

to the suburbs to flee the flooding

and neglect, the city in turn cares

less about fixing the problems.

What was once a nice neighborhood

has become a slum and a violent

battleground for rival gangs. Paul

and Angela Myers are among the

white families that remained. With

the economy in a downturn and

wages frozen, Paul takes a job long-

haul truck driving. The freight he

moves around is strictly "no

questions," but Paul is an honest

man and begins to wonder about

what he has become a part of.

9781681990583 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

16,75€

DC POSTER
PORTFOLIO: DC
PRIDE
VARIOUS

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

This incredible collection includes

some of your favorite heroes (and

villains) from the DC Pride

celebration! See your favorites like

Batwoman, Harley Quinn and

Poison Ivy, Nighwing, Wonder

Woman, Superman, and more

celebrating PRIDE!

9781779515407 - D C COMICS

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

23,75€

MOLDY
STRAWBERRIES
CAIO ABREU

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

Surreal and gripping stories about

desire, tyranny, fear, and love, from

one of Brazil´s greatest queer

writers, whose work is appearing in

English for the first time.In 18

gripping and daring stories filled

with tension and intimacy, Caio

Fernando Abreu navigates a Brazil

transformed by the AIDS epidemic

and stifling military dictatorship of

the 80s.

9781953861207 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

19,00€



MINECRAFT:
WITHER
WITHOUT YOU
VOL 3
KRISTEN GUDSNUK

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

The exciting finale of the epic new

Minecraft adventure, Wither

Without You! After surviving the

horrors of a zombie villager

outbreak, the adventurers begin to

make their way to Atria´s hometown

of Woodhaven. But the journey is

far from a smooth one, and dangers

lurk around every corner, as our

heroes witness more evidence of

the Wither´s path of destruction

across the overworld.

9781506718873 - DARK HORSE USA

MINECRAFT

Format: 80 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

12,25€

THE END OF MEN
CHRISTINA SWEENEY-BAIRD

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Mankind is under threat. Men are

dying, but women remain safe. As

the sickness spreads to every corner

of the globe, people fight to protect

the men they love against all odds.

9780008407964 - HARPER

COLLINS

PANDEMICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

PHASE SIX
JIM SHEPARD

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

In a tiny settlement on the west

coast of Greenland, eleven-year-old

Aleq and his best friend, Malik, are

frequent trespassers on a nearby

mining site exposed to long-buried,

now thawing, permafrost. What

they pick up there and carry back to

their settlement is more deadly than

anyone could have imagined.

Shepard´s harrowing and deeply

moving story follows Aleq, one of

the few survivors of the initial

outbreak, through his identification

as the likely index patient and his

radical isolation. We also meet two

Epidemic Intelligence Service

investigators dispatched from the

CDC. A spare and gripping

pandemic novel that reads like a

sequel to the coronavirus

crisis, Phase Six reminds us of the

crucial bonds that form in the midst

of catastrophe.

9780525565031 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PANDEMICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

16,00€



THE PENGUIN
BOOK OF THE
MODERN
AMERICAN
SHORT STOR
JOHN FREEMAN

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

A selection of the best

contemporary American short

fiction from 1970 to 2020, including

such authors as Ursula K. LeGuin,

Toni Cade Bambara, Jhumpa Lahiri,

Sandra Cisneros, and Ted Chiang In

the past fifty years, the American

short story has changed

dramatically. New voices, forms,

and styles have brought this unique

genre a thrilling burst of energy.

The Penguin Book of the Modern

American Short Story celebrates

this avalanche of talent.

9781984877826 - PENGUIN USA

PENGUIN CLASSICS DELUXE ED

Format: 496 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,00€

THE MURDERER
ROY HEATH

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Life is full of shadows: some of them

soft and others conceal a

hammer.´Galton Flood is a lonely

man, restless and ill at ease with his

family. He leaves his home in

Guyana´s capital, Georgetown, for a

remote township, and the first of a

string of precarious jobs. Meeting

Gemma, his landlord´s daughter,

appears to offer a first chance of

meaningful connection - maybe

even happiness.

9780241552728 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

PEOPLE PERSON
CANDICE CARTY-WILLIAMS

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

From the Sunday Times bestselling

author of QUEENIE comes a

propulsive story of heart, humour,

homecoming, and about the truest

meaning of family you can get when

your dad loves his jeep more than

he loves his children.

9781409180104 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

16,25€



ASSEMBLY
NATASHA BROWN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

SHORTLISTED FOR THE

GOLDSMITHS PRIZE 2021.

SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKS

ARE MY BAG FICTION AWARD

2021. ´I´m full of the hope, on

reading it, that this is the kind of

book that doesn´t just mark the

moment things change, but also

makes that change possible.´ Ali

Smith. ´Exquisite, daring, utterly

captivating. A stunning new writer.´

Bernardine Evaristo. Come of age in

the credit crunch. Be civil in a

hostile environment.

9780241992661 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

RACE
SLMN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A gripping thriller about a reporter

risking his life to expose corrupt

policing from a New York Times

bestselling author. Caleb Moon is a

young idealistic journalist reporting

on everyday racial injustices, but

when he is arrested at a police

brutality protest he meets a racist

white cop. The interactions indicate

the lengths to which racism is

systemic and pushes Caleb´s

approach to injustice from theory

into practice.

9781954220140 - PENGUIN USA

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,00€

THE YEAR OF THE
COMET
SERGEI LEBEDEV

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Presented in December 2021 folder

From the critically acclaimed

author of Oblivion comes Year of

the Comet, a story of a Russian

boyhood and coming of age as the

Soviet Union is on the brink of

collapse.

9781800249240 - HEAD OF ZEUS

RUSSIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,95€



TRAPPED
LACKBERG AND FEXEUS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

An incredible new thriller you won´t

want to put down!A shocking

murder...It´s a case unlike anything

detective Mina Dabiri has seen

before. A woman trapped inside a

magician´s box, with swords pierced

through. But this time, it´s not a

magic trick.

9780008464196 - HARPER COLLINS

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,25€

SHERLOCK
HOLMES -
MASTERS OF LIES
PHILIP PURSER-HALLARD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When investigating what seems to

be a suicide, Holmes and Watson

uncover a murderous forgery ring

with ties to the British government.

As the web of blackmail, threats and

violence draws around them, they

are forced to consider who they can

really trust.

9781789099249 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

SHERLOCK HOLMES

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

13,25€

STAR WARS:
BROTHERHOOD
MIKE CHEN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin

Skywalker must stem the tide of the

raging Clone Wars and forge a new

bond as Jedi Knights in a high-stakes

adventure set just after the events of

Star Wars: Attack of the Clones.The

Clone Wars have begun. Battle lines

are being drawn throughout the

galaxy. With every world that joins

the Separatists, the peace guarded

by the Jedi Order is slipping through

their fingers.

9780593499153 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

STAR WARS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

17,25€



STAR WARS:
BROTHERHOOD
MIKE CHEN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The Clone Wars have begun. Battle

lines are being drawn throughout

the galaxy. With every world that

joins the Separatists, the peace

guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping

through their fingers.

9781529150216 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

STAR WARS

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

17,25€

BOOK LOVERS
EMILY HENRY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Nora is a cut-throat literary agent at

the top of her game. Her whole life

is books. Charlie is an editor with a

gift for creating bestsellers. And

he´s Nora´s work nemesis. Nora has

been through enough break-ups to

know she´s the woman men date

before they find their happy-ever-

after. That´s why Nora´s sister has

persuaded her to swap her desk in

the city for a month´s holiday in

Sunshine Falls, North Carolina. It´s a

small town straight out of a

romance novel, but instead of

meeting sexy lumberjacks,

handsome doctors or cute

bartenders, Nora keeps bumping

into...Charlie.

9780241995341 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

TIKTOK

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

12,50€

BOOK LOVERS
EMILY HENRY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A by-the-book literary agent must

decide if happily ever after is worth

changing her whole life for in this

insightful, delightful new novel

from the #1 New York Times

bestselling author of Beach Read

and People We Meet on Vacation.

Nora Stephens life is books_she´s

read them all_and she is not that

type of heroine. Not the plucky one,

not the laidback dream girl, and

especially not the sweetheart. In

fact, the only people Nora is a

heroine for are her clients, for

whom she lands enormous deals as

a cutthroat literary agent, and her

beloved little sister Libby.

9780593334836 - PENGUIN USA

TIKTOK

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

12,50€



SOMETHING
WILDER
CHRISTINA LAUREN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Lily has never forgotten the man

that got away . . . but she certainly

hasn´t forgiven him either! As the

daughter of a notorious treasure

hunter, Lily makes ends meet using

her father´s coveted hand-drawn

maps, guiding tourists on fake

treasure hunts through the canyons

of Utah. When the man she once

loved walks back into her life with a

motley crew of friends, ready to hit

the trails, Lily can´t believe her eyes.

Leo wants nothing more than to

reconnect with his first and only

love. Unfortunately, Lily is all

business: it´s never going to happen.

But when the trip goes horribly and

hilariously wrong, Leo and Lily

must decide whether they´ll risk

their lives, and their hearts, on the

adventure of a lifetime.

9780349433622 - LITTLE, BROWN

TIKTOK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

12,75€

FROM BAD TO
CURSED
LANA HARPER

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Wild child Isidora Avramov is a

thrill chaser, adept demon

summoner, and-despite the whole

sexy-evil-sorceress vibe-also a

cuddly animal lover. Issa´s nursing a

secret, conflicted dream of ditching

her family´s witchy business to

become an indie fashion designer in

her own right. But when someone

starts sabotaging the celebrations

leading up to this year´s Beltane

festival with dark, dangerous magic,

a member of the rival Thorn family

gets badly hurt-throwing immediate

suspicion on the Avramovs. To clear

the Avramov name and step up for

her family when they need her the

most, Issa agrees to serve as a co-

investigator, helping none other

than Rowan Thorn get to the bottom

of things.

9780349431628 - LITTLE, BROWN

TIKTOK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

14,75€

SPEAK SILENCE
KIM ECHLIN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

It´s been eleven years since Gota

has seen Kosmos, yet she still finds

herself fantasizing about their

intimate year together in Paris. Now

it´s 1999 and, working as a

journalist, she hears about a film

festival in Sarajevo, where she

knows Kosmos will be with his

theatre company. She takes the

assignment to investigate the fallout

of the Bosnian war_and to reconnect

with the love of her life.

9780735240636 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,75€



ACTS OF SERVICE
LILLIAN FISHMAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

This is how Eve meets Olivia, and

through Olivia, the charismatic

Nathan _ and it´s not long before the

three begin a relationship that

disturbs as much as it delights

her. But to whom is Eve responsible?

And to what extent do our desires

determine who we are?

9780593446218 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

19,00€

CHOUETTE
CLAIRE OSHETSKY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Tiny is pregnant. Tiny´s always been

an outsider, and she knows her

child will be different. When

Chouette is born, Tiny´s husband

and family are devastated by her

condition and strange appearance.

Doctors tell them to expect the

worst. Chouette won´t learn to walk;

she never speaks; she lashes out

when frightened and causes chaos

in public. Tiny´s husband wants to

make her better: ´Don´t you want

our daughter to have a normal life?´

But Tiny thinks Chouette is perfect

the way she is. As Tiny and her

husband fight over what´s right for

their child, Chouette herself is

growing. In her fierce self-

possession, her untameable will,

she teaches Tiny to break free of

expectations - no matter what it

takes.

9780349014890 - LITTLE, BROWN

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

OPTIC NERVE
MARIA GAINZA

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Presented in June 2021 folder. For

fans of Deborah Levy, Olivia Laing

and Rachel Cusk, a bold, new,

genre-breaking voice on art and

female experience

9781784707538 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€



WE PLAY
OURSELVES
JEN SILVERMAN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Not too long ago, Cass was a

promising young playwright in New

York, hailed as "a fierce new voice"

and "queer, feminist, and ready to

spill the tea." But at the height of all

this attention, Cass finds herself at

the center of a searing public

shaming, and flees to Los Angeles to

escape_and reinvent herself. There

she meets her next-door neighbor

Caroline, a magnetic filmmaker on

the rise, as well as the pack of

teenage girls who hang around her

house. They are the subjects of

Caroline´s next semidocumentary

movie, which follows the girls´

clandestine after-school activity: a

Fight Club inspired by the violent

classic.

9780399591549 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

19,00€

THE WOMAN
WITH THE MAP
JAN CASEY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

The world is at war and Joyce

Cooper is doing her bit for the war

effort. A proud member of the Civil

Defence, it is her job to assist the

people of Notting Hill when the

bombs begin to fall. But as the Blitz

takes hold of London, Joyce is called

upon to plot the devastation that

follows in its wake. Night after night

she must stand before her map and

mark the trail of loss and suffering

inflicted upon the homes, families

and businesses she knows so well.

9781803281322 - HEAD OF ZEUS

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€

ARCHERS: HOME
FIRES AT
AMBRIDGE
CATHERINE MILLER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

It´s 1941 and the war rumbles on.

Nowhere is immune to the effects of

war, not even Ambridge. But in

England´s favourite village,

something else is occupying the

residents... When a prominent

villager dies, the main beneficiary´s

name is a mystery, and no one

knows who is set to inherit the

estate, cottage and all. The name is

hidden within a locked box and the

villagers much uncover the

password to find out the name of the

beneficiary. So when five people are

each sent a packet of seeds, the

mystery deepens _ could the seeds

be part of a clue? And can they all

work together to unlock the

mystery and to discover who is set

to inherit?

9781471195549 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



BOLD VENTURES
CHARLOTTE VAN DEN BROECK

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

A spellbinding new talent explores the

dark side of creativity through the

stories of thirteen tragic

architects´What a sensible, intelligent

and beautiful book´ Stefan Hertmans,

author of War and TurpentineIn

thirteen chapters, Belgian poet

Charlotte Van den Broeck goes in

search of buildings that were fatal for

their architects - architects who either

killed themselves or are rumoured to

have done so. They range across time

and space from a church with a twisted

spire built in seventeenth-century

France to a theatre that collapsed mid-

performance in 1920s Washington,

DC., and an eerily sinking swimming

pool in her hometown of Turnhout.

9781784743987 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 272 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

20,75€

RAW CONCRETE
BARNABAS CALDER

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

AN OBSERVER BOOK OF THE

YEARBeginning in a tiny hermitage on

the remote north Scottish coast, and

ending up backstage at the National

Theatre, Raw Concrete embarks on a

wide-ranging journey through Britain

over the past sixty years, stopping to

examine how eight extraordinary

buildings were made - from

commission to construction - why

they have been so vilified, and why

they are beginning to be loved.

9781529156089 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

MATISSE:
MASTERS OF ARTS
ECKHARD HOLLMANN

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

From his earliest pointillist-influenced

paintings to this mature and playful

paper cut-outs; from enormous,

ebullient murals to reverent stained

glass--Henri Matisse was renowned

for his dramatic use of color and fluid

draftsmanship. Thirty of Matisse´s

most beloved works are given close

attention in this introduction that

explores the varying tensions of the

artist´s oeuvre--his embrace of pure

color, patterns, and texture; the

languorous pleasures of the Cote

d´Azur; primitive displays of human

ecstasy; tranquil scenes of domestic

life and soaring monuments to

religious life.

9783791387390 - PRESTEL

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

14,75€



PAINT BRUSHES
FOR FRIDA
V MASSENOT

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

Frida is lying in her bed, imprisoned

by painful injuries she sustained in an

accident. She yearns to paint, but can

only manage to sing what is in her

imagination. Suddenly, a jar of

paintbrushes falls off her nightstand

and a pool of vibrant color spreads

across the floor. A monkey called

Caimito scurries to help her with his

friends, gathering her brushes, paint

and canvas as well as all the items that

Frida mentioned in her song_fruit,

birds, flowers, and butterflies.

9783791374918 - PRESTEL

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

16,25€

CONSUMED
ARIFA AKBAR

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A moving memoir about TB, grief,

sisterhood, poverty and the reservoir

of blame, guilt and unreliable

memories from a troubled childhood

in Lahore and London.

9781529347555 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€

BEFORE &
LAUGHTER
JIMMY CARR

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A memoir and self-help manual by one

of the biggest comedians - for anyone

who feels stuck in a rut but doesn´t

have the tools or self-belief to shake

things up.

9781529413113 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

13,25€



MY YEARS WITH
THE QUEEN
LADY PAMELA HICKS

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Lady Pamela has been by the Queen´s

side for some of the most important

moments of her life. As a

Mountbatten, she is a descendant of

the rulers of the Grand Duchy of

Hesse, in Germany. First cousin to the

Duke of Edinburgh and second cousin

to the Queen, Lady Pamela has had the

lifelong privilege of knowing them

simply as Philip and Lilibet.

9781529148879 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 19/05/2022

18,25€

MAXINE HONG
KINGSTON: THE
WOMAN WARRIOR
AND OTHERS
MAXINE HONG KINGSTON

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Maxine Hong Kingston made a

stunning entrance on the American

literary scene with The Woman

Warrior (1976), her "memoirs of a

childhood among ghosts." Not only an

account of growing up poor and

Chinese American in the San Joaquin

Valley, it was also an audacious feat of

imaginative transformation and

pathbreaking work of feminist

autobiography, drawing on ancient

myths and the family stories her

mother brought over from China to

make sense of a transformed life in

America.

9781598537246 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 1056 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

42,50€

LA FAMILIA
GRANDE
CAMILLE KOUCHNER

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

THE LITERARY SENSATION THAT

STORMED THE WORLD, THE

PHENOMENAL FRENCH BESTSELLER

HAS SOLD 350,000 COPIES THE

BOOK THAT SPARKED THE VIRAL

#METOOINCEST MOVEMENT The

family´s secret weighs on everyone.

THE FAMILIA GRANDE is a tender,

groundbreaking and lacerating

memoir written by a sister who could

no longer remain silent. Set in

amongst the French intellectual elite

in Paris and their lavender scented

estates in Provence, it tells a story of a

corrosive secret that sits in a family for

decades and ultimately razes it and the

political, literary elite that enabled its

silence, to the ground.

9781914240355 - OCTOPUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 208 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€



THE EX-
BOYFRIEND YARD
SALE
HALEY MCGEE

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Haley McGee is in debt. The solution?

A yard sale of the gifts from her ex-

boyfriends. When it came to pricing,

she got stuck. Surely the ways we

invest in our romantic relationships

should be reflected in the price. But

how? Is the mixtape from your first

love worth more than the vintage

typewriter from a philanderer? Do the

lies you told the guy who gave you a

jewellery box dock its price? Should

you be compensated for the miserable

times or do they render an item

worthless?

9781529391527 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€

NAPOLEON
RUTH SCURR

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

´Glorious... Scurr is one of the most

gifted non-fiction writers alive´ Simon

Schama, Financial TimesA revelatory

portrait of Napoleon to mark the 200th

anniversary of his death, written for

our own time, not in power politics or

epic battles, but through his love of

nature and the gardens that gave his

revolutionary life its light and

shadeNapoleon´s gardens range from

his childhood olive groves in Corsica,

to Josephine´s gardens and

menageries in Paris, to gardens in

Cairo, Rome and on Elba, to the walled

garden of Hougoumont at the battle of

Waterloo, and ultimately to

Napoleon´s final garden on St Helena,

where Chinese labourers built him a

summerhouse where he could sit and

scan the sea in his final months.

During the French Revolution ideas

about nature - human nature, the

natural world and exchanges between

the two - were at the centre of fierce

political debates and events.

9781784704032 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 560 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

BURNING MAN
FRANCES WILSON

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

D H Lawrence is no longer censored,

but he is still on trial _ and we are still

unsure what the verdict should be, or

even how to describe him. History has

remembered him, and not always

flatteringly, as a nostalgic modernist, a

sexually liberator, a misogynist, a

critic of genius, and a sceptic who told

us not to look in his novels for ´the old

stable ego´, yet pioneered the genre

we now celebrate as auto-fiction. But

where is the real Lawrence in all of

this, and how _ one hundred years

after the publication of Women in

Love - can we hear his voice above the

noise? Delving into the memoirs of

those who both loved and hated him

most, Burning Man follows Lawrence

from the peninsular underworld of

Cornwall in 1915 to post-war Italy to

the mountains of New Mexico, and

traces the author´s footsteps through

the pages of his lesser known work.

9781408893654 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

19,25€



HOW TO FEED A
DICTATOR
WITOLD SZABLOWSKI

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A devastatingly original look at the

world´s worst dictators, through the

eyes of their personal chefs, by award-

winning Polish author Witold

Szablowski. What is it like to cook for

the most dangerous men in the world?

In this darkly funny and fascinating

book, Witold Szablowski travels across

four continents in search of the

personal chefs of five dictators. From

the savannahs of Kenya to the faded

glamour of Havana, and the bombed-

out streets of Baghdad, Szablowski

finds the men and women who cooked

fish soup for Saddam Hussein, roasted

goat for Idi Amin and chopped papaya

salad for Pol Pot. He reveals the

strangeness of a job where a single

culinary mistake could be fatal, but a

well-seasoned dish could change your

life. And in doing so, he lifts the veil on

what life is like at the very heart of

power.

9781785788352 - ICON BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

FREE
LEA YPI

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

An unforgettable coming of age story

exploring the meaning of freedom -

personal, collective, political - from an

extraordinary new voice.

*SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE

GIFFORD PRIZE FOR NON-FICTION.*

*SHORTLISTED FOR THE COSTA

BIOGRAPHY AWARD.*

9780141995106 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€

FREE LUNCH
THINKING
TOM BERGIN

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

Countries with smaller governments

grow faster. Tobacco taxes are the best

way to cut smoking. Government

regulation discourages

entrepreneurship.

9781847942753 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€



FRAMERS
CUKIER ET AL

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

A Financial Times and Economist

Book of the Year. ´Wonderfully

stimulating... will teach you to see

around corners.´ - TIM HARFORD. The

power of mental models to make

better decisions.

9780753555002 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

14,75€

BUILD
TONY FADELL

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

A Silicon Valley icon - and inventor of

the iPod and iPhone - dispenses

valuable tips and life lessons for

entrepreneurs at any stage in their

careers.

9781787634114 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

18,25€

TALK LIKE TED
CARMINE GALLO

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

Presented in October 2021 folder. With

a new introduction from the author,

discover the secrets to a perfect TED

Talk and learn how to deliver an

exceptional presentation with

Carmine Gallo´s Talk Like TED. ´Talk

Like TED is a smart, practical book that

will teach you how to give a kick-butt

presentation. But Gallo goes deeper

than mere instruction.

9781529068658 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

14,75€



THE MINISTRY OF
COMMON SENSE
MARTIN LINDSTROM

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

A humorous yet practical five-step

guide to ridding ourselves-and our

companies-of the bureaucratic

bottlenecks and red tape that plague

every office You need a chainsaw to

pry open your new pair of headphones

from their package. Your eighth Zoom

meeting of the day keeps freezing, but

first you have to sit through an endless

PowerPoint presentation that

everyone claims they´ve read - no one

has - that could have been summarized

in one page. What has happened to

common sense? And how can we get it

back?

9781529332483 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

ALL ABOUT ME! MY
REMARKABLE LIFE
IN SHOWBUSINESS
MEL BROOKS

NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

All About Me! is the long-awaited

memoir from one of the greatest

influences ever known to American

(and global) comedy. Recognized

throughout his career as a completely

original and multifaceted talent, Mel

Brooks has, and continues to, set the

standard for making audiences laugh.

9781529159585 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€

ANDROIDS
CHET HAASE

NON
FICTION > COMPUTING &
NEW TECHNOLOGIES

In 2004, Android was two people who

wanted to build camera software but

couldn´t get investors interested.

Today, Android is a large team at

Google, delivering an operating

system (including camera software) to

over 3 billion devices worldwide. This

is the inside story, told by the people

who made it happen.

9781718502680 - NO STARCH PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

23,75€



DIVE INTO
SYSTEMS
SUZANNE J MATTHEWS

NON
FICTION > COMPUTING &
NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Presented in November 2021 folder

This textbook is a crash course in the

major hardware and software

components of a modern computer

system. Designed for use in a wide

range of introductory-level computer

science classes, it guides readers

through the vertical slice of a

computer so they can develop an

understanding of the machine at

various layers of abstraction.

9781718501362 - NO STARCH PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

56,50€

DRESSED TO SWILL
JENNIFER CROLL

NON FICTION > COOKERY,
FOOD & DRINK

Dressed to Swill contains sixty original

cocktail recipes inspired by style icons

from the 20th century to today,

including fashion designers, models,

photographers, stylists, influencers,

and more. Karl Lagerfeld´s tipple is

made for royalty: it´s similar to a Kir

Royale, but brings in the velvety

flavors of raspberry and vanilla. The

Kim Kardashian is sensuous, flavorful,

and as unsubtly delicious as its

subject. Lizzo´s cocktail is a

strawberry-rhubarb sparkler certain

to fill you with joy. From Alexa Chung

and André Leon Talley to Coco Chanel

and RuPaul, there´s a flavor to fit every

mood, be it avant-garde, glamourous,

rebellious, or little-black-dressy.

9783791387833 - PRESTEL

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

14,75€

HOW TO MAKE
THE BEST COFFEE
JAMES HOFFMANN

NON FICTION > COOKERY,
FOOD & DRINK

We all expect to be able to buy an

excellent cup of coffee from the many

brilliant coffee shops available. But

what about the coffee we make at

home? Shouldn´t that be just as good?

Coffee guru James Hoffmann runs

Square Mile Coffee, as well as creating

extremely informative, and popular,

kit and coffee reviews for his YouTube

and Instagram channels. In his latest

book he demonstrates everything you

need to know to make consistently

excellent coffee at home

9781784727246 - OCTOPUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 224 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

20,75€



THE LITTLE BOOK
OF BREAD
ORANGE HIPPO!

NON FICTION > COOKERY,
FOOD & DRINK

• A celebration of bread, the world´s

favourite carb • Touches on the history

of bread, one of the oldest foods

known to man • Features fun facts and

trivia • Perfect gift for the bread-lover

in your life

9781800690110 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

9,00€

HOW BOARDS
WORK
DAMBISA MOYO

NON
FICTION > ECONOMICS

A unique insight into the work of

corporate boards and why their work

is so important in society, by an

influential economist who has global

recognition

9780349128399 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF EQUALITY
THOMAS PIKETTY

NON
FICTION > ECONOMICS

The world´s leading economist of

inequality presents a concise,

sweeping and surprisingly optimistic

history of human progress toward

equality despite crises, disasters, and

backsliding. It´s easy to be pessimistic

about inequality. We know it has

increased dramatically in many parts

of the world over the past two

generations. No one has done more to

reveal the problem than Thomas

Piketty. Now, in this surprising and

powerful new work, Piketty reminds

us that the grand sweep of history

gives us reasons to be optimistic. Over

the centuries, he shows, we have been

moving toward greater equality.

9780674273559 - HARVARD

UNIVERSITY PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

33,75€



THOUGHT
ECONOMICS
VIKAS SHAH

NON
FICTION > ECONOMICS

In this fully updated paperback

edition, including brand-new

interviews from Shaquille O´Neal,

Matthew McConaughey and Tim

Peake among others, Vikas Shah

shares his most thought-provoking

conversations to date.

9781789294064 - MICHAEL O MARA

BOOKS

Format: 304 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€

THE CURSE OF
BIGNESS
TIM WU

NON
FICTION > ECONOMICS

We´re three decades into a global

experiment: what happens when the

major nations of the world weaken

their control on the size and power of

corporate giants and allow

unrestricted expansion? In The Curse

of Bigness, Tim Wu exposes the

threats monopolies pose to economic

stability and social freedom around

the world. Aided by the globalization of

commerce and finance, in recent

years we have seen takeovers galore

that make a mockery of the ideals of

competition and economic freedom.

Such is the ´curse of bigness´: stifled

entrepreneurship, stalled

productivity, dominant tech giants like

Facebook and Google, and fewer

choices for consumers. Urgent and

persuasive, this bold manifesto argues

that we need to rediscover the anti-

monopoly traditions that brought

great peace and prosperity in the past.

9781838950873 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

VINTAGE FASHION
EMMA BAXTER-WRIGHT

NON FICTION > FASHION

Foreword by Zandra Rhodes A visual

journey through the fashion of the

decades, Vintage Fashion shows you

how to identify key designers, shapes,

textiles, stitching, and other details

and characteristics that define the

most influential pieces of the

twentieth century (up to and including

the 1990s). Each decade ends with a

´key looks´ spread showing an at-a-

glance view of the important shapes,

colours and looks that defined the era.

The book concludes with a shopping

guide, which offers pointers on

sourcing and caring for original

vintage pieces, along with a glossary of

fashion terms and the century´s most

collectable designers.

9781802790931 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 256 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

29,50€



VINTAGE SHOES
CAROLINE COX

NON FICTION > FASHION

Foreword by Christian Louboutin ??

The secondhand market will reach

US$ 64 billion in 2028 and vintage is

projected to grow to nearly 1.5x the size

of fast fashion ?? Consumers are

rejecting fast fashion in favour of

resale, vintage and hire on Depop,

eBay, The RealReal, Second Life, My

Wardrobe HQ - the online

secondhand market grew 69%

between 2020 and 2021

9781802790948 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 224 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

29,50€

VINTAGE
HANDBAGS
MARNIE FOGG

NON FICTION > FASHION

The secondhand market will reach

US$ 64 billion in 2028 and vintage is

projected to grow to nearly 1.5x the size

of fast fashion

9781802790955 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 224 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

29,50€

VINTAGE
KNITWEAR
MARNIE FOGG

NON FICTION > FASHION

Foreword by celebrated textile artist

Kaffe Fassett MBE ?? With the rise of

the cottagecore trend, vintage

knitwear styles are in high demand ??

The secondhand market will reach

US$ 64 billion in 2028 and vintage is

projected to grow to nearly 1.5x the size

of fast fashion

9781802790979 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 224 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

29,50€



SILENT EARTH
DAVE GOULSON

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

THE SUNDAY TIMES

BESTSELLER´Compelling,

penetrating, devastating - Silent Earth

is a wake-up call for the world.´ --

Isabella Tree------We have to learn to

live as part of nature, not apart from it.

And the first step is to start looking

after the insects, the little creatures

that make our shared world go round.

Insects are essential for life as we

know it.

9781529114423 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

REGENESIS
GEORGE MONBIOT

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

Farming is the world´s greatest cause

of environmental destruction - and the

one we are least prepared to talk

about. We criticise urban sprawl, but

farming sprawls across thirty times as

much land. We have ploughed, fenced

and grazed great tracts of the planet,

felling forests, killing wildlife, and

poisoning rivers and oceans to feed

ourselves.

9780241563458 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 304 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,25€

THREE THINGS...
TO HELP HEAL THE
PLANET
ANA SANTI

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

A collection of essays by experts to

help anyone cut through the noise and

take action. Confirmed contributions

to date from: Jonathan Safran Foer,

Lily Cole, Melissa Hemsley, Dr Gail

Bradbrook, Juliet Kinsman, Tristram

Stuart, Christopher Raeburn, Tamsin

Blanchard and Eshita Kabra-Davies.

9781801290753 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,25€



THE WIM HOF
METHOD
WIM HOF

NON FICTION > HEALTH &
FAMILY FITNESS

The iconic ´iceman´ known for his

record-breaking endurance of cold

temperatures, shares his world

famous method for improving your

mind, body and performance.

9781846046308 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 240 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€

THE ARMCHAIR
GENERAL
JOHN BUCKLEY

NON FICTION > HISTORY

A ground-breaking approach to

history where YOU choose the fate of

WWII - perfect for readers of

Bletchley Park Brainteasers and The

GCHQ Puzzle Book.

9781529157239 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 304 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€

THE PALESTINE-
ISRAELI CONFLICT
EL-ALAMI AND COHN-SHERBOK

NON FICTION > HISTORY

With coverage of all the recent events,

the new edition of this bestselling

book gives a thorough and accessible

account of the history behind the

Palestine-Israeli conflict, its roots, and

the possibilities for the future. New

material outlines recent

developments, while an updated

conclusion consists of a direct debate

between the two authors, which raises

many issues, yet offers real solutions

to which future peace talks may aspire.

9780861543700 - ONEWORLD

PUBLICATIONS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€



A HISTORY OF THE
WORLD THROUGH
BODY PARTS
KATHY PETRAS

NON FICTION > HISTORY

From famous craniums to prominent

breasts, ancient spleens and bound

feet, this book will bring history to life

in a whole new way. With their

inimitable wit and probing

intelligence, authors Kathy and Ross

Petras look at the role the human body

has played throughout history as each

individual part becomes a jumping-off

point for a wider look at the times.

9781797202846 - CHRONICLE BOOKS

Format: 256 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

10,25€

THE ART OF WAR
SUN TZU

NON FICTION > HISTORY

Featuring the Chinese text on the left

and the English translation on the

right, this beautifully bound edition of

Sun Tzu´s classic text makes a unique

gift or collector´s item. Written in the

sixth century BCE, Sun Tzu´s The Art

of War is still widely read and

consulted today for its timeless,

piercing insights into strategy and

tactics. Napoleon, Mao Zedong,

General Vo Nguyen Giap, and General

Douglas MacArthur all claimed to

have drawn inspiration from it. Beyond

the world of war, business and

management gurus have also applied

Sun Tzu´s ideas to office politics and

corporate strategy. This edition of The

Art of War is printed on high-quality

paper and bound by traditional

Chinese book-making techniques. It

contains the full 13 chapters on such

topics as laying plans, attacking by

stratagem, weaponry, terrain, and the

use of spies.

9781577152453 - QUARTO BOOKS

Format: 136 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

22,00€

THE SECRETS OF
WORDS
CHOMSKY AND MORO

NON
FICTION > LANGUAGE &
LINGUISTICS

Two distinguished linguists on

language, the history of science,

misplaced euphoria, surprising facts,

and potentially permanent mysteries.

In The Secrets of Words, influential

linguist Noam Chomsky and his

longtime colleague Andrea Moro have

a wide-ranging conversation, touching

on such topics as language and

linguistics, the history of science, and

the relation between language and the

brain.

9780262046718 - THE MIT PRESS

TRADE

Format: 136 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

17,00€



RECHARGE [MINI
BOOK]
NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

In today´s high-speed world of

overstimulation and overachievement,

our personal batteries have never felt

more drained. In an age that requires

immediacy and productivity in a

minute´s notice, how can we step away

from the constant demands of our

lives and allow ourselves to simply

rest? Recharge mini book aims to

reduce our everyday stress and

encourages us to mindfully relax into

the present moment with poignant

words from writers, thinkers, and

seekers that guide us toward making

meaningful changes in our lives to

optimize our energy, self-care, and

mental health.

9781647226428 - INSIGHT EDITIONS

USA

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

12,75€

UNPLUG [MINI
BOOK]
NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

With the constant barrage of news

feeds, notifications, and social media

demanding our attention almost every

minute of our day, it has become

critical for us to take a digital break

and unplug. Stepping away from our

screens, however, is proving to be

increasingly more difficult in today´s

constant, hyperconnected,

technological world. How can we

mindfully connect to the present

moment and allow ourselves to fully

enter into the here and now?

9781647226435 - INSIGHT EDITIONS

USA

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

12,75€

MAYA ANGELOU'S
GUIDE TO HOPE
HARDIE GRANT BOOKS

NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

9781784884963 - HARDIE GRANT

BOOKS

Format: 112 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€



GOLDEN
JUSTIN ZORN

NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

In this "field guide to finding silence," a

policymaker who taught meditation in

the US Congress and a seasoned

collaboration expert explore how to go

beyond the ordinary rules and tools of

mindfulness to help individuals,

families, organizations, and whole

societies dial down the noise and

reclaim pristine quiet.

9780063027602 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

19,00€

LYRICS
BRYAN FERRY

NON FICTION > MUSIC

Bryan Ferry´s evocative lyrics of

aspiration and romantic longing,

introduced by the author and

published on the 50th anniversary of

the first Roxy Music albumBryan

Ferry´s work as a singer and

songwriter, both as a solo artist and

with Roxy Music, is legendary. Lyrics

collects the words written for music

across seventeen albums, from the

first iconic Roxy album of 1972 via the

masterpiece of Avalon to 2014´s

reflective Avonmore, introduced by

the author, and with an insightful

essay by James Truman. All the classic

Roxy anthems are here - ´Virginia

Plain´, ´Do the Strand´, ´Love is the

Drug´, ´The Thrill of it All´ - songs in

which the real and the make-believe

blend in a kaleidoscopic mix, shot

through with cinematic allure.

9781784744830 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 208 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

24,25€

MY AMY
TYLER JAMES

NON FICTION > MUSIC

Written with a searing honesty and

originally published for the tenth

anniversary of Amy Winehouse´s

death, My Amy is an evocative portrait

of unbreakable lifelong friendship -

and a devastating study into fame,

addiction and self-sabotage. Only one

person knows what really happened to

Amy, other than Amy herself. He is

Tyler James, Amy´s best friend from

the age of thirteen.

9781529042191 - PAN MACMILLAN UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€



THE LITTLE BOOK
OF BOB DYLAN
ORANGE HIPPO!

NON FICTION > MUSIC

Presented in March 2022 folder. •

Includes over 170 quotes drawn from

Dylan´s lyrics, books, poetry,

interviews and articles, on everything

from civil rights and protest to god and

women. • An excellent gift or self-

purchase pick-up for the legions of

cross- generational Dylan fans and

Dylanologists, interspersed

throughout with surprising facts about

his life and music career.

9781800691728 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

8,50€

THE LITTLE GUIDE
TO ELTON JOHN
ORANGE HIPPO!

NON FICTION > MUSIC

Presented in March 2022 folder. • One

of the world´s bestselling artists, Elton

celebrates his 75th birthday on 25th

March 2022 • ´Candle in the Wind´ is

the world´s bestselling single • Elton

has had more than 50 top-40 hits in

the UK and US, and 19 top- 10 hits in

Australia as well as 5 Grammy awards,

2 Academy awards and 2 Golden

Globes

9781800692312 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

8,50€

BE MY BABY
RONNIE SPECTOR

NON FICTION > MUSIC

Hailed by Rolling Stone magazine as

one of the greatest rock memoirs of all

time, Be My Baby is the true story of

how Rock & Roll Hall of Famer Ronnie

Spector carved out a space for herself

against tremendous odds amid the

chaos of the 1960s music scene and

beyond.With a new introduction by

Ronnie Spector.Ronnie Spectors first

collaboration with producer Phil

Spector, Be My Baby, stunned the

world and shot girl group The

Ronettes to stardom.

9781529091564 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

22,00€



MY ROCK 'N' ROLL
FRIEND
TRACEY THORN

NON FICTION > MUSIC

Presented in April 2022 folder. In 1983,

backstage at the Lyceum in London,

Tracey Thorn and Lindy Morrison first

met. Tracey´s music career was just

beginning, while Lindy, drummer for

The Go-Betweens, was ten years her

senior. They became confidantes,

comrades and best friends, a

relationship cemented by gossip and

feminism, books and gigs and rock ´n´

roll love affairs. Thorn takes stock of

thirty-seven years of friendship,

teasing out the details of connection

and affection between two women who

seem to be either complete opposites

or mirror images of each other. She

asks what people see, who does the

looking, and ultimately who writes

women out of - and back into - history.

9781786898234 - CANONGATE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

15,00€

THE LIVING
PLANET
DAVID ATTENBOROUGH

NON FICTION > NATURAL
HISTORY

A new, fully updated narrative edition

of David Attenborough´s seminal

biography of our world, The Living

Planet.Nowhere on our planet is

devoid of life. Plants and animals

thrive or survive within every extreme

of climate and habitat that it offers.

Single species, and often whole

communities adapt to make the most

of ice cap and tundra, forest and plain,

desert, ocean and volcano.

9780008477868 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

14,75€

PHILOSOPHY FOR
PASSENGERS
MICHAEL MARDER

NON
FICTION > PHILOSOPHY

While there are entire bookstore

sections_and even entire

bookstores_devoted to travel, there

have been few books on the universal

experience of being a passenger. With

this book, philosopher Michael

Marder fills the gap, offering a

philosophical guide to passengerhood.

He takes readers from ticketing and

preboarding (preface and

introduction) through a series of stops

and detours (reflections on topics

including time, space, existence,

boredom, our sense of self, and our

sense of the senses) to destination and

disembarking (conclusion).

9780262543712 - THE MIT PRESS

TRADE

Format: 240 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

17,75€



STUNNING
ICELAND
BERTRAND JOUANNE

NON
FICTION > PHOTOGRAPHY

Go beyond the ordinary with this

remarkable travelogue, guidebook,

and coffee table keepsake filled with

spectacular color photography that

showcases Iceland´s stunning beauty

and hidden gems, from its fjords and

highlands to the Western Islands and

the capital Reykjavik_the first entry in

the Hedonist´s Guide travel series.

9780063211940 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

28,25€

THE AGE OF THE
STRONGMAN
GIDEON RACHMAN

NON FICTION > POLITICS

We have entered a new era in global

politics: the age of the self-styled

strongman _ the populist leader who

offers simple solutions to the world´s

problems; who thrives on the

resentments of a large proportion of

the electorate that feels left behind in

the turmoil created by globalisation;

who nurtures a cult of personality in

which the leader becomes the

embodiment of the nation; who bullies

or imprisons his political opponents at

home and embarks on a course of

confrontation with his neighbours

abroad. How do we explain this global

phenomenon? How likely is it to lead

the world into war, economic collapse

or unchecked environmental disaster?

What liberal powers are in place to

hold populist leaders in check or even

reverse the trend?

9781847926425 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

18,25€

JELLYFISH AGE
BACKWARDS
NICKLAS BRENDBORG

NON FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

From the Danish No.1 Bestselling

author: a deep dive into the science

and nature of aging

9781529394016 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

18,25€



FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
ABOUT THE
UNIVERSE
CHAM AND WHITESON

NON FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

You´ve got questions: about space,

time, gravity, and the odds of meeting

your older self inside a wormhole. All

the answers you need are right here.

9781529331066 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

16,25€

EXTRA LIFE
STEVEN JOHNSON

NON FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

In 1920, at the end of the last major

pandemic, global life expectancy was

just over forty years. Today, in many

parts of the world, human beings can

expect to live more than eighty years.

As a species we have doubled our life

expectancy in just one century. There

are few measures of human progress

more astonishing than this increased

longevity.

9780525538868 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

19,00€

TRAUMA: THE
INVISIBLE
EPIDEMIC
PAUL CONTI MD

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

Trauma: The Invisible Epidemic is a

transformative guide to healing

untreated complex trauma from

leading psychiatrist Dr. Paul Conti.

Having studied at Stanford and

Harvard respectively, Dr. Conti is one

of the foremost experts in the subject

of trauma, and he has an incredible

array of celebrity clients and fans. At a

time where Dr. Bessel van der Kolk´s

The Body Keeps The Score continues

to dominate the bestseller lists, Dr.

Conti brings a fresh voice to the

growing genre of trauma self-help

books, exposing its tremendous power

on our bodies and minds. Lady Gaga

has also written a detailed forward to

the book, explaining how Dr. Conti´s

work "saved her life´ and helped her to

recover from a psychotic breakdown

she suffered during a world tour.

9781785044106 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 208 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

18,25€



THAT LITTLE
VOICE IN YOUR
HEAD
MO GAWDAT

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

Presented in March folder 2022 That

Little Voice in Your Head is the

practical guide to achieving joy from

Mo Gawdat, the internationally

bestselling author of Solve for Happy.

In this book, Mo reveals how by

beating negative self-talk, we can

optimize our thinking, turning our

greed into generosity, our apathy into

compassion, and investing in our own

happiness. This book provides readers

with exercises to help reshape their

mental processes.

9781529066142 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

19,25€

BEYOND ORDER
JORDAN B PETERSON

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

In 12 Rules for Life, clinical

psychologist and celebrated professor

at Harvard and the University of

Toronto Dr. Jordan B. Peterson helped

millions of readers impose order on

the chaos of their lives. Now, in this

bold sequel, Peterson delivers twelve

more lifesaving principles for resisting

the exhausting toll that our desire to

order the world inevitably takes.

9780593543696 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

16,00€

BEYOND ORDER
JORDAN B PETERSON

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

In this long-awaited sequel, Peterson

shows us that part of life´s meaning

comes from reaching out into the

domain beyond what we know, and

adapting to an ever-transforming

world. While an excess of chaos

threatens us with uncertainty, an

excess of order leads to a lack of

curiosity and creative vitality. Beyond

Order therefore calls on us to balance

the two fundamental principles of

reality - order and chaos - and reveals

the profound meaning that can be

found on the path that divides them.

9780141991191 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,00€



EVERYONE YOU
HATE IS GOING TO
DIE
DANIEL SLOSS

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

In the first book from one of this

generation´s hottest and boldest

young comedians, Daniel Sloss

presents a transgressive and hilarious

analysis of all of our dysfunctional

relationships, and attempts to point us

in the vague direction of sanity.

9781529157093 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 272 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

SOCIAL WARMING
CHARLES ARTHUR

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Facebook didn´t mean to facilitate a

genocide. Twitter didn´t want to be

used to harass women. YouTube never

planned to radicalise young men. But

with billions of users, these platforms

need only tweak their algorithms to

generate more "engagement´. In so

doing, they bring unrest to previously

settled communities and erode our

relationships.

9780861543175 - ONEWORLD

PUBLICATIONS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

DANGEROUS IDEAS
ERIN BERKOWITZ

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

A fascinating examination of how

restricting speech has continuously

shaped our culture, and how

censorship is used as a tool to prop up

authorities and maintain class and

gender disparities. More than just a

history of censorship, Dangerous Ideas

illuminates the power of restricting

speech; how it has defined states,

ideas, and culture; and (despite how

each of us would like to believe

otherwise) how it is something we all

participate in.

9780807055397 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

20,00€



THE GLASS WALL
MAX EGREMONT

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

This journey to the edge of Europe

mixes history, travelogue and oral

testimony to spellbinding and

revelatory effect. Few countries have

suffered more from the convulsions

and bloodshed of twentieth-century

Europe than those in the eastern

Baltic. Small nations such as the Baltic

States of Latvia and Estonia found

themselves caught between the giants

of Germany and Russia, on a route

across which armies surged or

retreated.

9781509845446 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€

FREEDOM
SEBASTIAN JUNGER

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

A profound rumination on the concept

of freedom from the bestselling author

of The Perfect Storm. ´Sebastian

Junger bears witness to a hard-won

and an uncertain new world, framed in

vital and brilliant prose: a true and

honest accounting of everything that

underlies the frantic performance of

life.´ Philip Hoare. Throughout history,

humans have been driven by the quest

for two cherished ideals: community

and freedom. The two don´t coexist

easily: we value individuality and self-

reliance, yet are utterly dependent on

community for our most basic needs.

In this intricately crafted and thought-

provoking book, Sebastian Junger

examines this tension that lies at the

heart of what it means to be human.

9780008421854 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

EVERYBODY
OLIVIA LAING

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Simply one of our most exciting

writers´ - Observer´A free-wheeling

and joyful exploration of the works

and lives of a range of artists and

thinkers who brought libidinal and

creative energy together with

spectacular results´ Jack

HalberstamThe body is a source of

pleasure and of pain, at once

hopelessly vulnerable and radiant with

power.

9781509857128 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,00€



CLOUDMONEY
BRETT SCOTT

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Cloudmoney take us to the frontlines

of a war for our wallets that is also

about our freedom: it is a captivating

tour of the world of money that also

asks the most important questions

about our future. We are often told

that the move towards a cashless

society is ´natural progress´, but there

is seldom reference to the powerful

groups that are vigorously pushing for

it. What happens when physical

money is replaced completely by

digital transactions?

9781847926654 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 19/05/2022

17,25€

THE STORY OF
PROPAGANDA IN 50
IMAGES
DAVID WELCH

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

In this timely and fully international

book, David Welch has selected fifty

images to highlight the continuities

and dis-continuities of mass-

communication throughout history,

be they via images, events, films or by

"propaganda by deed´.

9780712354318 - BRITISH LIBRARY

Format: 128 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

18,25€

FORMULA ONE:
THE PINNACLE
TONY DODGINS

NON FICTION > SPORT &
RECREATION

With a foreword by Guenther Steiner -

Team Principal of the Haas Formula

One Team, Formula 1: The Pinnacle

tracks a history of the changes which

have taken F1 from its rudimentary

beginnings to the exhilarating high

octane spectacle it is today. The

biggest change in a generation is

coming to F1 in 2022. Technical

changes aimed at levelling the playing

field for the teams combined with the

sport´s tightening budget cap will

make the races closer than ever. There

will be more sprint races _ trialled in

2021 _ and greater fan interest driven

by Netflix´s hugely successful "Drive to

Survive´ series.So, how did we get

here? How did F1 become the

acknowledged "Pinnacle of

Motorsport´?

9780711274204 - QUARTO BOOKS

Format: 240 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 09/05/2022

43,50€



SURF IS WHERE
YOU FIND IT
GERRY LOPEZ

NON FICTION > SPORT &
RECREATION

Presented in September 2021 folder.

The saying goes, "The second best

thing about surfing is talking about it

afterward." Gerry Lopez, one of the

most revered surfers of all time brings

readers into the intimately personal

sport with Surf Is Where You Find It, a

collection of stories that recount

harrowing waves, epic wipeouts, and

heroes encountered over a lifetime on

the water. From growing up in Hawaii

in the ´50s and ´60s, to finding the tube

in the early days at Pipeline, to

pioneering legendary spots like

Uluwatu and G-Land in Indonesia,

Lopez has traveled for surf the world

over. But for him, the people stood out

the most. Originally published in 2008,

Surf Is Where You Find It preserves

memories of surf eras gone by, and

commemorates those who helped

shape the surfing world today.

9781938340949 - INGRAM

PUBLISHER SERVICES UK

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

29,50€

BASTA
MARCO VAN BASTEN

NON FICTION > SPORT &
RECREATION

Basta is the raw, honest, but above all

gripping autobiography of Marco van

Basten, the most ´complete´ strikers in

football history.

9781788403542 - OCTOPUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

AFRICA FASHION
KENNETH APPIAH NIMO

NON FICTION > FASHION

Africa Fashion explores the

kaleidoscope of craft cultures that

have shaped African fashion for

centuries and captures the intriguing

stories of pioneering and

contemporary African brands.

9781913947958 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

AFRICA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

36,25€



AFTER STEVE
TRIPP MICKLE

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

Steve Jobs called Jony Ive his "spiritual

partner at Apple." The London-born

genius was the second-most powerful

person at Apple and the creative force

who most embodies Jobs´ spirit, the

man who designed the products

adopted by hundreds of millions the

world over: the iPod, iPad, MacBook

Air, the iMac G3 and the iPhone. In the

wake of his close collaborator´s death,

the chief designer wrestled with grief

and initially threw himself into his

work designing the new Apple

headquarters and the Watch before

losing his motivation in a company

increasingly devoted more to margins

than to inspiration.In many ways,

Cook was Ive´s opposite. The product

of a small Alabama town, he had risen

through the ranks from the supply

side of the company.

9780008527846 - HARPER COLLINS

APPLE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

18,25€

WHY WE READ
VARIOUS

NON
FICTION > LANGUAGE &
LINGUISTICS

"I read for pleasure, for adventure, for

knowledge, for stories, for company,

for reassurance, for challenge, for

meaning, for glimpses into other

imaginations, for the boundaries of

the self to dissolve. And sometimes I

read as a way of keeping a grip on the

world, a grip on myself in the world, a

tiny speck in the rushing darkness

that I am. Holding fast. Reading for my

life, I guess.´ Nicci Gerrard. l ´By

reading I see where I stand in time,

how I got here and how the past casts a

light into the future.´ Rosemary Hill.

´We read non-fiction books for the

same reason Sherlock Holmes slowly

focuses on every little detail, opens

every drawer and goes through the

rubbish bin while wandering around a

crime scene.´ Ivan Krastev.

9781802060959 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 176 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

13,25€

GOLD
DOYLE ET AL

NON FICTION > LITERARY
CRITICISM

Written and selected by the curatorial

team, the dazzling, large-format Gold

Exhibition Highlights Book showcases

the British Library´s exceptional

collection of manuscript items

incorporating gold as featured in this

major exhibition.

9780712354462 - BRITISH LIBRARY

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 20/05/2022

12,75€



XI JINPING: A
STUDY IN POWER
KERRY BROWN

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Although Xi Jinping came to power a

decade ago, he remains an enigmatic

figure in the West. His priority has

always been to keep Chinese society as

stable as possible, steering a course

through a period of astounding

economic growth, while ensuring that

nothing challenges the political status

quo. But with unrest stirring in Hong

Kong, reports of human rights abuses

taking place in the Xinjiang region

and, devastatingly, the outbreak of a

virus that would change the world,

suddenly understanding Xi´s China is

more important than ever before. In

this short and timely book, academic

and author Kerry Brown will examine

the complexities behind the man,

explaining the impact that his rule is

already having on the West. But who is

Xi really, and what is his vision for

China´s future?

9781785788086 - ICON BOOKS

CHINA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

DAPPLED
DAYDREAMS: THE
ART OF CAMILLA
D'ERRICO
CAMILLA D'ERRICO

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

This collection features d´Errico´s

recent artwork, including pieces from

her sensational gallery shows

"Submerged," "Sky," and "Zodiac." An

accomplished painter, illustrator, and

comic book artist as well as designer of

custom toys, clothing, accessories, and

more, d´Errico showcases her

perpetually stunning pop surrealist

style in all its glory.

9781506719597 - DARK HORSE USA

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 144 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

28,25€

VENICE
MATTHEW RICE

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

Matthew Rice is a long-time observer

and illustrator of cities, buildings and

all those who inhabit them, with an

uncanny ability to express the energy

of a place through a few lines of ink

and splashes of paint. For years,

Venice has been a source of deep

creative inspiration for him; and now,

in Venice: A Sketchbook Guide, he

captures the highlights of this most

beguiling of Italian cities.

Unsurprisingly, given his abiding

passion for architecture, Matthew

provides a wealth of information about

the ´stones´ of Venice, including an

illustrated guide to the main building

styles of the city

9780241464830 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 224 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

23,00€



ON BRAMANTE
PIER PAOLO TAMBURELLI

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

9780262543422 - WATKINS MEDIA

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 348 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

37,75€

PICTURES FROM
ITALY BY CHARLES
DICKENS
CHARLES DICKENS

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

In the summer of 1844, taking a break

from novel-writing, the thirty-two-

year-old Charles Dickens embarked

on a long tour of Italy with his wife, his

five children and his young sister-in-

law. Struck by the scenery and the

rapid diorama of monuments and

novelties around him, the celebrated

author of Oliver Twist and A Christmas

Carol captured his experiences and

impressions in vivid detail. The result

is a travelogue like no other, written

by one of the finest writers of all time.

9781847498854 - ALMA BOOKS LTD

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 240 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

ESMOND AND ILIA
MARINA WARNER

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Marina Warner´s father, Esmond, met

her mother, Ilia, while serving as an

officer in the British Army during the

Second World War. As Allied forces

fought their way north through Italy,

Esmond found himself in the southern

town of Bari, where Ilia had grown up,

one of four girls of a widowed mother.

The Englishman approaching middle

age and the twenty-one-year-old

Italian were soon married. Before the

war had come to an end, Ilia was on

her way alone to London to wait for

her husband´s return and to learn how

to be Mrs. Esmond Warner, an

Englishwoman.

9781681376448 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

19,00€



AT THE GATES OF
ROME
DON HOLLWAY

NON FICTION > HISTORY

A dramatic retelling of the story of the

final years of the Western Roman

Empire and the downfall of Rome itself

from the perspective of the Roman

general Stilicho and Alaric, king of the

Visigoths

9781472849984 - OSPREY

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

29,50€

VENEZIA
FEDERICO POVOLERI

NON
FICTION > PHOTOGRAPHY

Venice, as never before seen: a

surprising & intimate look at La

Serenissima. The only black & white

book of photographs dedicated to

Venice on the market. A native son of

the city memorializes the ephemeral

beauty of Venice.

9783961713981 - TENEUES

PUBLISHING UK

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 224 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

54,50€

MAGICAL VENICE
LUCIE TOURNEBIZE

NON
FICTION > PHOTOGRAPHY

Go beyond the ordinary with this

remarkable travelogue and guidebook

filled with spectacular color

photography that showcases Venice´s

magical beauty and hidden gems,

from the Piazzo San Marco to the

island of Giudecca, the banks of the

Grand Canal to the Arsenal

district_the second entry in the

Hedonist´s Guide travel series.

9780063211964 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

28,25€



TO WALK ALONE IN
THE CROWD
ANTONIO MUNOZ MOLINA

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

Winner of the 2020 Prix Medicis

etranger I want to live on foot, by hand,

by pencil, at ease, responsive to

whatever I meet, loose like the air that

moves around my body as I walk or

like a graceful swimming stroke. I

want to remain astonished. Join

Antonio Munoz Molina for a walk

through Madrid, Paris, London and

New York, where the past and the

present live side by side in the

literature of newspaper headlines,

billboards, casual glances and

overheard conversation. This is the

digital metropolis, captured in

notebooks, recorded on the iPhone,

where Edgar Allan Poe, Herman

Melville, Charles Baudelaire, Thomas

de Quincey, Fernando Pessoa and

Walter Benjamin step beside us, all of

us writing the unfinished poem of the

crowded city.

9781788161954 - PROFILE BOOKS

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

GREEN MALLORCA
PATRICIA PARINEJAD

NON
FICTION > PHOTOGRAPHY

Mallorca: the jewel of the

Mediterranean, known for its avid

sunbathers and synonymous with a

booming travel industry. In recent

years the island has entered into an

amiable but vigorous dialogue

centered on conservation and

sustainability as a result of the climate

crisis and ongoing pandemic.

Photographer Patricia Parinejad not

only illustrates the intoxicating beauty

of Mallorca, she also tracks this

exciting environmental movement,

using stunning images and compelling

writing to showcase sustainable

businesses, eco-hotels, green

initiatives, and innovators who are all

fighting to preserve the island.

9783961713929 - TENEUES

PUBLISHING UK

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 09/05/2022

54,50€

RAFA NADAL
DOMINIC BLISS

NON FICTION > SPORT &
RECREATION

This book is the complete guide to one

of the greatest tennis players of the

21st century, winner of 20 grand slam

men´s singles titles, the King of the

Clay, Spain´s raging bull, Rafael Nadal.

9780711276130 - QUARTO BOOKS

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 240 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

24,25€



HARRY POTTER:
FRIENDS & FOES: A
MOVIE
SCRAPBOOK
NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

From Harry Potter and Lord

Voldemort to Ron Weasley and

Hermione Granger, the many

complex and nuanced relationships

between characters are key elements

of the Harry Potter films. This film-

inspired movie scrapbook features

detailed profiles on the many f

9781647224356 - INSIGHT EDITIONS

USA

HARRY POTTER

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

21,25€

COLOR ME QUEER
POTTER GIFT

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

Color in a timeline of LGBTQIA+

history to learn about early activists,

underground gay culture, and queer

icons like Lorraine Hansberry, Sylvia

Rivera, and Harvey Milk. Complete a

fill-in-the-blank dating profile, cut out

and dress up two queer cuties in paper

doll form, match prominent

LGBTQIA+ authors to their seminal

works of literature, decorate a gay

wedding cake, color and tear out your

own protest signs, and celebrate queer

community, art, music, and humor

with every inch of this book!

9780593234082 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

16,75€

WE CAN DO
BETTER THAN
THIS
NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

How can we create a better world for

LGBTQ+ people? Olly Alexander,

Peppermint, Owen Jones, Beth Ditto,

Holland and more share their stories

and visions for the future. ´A vital

addition to your bookshelf´ Stylist, 5

Books for Summer´Captivating . .

9781529113310 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

LGBTQ+

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€



THE
TRANSGENDER
ISSUE
SHON FAYE

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

An era-defining, agenda-setting call

for trans liberation which will reshape

our current conversation on

transgender rights.

9780141991801 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

LGBTQ+

Format: 240 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

CONTENT
KATE EICHHORN

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

From the time we roll out of bed to

check overnight updates to our last

posts, likes, and views of the previous

day, we´re consuming and producing

content. But what does the term

"content" even mean? When did it

become ubiquitous? And at what cost?

In this volume in the MIT Press

Essential Knowledge series, Kate

Eichhorn offers a concise introduction

to content and the content industry,

examining the far-reaching effects

content has on culture, politics, and

labor in a digital age.

9780262543286 - THE MIT PRESS

TRADE

MIT ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

17,75€

PREVENTABLE
DEVI SRIDHAR

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

The story of COVID-19 and how global

politics shape our health - from a

world-leading expert and the

pandemic´s go-to science

communicator

9780241510544 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PANDEMICS

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

18,25€



I NEVER PROMISED
YOU A ROSE
GARDEN
JOANNE GREENBERG

NON FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

The rhapsodic, ground-breaking cult

classic about a young woman´s battle

with schizophrenia

9780241563427 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€

EICHMANN IN
JERUSALEM
HANNAH ARENDT

NON FICTION > HISTORY

Hannah Arendt´s authoritative and

stunning report on the trial of German

Nazi SS leader Adolf Eichmann first

appeared as a series of articles in the

New Yorker in 1963. A major

journalistic triumph by an intellectual

of singular influence, Eichmann in

Jerusalem is as shocking as it is

informative - a meticulous and

unflinching look at one of the most

unsettling (and unsettled) issues of the

twentieth century.

9780241552292 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

ASYLUMS
ERVING GOFFMAN

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

"Asylums presents four interlinked

essays that explore life in the ´total

institutions´: the closed systems of

prisons, boarding schools, nursing

homes and, most importantly, mental

institutions. Focusing on the

relationship between an inmate and

the institution that contains them,

Goffman unpicks how lives are

managed ´on the inside´, and how the

setting more often than not works

against the inmate´s best interests. A

radical exploration of the institutions

that rule over the lives of men, women

and children, Asylums is one of Erving

Goffman´s most insightful and long-

lived works. "

9780241548004 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

19,25€



STIGMA
ERVING GOFFMAN

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

"In this groundbreaking work,

acclaimed sociologist Erving Goffman

examines how society treats those who

it considers abnormal. Forced to adjust

their social identities from situation to

situation, Goffman analyses the

variety of strategies that stigmatised

individuals deploy to deal with the

rejection of others, as well as the

complex image of themselves they

subsequently project. Relying

extensively on biography and the lived

experience of those who have found

themselves on the edges of society,

Goffman lays out the ways in which

stigma dramatically alters the way the

person affected feels about

themselves, and the ways in which it

can often violently shatter their

relationships with ´normal´ people. "

9780241548011 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 176 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

THE
PRESENTATION OF
SELF IN EVERYDAY
LIFE
ERVING GOFFMAN

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

"Acclaimed on first publication and

today considered one of the defining

works of the sociology, The

Presentation of the Self in Everyday

Life is Erving Goffman´s extraordinary

analysis of the structure of our social

interactions. Blurring the line between

workaday life and theatrical

performance, Goffman argues that our

behaviour with others is defined by

how we wish to be perceived -

resulting in displays bearing a

startling similarity to those of an actor

on the stage. From the houses and

clothes that we use as ´fixed props´ to

the ´backstage´ of the solitude in which

our personas are rehearsed and

relaxed, Goffman´s insight reveals

human character to be not fixed or

stable, but liquid and consciously

maintained. "

9780241547991 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

STRANGER
THINGS: THE
ULTIMATE POP-UP
BOOK
NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

Netflix´s Emmy Award_winning series

Stranger Things has captivated the

imaginations of millions of viewers all

around the world. Now fans can

experience the series like never before

with stunning, pop-off-the-page re-

creations of iconic moments from the

show. Inside, readers will adventure

alongside Eleven and Mike Wheeler,

crack the Russian code with Steve

Harrington at Scoops Ahoy, face off

against the terrifying Demogorgon,

and much more.

9781647221263 - INSIGHT EDITIONS

USA

POP-UPS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

79,75€



WHAT IS BLACK
ART?
ALICE CORREIA

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

A landmark contribution to British art

history, bringing together overlooked

and marginalised perspectives from

´the critical decade´.

9780141998213 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

RACE MATTERS

Format: 272 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

16,25€

BLACK OAK
HAROLD GREEN III

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

As he did for Black women in Black

Roses, Harold Green III, poet and

founder of the music collective

Flowers for the Living, now honors the

Black men he most

admires_groundbreakers including

Tyler Perry, Barry Jenkins, Billy

Porter, Chance the Rapper, LeBron

James, Colin Kaepernick, and John

Legend_and celebrates their

achievements which are transforming

lives and making history.

9780063135567 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

17,00€

WHY WE KNEEL
HOW WE RISE
MICHAEL HOLDING

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED SUNDAY

TIMES BESTSELLER Through the

prism of sport and conversations with

its legends, including Usain Bolt,

Adam Goodes, Thierry Henry,

Michael Johnson, Ibtihaj Muhammad,

Makhaya Ntini, Naomi Osaka and

Hope Powell, Michael Holding

explains how racism dehumanises

people; how it works to achieve that

end; how it has been ignored by

history and historians; and what it is

like to be treated differently just

because of the colour of your skin.

9781398503267 - SIMON AND SCH UK

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

14,75€



I HAVE A DREAM
MARTIN LUTHER KING

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Presented in March 2022 folder. One

of the greatest pieces of writing and

oration in history, Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr.´s speech at the March on

Washington on August 28, 1963

remains as profound and deeply

moving as it did almost 60 years ago.

9780063236790 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

RACE MATTERS

Format: 92 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

18,00€

RUSSIA
ANTONY BEEVOR

NON FICTION > HISTORY

9781474610148 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

RUSSIA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

36,25€

THE RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
ANTONY BEEVOR

NON FICTION > HISTORY

9781474610155 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

RUSSIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

20,75€



THE FOURTH MAN
ROBERT BAER

NON FICTION > POLITICS

For the first time ever, New York

Times bestselling author and former

CIA operative Baer tells the explosive

story of how insiders believe a KGB

mole rose to the highest ranks of the

CIA.

9781800960503 - OCTOPUS

PUBLISHING

RUSSIA

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 19/05/2022

18,25€

THE MAKING OF
HBO'S HOUSE OF
THE DRAGON
(GAME OF T
NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

With fire and blood, House Targaryen

ruled Westeros for over 200 years _a

legendary reign depicted in HBO´s

House of the Dragon. Now, fans can

embark on an epic behind the scenes

journey, with this deluxe coffee table

book chronicling the production of the

landmark television series. An official

collection of concept art, interviews

with cast and crew, and stunning unit

photography, The Making of HBO´s

House of the Dragon will be the

ultimate account of this hugely

anticipated television event.

9781647225285 - INSIGHT EDITIONS

USA

SONG OF ICE AND FIRE

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

53,25€

PHASERS ON STUN!
RYAN BRITT

NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

Written with inside access to writers,

cast, and crew and the perfect

perspective, PHASERS ON STUN! both

charts a history of Star Trek and

explains its enduring place in popular

culture, celebrating the show´s past as

well as sharing new, exclusive insight

on its very current and relevant

journeys.

9780593185698 - PENGUIN USA

STAR TREK

Format: 400 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

26,50€



THE STAR TREK
BOOK OF
FRIENDSHIP
ROBB PEARLMAN

NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

Star Trek has energized friendships

for over 50 years. Whether it´s

exploring a convention, beaming into

a movie theater, or joining in on a

landing party watch party, generations

have been as united in their love of the

franchise´s bold storytelling and

stunning action as they are in the

honest fully realized relationships of

their favorite characters.

9781637740514 - PENGUIN USA

STAR TREK

Format: 128 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

17,00€

STAR WARS
INSIDER PRESENTS
THE
MANDALORIAN
SEASON
TITAN MAGAZINES

NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

Presented in February 2022 folder. The

Mandalorian has proved to be a fan-

favoriteshow on Disney+ garnering

acclaim from fans and critics alike The

Mandalorian won five Emmy awards

in 2020. It was nominated for 15

awards. It has 24 nominations for the

2021 Emmys. This volume is the

follow-up to the acclaimed season one

books which proved a hit with the

show´s myriad fans.

9781787736399 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

STAR WARS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

22,00€

THE MIRROR AND
THE PALETTE
JENNIFER HIGGIE

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

Presented in March 2022 In THE

MIRROR AND THE PALETTE, Jennifer

Higgie introduces us to a cross-section

of women artists who embody the fact

that there is more than one way to

understand our planet, more than one

way to live in it and more than one way

to make art about it. Spanning 500

years, biography and cultural history

intertwine in a narrative packed with

tales of rebellion, adventure,

revolution, travel and tragedy enacted

by women who turned their back on

convention and lived lives of great

resilience, creativity and bravery. This

is a dazzlingly original and ambitious

book by one of the most well-

respected art critics at work today.

9781474613798 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

16,25€



LET ME BE FRANK
TRACY DAWSON

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

In this eye-opening compendium

filled with keen and witty

observations, writer, actor, and

feminist Tracy Dawson showcases

trailblazers throughout history who

disguised themselves as men and

continuously broke the rules to gain

access and opportunities denied them

because they were women.

9780063061064 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

28,25€

HOW TO RAISE A
FEMINIST SON
SONORA JHA

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Beautifully written and deeply

personal, this book follows the

struggles and triumphs of one single,

immigrant mother of color to raise an

American feminist son. From teaching

consent to counteracting problematic

messages from the media, well-

meaning family, and the culture at

large, the author offers an

empowering, imperfect feminism,

brimming with honest insight and

actionable advice.

9781632174109 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

22,00€

YES TO LIFE IN
SPITE OF
EVERYTHING
VIKTOR E FRANKL

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

´Viktor Frankl gives us the gift of

looking at everything in life as an

opportunity´ Edith Eger, bestselling

author of The ChoiceFind hope even in

dark times with this rediscovered

masterpiece by the 16 million copy

bestselling author of Man´s Search For

MeaningJust months after his

liberation from Auschwitz renowned

psychiatrist Viktor E. Frankl delivered

a series of talks revealing the

foundations of his life-affirming

philosophy. The psychologist, who

would soon become world famous,

explained his central thoughts on

meaning, resilience and his conviction

that every crisis contains opportunity.

9781846046377 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€



AFTERMATH
HARALD JAHNER

NON FICTION > WAR &
MILITARY HISTORY

SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE

GIFFORD PRIZE 2021. ´A masterpiece.´

SPECTATOR. ´Exemplary (and)

important... This is the kind of book

few writers possess the clarity of vision

to write.´ MAX HASTINGS, SUNDAY

TIMES.

9780753557884 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

14,75€



BIZZY BEAR: FUN
PARK
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
0-2 YEARS

Five easy-to-use sliders, a rhyming

story and lots to spot and say in this

series of bright, interactive board

books for toddlers! An engaging

little story with loads of details to

spot and chat about.

9781839942600 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

ALL BETTER
BABY!
SARA GILLINGHAM

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
0-2 YEARS

Make baby feel better in this

interactive novelty book, featuring

removable pieces, flaps, and touch

surfacesAll Better, Baby! is an

interactive novelty board book that

plays like a doll and reads like a

gentle manual about how to soothe

a baby. Gillingham has incorporated

real tactics for newborn care, giving

the text an authenticity and

purpose. Interactivities include

putting a bandage on a scraped

knee, rubbing ointment on an itchy

bug bite, and more, and are all

accompanied by tender, instructive

narration.

9781419743160 - ABRAMS BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

14,75€

LOOK IT'S MOO
MOO COW
CAMILLA REID

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
0-2 YEARS

Presented in April 2022 folder,

Introducing an exciting new multi-

sensory board book series written

by Camilla Reid, with illustrations

from acclaimed collage artist Clare

Youngs!

9781839943683 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

11,75€



BABY'S VERY
FIRST SLIDE AND
SEE PETS
FIONA WATT

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
0-2 YEARS

9781474999083 - USBORNE

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

14,75€

ANIMAL
FAMILIES: RIVER
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Exciting series of vibrant neon lift-

the-flap board books introducing

the concept of family Find out the

different names for mummy and

daddy animals by the river - and

then lift the big, sturdy flaps to find

the babies, with a double flap and

peekaboo holes on the final spread!

9781839941450 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 14 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

WE'RE GOING ON
A BEAR HUNT: MY
FIRST OPPOSITES
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Use your finger to trace each

direction and learn all about

opposites in this first alphabet

adventure. From big and small, to

high and low, this early learning

book simply displays ideas of

opposite things, with easy-to-follow

content and interactive content.

Featuring animals and plants from

the best-loved Bear Hunt film,

learning all about first opposites has

never been more fun!

9781406399530 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€



WE'RE GOING ON
A BEAR HUNT: MY
FIRST SHAPES
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Use your finger to trace the lines

and discover all the different

shapes. From a circle, square and

even a heart shape, there are so

many shapes to discover with this

interactive board book that is

perfect for little hands. With easy to

follow pages featuring scenes and

characters from the best-loved Bear

Hunt film, learning about shapes

has never been more fun!

9781406399547 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

WHERE'S MR
DIGGER?
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

The original, award-winning Felt

Flap series - perfect for babies and

toddlers!Each title in this stylish

series has five spreads with friendly

characters to find behind colourful

felt flaps. In Where´s Mr Digger?,

you´re on the look out for Mrs

Bulldozer, Mr Mixer, Mrs Tipper

and Mr Digger himself!Lift the final

flap and there´s a surprise mirror -

always a hit with the little ones.

Parents adore these books because

they are beautiful but tough enough

to withstand even the most

enthusiastic of young readers. And

children love them because they are

just so much fun.

9781788006668 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

ERNEST THE
ELEPHANT
ANTHONY BROWNE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Ernest is a happy baby elephant. But

when his curiosity gets the better of

him and he leaves the rest of his

herd to explore the alluring and

dangerous jungle, he becomes very

lost indeed. Amongst the

undergrowth, he meets a rude

gorilla, a weary lion, an impolite

hippo and an uncaring crocodile.

Will anyone help Ernest find his

way out of the jungle and home to

his mum? From the international

phenomenon, Anthony Browne,

comes a heartfelt, visually stunning

picture book, about finding help in

unexpected places.

9781529504033 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€



PAPA PENGUIN
LINDSAY CAMP

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Luckily for Sam, Dad´s home just in

time for a bedtime story. But tonight

there´ll be no aliens or super

heroes, instead he´ll tell the tale of

Papa Penguin, who loves his

beautiful boy-chick very much,

even when he´s not always around.

9781783449774 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

YOU CAN'T LET AN
ELEPHANT DRIVE
A RACING CAR
PATRICIA CLEVELAND-PECK

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Get ready for all sorts of hilarious

animal antics in this side-splitting

picture book from the creators of

the bestselling You Can´t Take an

Elephant on the Bus. From zebras

playing cricket to a walrus on a

mountain bike, this book will make

you laugh out loud. Jam-packed with

silly animals and all your favourite

sports, it´s riotous, irresistible fun!

9781526635402 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

10,25€

TEN MINUTES TO
BED: LITTLE
FAIRY
RHIANNON FIELDING

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

A magical new story in the no.1

bestselling Ten Minutes to Bed

series!

9780241545591 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€



CRINKLE
CRINKLE LITTLE
CAR
JAY FLECK

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

A noisy little car zooms through the

night sky, waking the stars and

moon. Will this mischievous

traveler ever quiet down for

bedtime? With sturdy board pages

and a crinkly paper treatment that

creates touch-and-feel sound

effects, this playful twist on a classic

nursery song is a goodnight favorite

that´s sure to soothe even the most

wide-awake little ones to a peaceful

- and quiet! - bedtime.

9781452181660 - CHRONICLE

BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

10,25€

HOW MESSY!
CLARE HELEN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Dot and Duck are best friends, but

Dot hates mess and Duck hates tidy.

Duck leaves the bed unmade, the

cupboards open and breakfast

everywhere. How messy!

Characterful watercolour

illustrations bring this story to life,

and big font makes the story easy

for young readers.How Messy! is a

simple yet hilarious story with a

touching ending and an important

message about accepting

differences and learning to

compromise.

9780711269682 - QUARTO BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

11,75€

HOW SELFISH
CLARE HELEN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

The hilarious follow-up title to How

Rude! which introduced us to the

wonderful duo, Dot and Duck.

They´re back to share even more

giggles in this sweet story about

sharing, manners and friendship.

Simple, funny, and ultimately

touching, this book will appeal to

any child who is learning what it

means to share and, more

importantly, what it is to be a true

friend.

9780711244481 - QUARTO BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

11,75€



BE WILD LITTLE
ONE
OLIVIA HOPE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Wake up early, don´t be shy. This

bright world can make you FLY . . .

This gorgeous, uplifting picture

book celebrates the wildness in all

of us, and the beauty of the world all

around us. Prepare for a heart-

lifting journey through the beauties

of nature: from pine forests to awe-

inspiring mountains, and from

sparkling seas to starry skies, each

page is full of wonders. Fly across

oceans, run with wolves through the

mountain snow, dance with fireflies,

and prepare to BE WILD! With a

lyrical text from talented debut

author Olivia Hope, and stunning,

immersive illustrations by Daniel

Egnéus, this stand-out book brims

with joy and possibility and makes

the perfect gift for any little one.

9781408884805 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

10,25€

FREDERICK
LEO LIONNI

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Winter is coming, and all the mice

are gathering food.except for

Frederick. But when the days grow

short and the snow begins to fall, it´s

Frederick´s stories that warm the

hearts and spirits of his fellow field

mice. Winner of a 1967 Caldecott

Honor, Frederick has been

cherished by generations of readers.

9780593382141 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

10,00€

THE WOODLAND
TRUST A WALK IN
THE WOODS
FLORA MARTYN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Join Lucy and Oscar and their dog

Jasper as they explore spring,

summer, autumn and winter on a

woodland walk. What amazing

things can you see? Spot all the

nature elements that make

woodland walks so special!

9781526629623 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€



ELMER AND THE
BEDTIME STORY
DAVID MCKEE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

It´s bedtime, and Elmer´s looking

after two baby elephants. Which

story will Elmer tell the baby

elephants at bedtime tonight? The

latest Elmer story from master

picture book maker, David McKee _

winner of the BookTrust Lifetime

Achievement Award, and the 2020

British Book Awards Illustrator of

the Year.

9781839130953 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

EVERY DAY
GARETH PETER

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Join a father and his child on a day

that is full of the everyday things

that make life special. From silly

stories and jokes to upsets and

frustrations, this irresistible picture

book is a celebration of the

unconditional love between parents

and children. In the sky the stars

shine bright, as you snuggle down

tonight. Dream your dreams until

the light, and know that I love you.

With a gentle, rhyming text from

rising star Gareth Peter and

delightful illustrations by much-

loved Jane Massey, this charming

book makes an ideal gift for daddies

and little ones everywhere. A

beautiful celebration of the love

between a father and his child,

EVERY DAY is perfect for Fathers´

Day and every day of the year!

9781526619723 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

10,25€

TEN LITTLE
BOTTLES SITTING
ON THE WALL
RUSSELL PUNTER

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

9781474999212 - USBORNE

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 24 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

7,50€



RICHARD
SCARRY'S 100
FIRST WORDS
RICHARD SCARRY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

This super-sturdy casebound board

book introduces babies and

toddlers ages zero to three to 100

essential first words and to the

artwork of Richard Scarry!

Illustrated with images of everyday

items from Richard Scarry´s most-

popular Busytown books, there´s

something fun to find on every

page! Perfect for learning and for

play_and also a great way to

introduce young children to the

friendly characters in Richard

Scarry´s Busytown!

9780593434260 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,50€

RICHARD
SCARRY'S 100
FIRST WORDS/LAS
PRIMERAS 100
RICHARD SCARRY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

This super-sturdy casebound board

book introduces babies and toddlers

to 100 essential first words_in both

English and Spanish_ and to the

artwork of Richard Scarry!

Illustrated with images of everyday

items from Richard Scarry´s most-

popular Busytown books, there´s

something fun to find on every

page! It´s perfect for

learning and for play. Also, a great

way to introduce young children to

the friendly characters in Richard

Scarry´s Busytown!

9780593563366 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,50€

FIRST STICKER
BOOK TREES
JANE BINGHAM

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

9781474998925 - USBORNE

STICKER BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

9,00€



STARTING
SCHOOL
ACTIVITY BOOK
JESSICA GREENWELL

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Fun activities covering colours,

shapes, numbers, letters and other

essential concepts. This friendly

write-in book is packed full of

engaging activities to prepare

children for starting school. Lively

illustrations and cute animal

characters keep learning fun, with

activities specifically designed to

appeal to 3-5 year olds. Children can

trace, draw and write as they

discover all the things they need to

know about school.

9781803700885 - USBORNE

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Format: 48 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

BIG ACTIVITY PAD
KIRSTEEN ROBSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

A fun-packed activity book, with

puzzles, colouring and more. Each

page in this exciting book has a

different theme, from pirates and

robots to forests and fish, and is

overflowing with things to spot,

puzzles to solve and details to

colour, doodle and draw.

9781801316590 - USBORNE

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€

GOOD NIGHT
FOREST
ADAM GAMBLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Good Night Forest explores maple

trees, oak trees, evergreens, and

redwood trees, along with hiking

trails, fall foliage, snowy forests,

pine cones, animals, black bears,

squirrels, woodpecker, deer, and

more! Put your hiking boots on and

get ready to experience the seasons

of the forest in this nature-filled

bedtime story.

9781602197800 - PENGUIN USA

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 20 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

11,25€



PEPPA PIG
GRANNY AND
GRANDPA´S PIG
DAY OUT
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Peppa and George are visiting

Granny and Grandpa Pig when they

decide to go on a camping

adventure. It´s time to dust off the

old motorbike and sidecar and head

to the beach!

9780241543382 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PEPPA PIG

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€

I LOVE
PUGICORNS AND
OTHER AMAZING
MASHUPS
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Discover the magical world of

pugicorns, unicorns, pandacorns

and much more in this unique

colouring book.

9781780558103 - MICHAEL O MARA

BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

9,00€

MOUSE IN THE
HOUSE
RUSSELL AYTO

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Mr and Mrs Homeowner have a

mouse in their house, and they want

it gone. Mr Bosh and Mr Bumble

arrive on the scene. They try all the

old tricks: setting a trap, bringing in

a (big!) cat, inviting an elephant

round . . . but the mouse is always

one step ahead.

9781783448777 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€



ADA TWIST AND
THE
DISAPPEARING
DOGS: (THE
QUESTION
ANDREA BEATY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

A new addition to the bestselling

Questioneers chapter book series

following Ada Twist, the star of the

new Netflix TV show!Blue River

Creek has a problem: There´s a pet

thief on the loose! Or at least, Sofia

and Iggy are convinced that there is,

once their pets go missing. But as a

scientist, Ada knows it´s important

not to jump to conclusions and to

follow the facts. How will they find

out what really happened to the

town´s pets?

9781419743528 - ABRAMS BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 144 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

11,25€

WHERE'S MY
CAT?
SEYMOUR CHWAST

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Presented in March 2022 folder. Is

that a table_or a cow? You won´t

believe your eyes as this humorous

guessing game and visual puzzle

from award-winning graphic

designer Seymour Chwast, co-

founder of the legendary Push Pin

Studios, transforms a simple object

into something completely

different. Each delightfully drawn

initial image is revealed, after a page

turn, to be part of a larger or more

elaborate thing. Readers young and

old will giggle as they see the

importance of recognizing odd but

simple shapes and learning how

they work together to form more

complicated images.

9781662650697 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

12,25€

THE CURSE OF
THE SCHOOL
RABBIT
JUDITH KERR

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

The laugh-out-loud story of a boy

who needs a new bike for

Christmas, the rabbit who might

help him get it, and a lot of bad

luck... From the one and only Judith

Kerr, creator of The Tiger Who

Came to Tea and Mog the Forgetful

Cat! It all started with the school

rabbit... Snowflake is the school

rabbit, and Snowflake is TROUBLE.

9780008352622 - HARPER COLLINS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€



THE LITTLE
MERMAID
CARLY MADDEN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Journey into the world of the Little

Mermaid in this exquisite board

book, which introduces the classic

story to the youngest children with

beautiful illustrations and

innovative peek-through layered

pages. ?The Little Mermaid

combines a simple narrative with

die-cut holes and high-contrast

illustrations to create a captivating

storytelling experience that

encourages tactile interaction. Turn

each page to delight in the

increasingly expansive spreads as

the Little Mermaid´s journey is

brought to life, from the magical

underwater seascapes of her home

to her dramatic encounter with the

evil sea witch to her time on land

with the handsome prince. Keep the

magic of The Little Mermaid alive

for the next generation with this

gorgeous interactive retelling,

which kids will love to read again

and again.

9780711275058 - QUARTO BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 14 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,75€

SUPER MARIO
DELUXE PAINT
BOX BOOK
RANDOM HOUSE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

In this nonfiction story, young

readers explore the transformation

of a seed into a tree. The miracles of

nature come to life in this early-

learning series centered around life

cycles, featuring simple text and

Eric Carle´s classic illustrations!

9780593431597 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

9,00€

WEIRDO
SMITH AND LAIRD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Bestselling authors Zadie Smith and

Nick Laird make their picture book

debut with this warm and endearing

story celebrating the quiet power of

being different.

9780241449585 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 16/05/2022

11,75€



HOW TO BE
COOLER THAN
COOL
SEAN TAYLOR

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Praise for Hoot Owl, Master of

Disguise: "This is the funniest

picture book I have read in a long

time" David Walliams Cat has found

a pair of sunglasses. She thinks they

are going to make her look COOL.

"I´m not just any old cat at the

playground," she says. "I´m a real

cool cat, gliding backwards down

the slide, looking cooler than cool ...

WITH EXTRA COOL ON TOP!" She

pops on the glasses . confidently

struts forwards and _

Meooaaaooow! _ falls down the

slide. Oh, how UNCOOL. Can Pig or

Cockatoo do any better? From the

team behind Hoot Owl, Master of

Disguise and I Want to Be in a Scary

Story comes a gloriously slapstick

title that celebrates friendship, play

and being yourself (no matter how

goofy).

9781406394429 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 40 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

IT'S A SIGN!
VARIOUS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

One, Two, Kat, and Four are starting

a club, and every member is good at

something! Except naming clubs. If

only there were some kind of sign

about what their club should be

called!

9781368075848 - HACHETTE USA

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

12,25€

STICKER DOLLY
DRESSING
MERMAID
KINGDOM
FIONA WATT

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

9781801314886 - USBORNE

STICKER BOOKS

Format: 44 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€



PLANES!
BRYONY DAVIES

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Presented in April 2022 folder. Each

spread features different kinds of

aircraft, such as record- breaking

planes, helicopters, hot air balloons,

rockets, weird and wonderful flying

machines and more. • Perfect for

introducing young plane

enthusiasts to a huge variety of

exciting aircraft from around the

world. . Labels pick out different

parts of the scenes and reveal

interesting facts about the featured

aircraft, making it an engaging

reading experience for both parent

and child.

9781783128341 - WELBECK PRESS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

11,75€

ELVIS PRESLEY
MARIA ISABEL SANCHEZ
VEGARA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

In this book from the critically

acclaimed, multimillion-copy

bestselling Little People, BIG

DREAMS series, discover the life of

Elvis, the King of Rock ´n´ Roll. Elvis

was born into poverty in North

Mississippi, a place where

opportunities were a rare thing to

see. Still, he felt that someday,

somehow, something amazing

would happen. When he sang in a

school talent show, he realised that

singing was all he wanted to do with

his life. He had just finished high

school when he plucked up the

courage and walked through the

doors of Sun Studios, ready to

record his first song. After this came

hit after hit, and he popularised a

new genre of music that mixed all

kinds of different styles.

9780711270855 - QUARTO BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 32 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

12,75€

PINOCCHIO
CARLY MADDEN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Journey into the world of Pinocchio

in this exquisite board book, which

introduces the classic story to the

youngest children with beautiful

illustrations and innovative peek-

through layered pages. ?Pinocchio

combines a simple narrative with

die-cut holes and high-contrast

illustrations to create a captivating

storytelling experience that

encourages tactile interaction. Turn

each page to delight in the

increasingly expansive spreads as

Pinocchio´s journey is brought to

life, from his beginnings in

Geppetto´s workshop to his magical

encounter with the Blue Fairy to his

eventual lifting of the curse to

become a real boy. Keep the magic

of Pinocchio alive for the next

generation with this gorgeous

interactive retelling, which kids will

love to read again and again.

9780711275034 - QUARTO BOOKS

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 14 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

14,75€



GERONIMO
STILTON 3-IN-1 #5
GERONIMO STILTON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Geronimo Stilton 3-in-1 #5:

Collecting "The Fastest Train in the

West," "First Mouse on the Moon,"

and "All for Stilton, Stilton for All!"

9781545809020 - MACMILLAN USA

GERONIMO STILTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 07/05/2022

15,75€

HOW DOES A SEED
SPROUT?
ERIC CARLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Learn how a seed becomes a tree

with Eric Carle´s classic artwork! In

this nonfiction story, young readers

explore the transformation of a seed

into a tree. The miracles of nature

come to life in this early-learning

series centered around life cycles,

featuring simple text and Eric

Carle´s classic illustrations!

9780593386262 - PENGUIN USA

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

5,75€

HOW DOES A
TADPOLE GROW?
ERIC CARLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

In this nonfiction story, young

readers explore the transformation

of a tadpole into a frog. The miracles

of nature come to life in this early-

learning series centered around life

cycles, featuring simple text and

Eric Carle´s classic illustrations!

9780593386255 - PENGUIN USA

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

5,75€



THE VERY
HUNGRY
CATERPILLAR'S
FIRST SUMMER
ERIC CARLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

There are so many ways to spend a

sunny summer day. Join The Very

Hungry Caterpillar and explore

everything the season has to offer!

Celebrate summer with The Very

Hungry Caterpillar and his friends

in this exploration of the season.

Young readers can learn all about

seasonal sensory experiences, like

listening to noisy bugs, feeling the

warm sunshine, smelling the

yummy scents of a cookout, and so

much more!

9780593384749 - PENGUIN USA

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 16 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

10,00€

WHO WAS THE
GREATEST?:
MUHAMMAD ALI
GABE SORIA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Presented in April 2022 folder.

Discover the story behind

Muhammad Ali and the boxing

match that captivated the world, the

Thrilla In Manila, in this powerful

graphic novel_written by Murder

Ballads´ Gabe Soria and illustrated

by award-winning artists Chris

Brunner and Rico Renzi.

9780593224625 - PENGUIN USA

WHO IS - WAS...?

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

9,00€

REBEL GIRLS
MEAN BUSINESS
REBEL GIRLS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Rebel Girls Mean Business: 25 Tales

of Women in Business showcases

influential CEOs, entrepreneurs,

founders, and investors who have

used their creativity and ingenuity

to develop clever ideas, launch new

products, build businesses, disrupt

industries, support others, and

invest in the future. Rebel Girls

Mean Business is part of the award-

winning Good Night Stories for

Rebel Girls series.

9781953424235 - INGRAM

PUBLISHER SERVICES UK

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€



MEDICAL
WOMEN
JOHN TOWNSEND

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Live from the Crypt is an hilarious

information series with an undead

chat show format where ghostly

historical figures are interviewed by

the crew of the show about their

lives and experiences, featuring

quirky illustrations, comic strips

and play script-style text. In this

volume, famous women scientists

from throughout modern history,

including Marie Curie, Elizabeth

Blackwell, Janaki Ammal and

Gertrude B. Elion, are interviewed

about their ground-breaking

experiments and mind-blowing

discoveries.

9781913971229 - SALARIYA BOOKS

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 140 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

11,75€

LARRY GETS LOST
IN THE USA
ACTIVITY BOOK
JOHN SKEWES

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Larry, Pete, and his parents are

going on a coast-to-coast summer

road trip and all young Larry Gets

Lost fans are invited to join them as

they visit famous American cities

and landmarks in the USA. During

the trip Larry gets lost a few times in

different locations but eventually

finds Pete to continue the trip on to

the next region in the country.

9781632174185 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,75€

ONCE UPON A
SPACE-TIME!
JEFFREY BROWN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Jide and Petra are just two normal

kids until they are selected to leave

Earth and join their new alien

classmates on an intergalactic

research mission to Mars. Too bad

Petra has no idea how she ended up

in the program, seeing as the closest

she wants to get to space is being a

sci-fi writer. Jide, on the other hand,

is the brains of the mission, but his

helicopter parents make it clear he

hasn´t left their gravitational pull

behind quite yet.

9780553534382 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

9,00€



BETTER NATE
THAN EVER
TIM FEDERLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Film coming soon on Disney+! Billy

Elliot meets Glee! in this award-

winning book about a small-town

boy with big ambitions. Thirteen-

year-old Nate Foster has always

wanted to star in a Broadway show.

(In fact, he´d settle for seeing a

Broadway show.) With best pal

Libby´s help, Nate plans a daring

overnight escape to New York.

There´s an open casting call for E.T.:

The Musical, and Nate knows this

could be the difference between

small-town blues and big-time

stardom. Tim Federle´s hilarious

and touching debut is full of broken

curfews, second chances and the

adventure of growing up _ because

sometimes you have to get four

hundred miles from your back

garden to finally feel at home.

9781529509564 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

THE BOY WHO
SAILED THE
WORLD
JULIA GREEN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

The boy has always loved the sea. So

he builds a boat and sails away on a

voyage of adventure . . . The wonders

of the world await you in this

beautiful and inspiring book about

following your dreams.

9781788452335 - DAVID FICKLING

BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

WHERE
SEAGULLS DARE:
A DIAMOND
BROTHERS CASE
ANTHONY HOROWITZ

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Private investigators Tim and Nick

Diamond haven´t had a case for

three months and are down to their

last cornflake. So when a glamorous

woman comes into their office

offering them a pile of cash to find

her missing father, they think

Christmas has come _ only it turns

out they are the turkeys! Before

they know it, they are caught up in a

case involving bike-riding hitmen,

superhackers and a sinister far right

organisation, the White Crusaders.

With thrills and spills, and jokes on

every page, this new Diamond

Brothers novel will have young

readers howling with laughter.

9781529501179 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 272 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€



THE INSIDERS
CATH HOWE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Secrets. Lies. Promises. Sometimes

keeping things inside is dangerous.

Callie, Ted, Zara, and Nico are best

friends. More than friends - they´re

like family to each other. But since

being embarrassed at school in a

practical joke gone wrong, Ted has

stopped talking to the rest of the

gang. And when Callie, Zara and

Nico discover that someone has

been living in their school, and

sleeping in the building at night,

they decide to investigate - without

Ted. A wise, heartwarming story of

friendship and family, from the

highly-acclaimed author of Ella on

the Outside, Not My Fault, and How

to be Me.

9781788006125 - NOSY CROW

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 272 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

THE
EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURES OF
ALICE TONKS
EMILY KENNY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Sometimes all it takes is a little

magic to find your voice Alice Tonks

desperately wants to make friends

at boarding school but, being

autistic, she´s always found it hard

to fit in. Then she discovers she is a

"switcher" and can talk to animals.

As she starts to explore her

newfound abilities, to her horror

she learns that creatures are going

missing. Only Alice holds the key to

solving the mystery and finding the

culprit, but she´ll need to harness

her full powers first. And to do that

she´ll need a bit of help from her

new friends _ both human and

animal.

9780861542055 - ONEWORLD

PUBLICATIONS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

10,25€

MINIONS
VOLUME 5 GIFT
BOOK
STEPHANE LAPUSS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Ahead of their next cinematic

outing Minions: The Rise of Gru in

2020, the minions are back to

causing mischief, but this time

they´ve gone global! The Minions

are at it again, with even more

banana-related mischief in this

special giftbook format hardcover

edition featuring hilarious stories!

9781787730205 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

9,00€



OVER TO YOU
ROGER MCGOUGH

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

A brand new collection for children

from beloved poet, writer and

broadcaster - Roger McGoughJust

when you are ready to write your

first poem, along come the words

and cause mayhem! ´Poems can be

like that sometimes,´ says Roger

McGough. Here Roger´s witty

poems take you from school and

home to places far and wide, and

back again just in time to finish the

poem you first started.

9780241527603 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,85€

ALI CROSS: LIKE
FATHER LIKE SON
JAMES PATTERSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

ALEX CROSS is a genius detective.

ALI CROSS is following in his

father´s footsteps. When Ali sees a

friend get hurt, he´s the best person

to find out who did it. Even if he´s

only a kid. After all, solving crimes

runs in the family.

9781529120158 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

10,25€

ENOLA HOLMES:
THE CASE OF THE
MISSING
MARQUESS - A
NANCY SPRINGER

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Introducing detective Enola

Holmes, sister of Sherlock Holmes.

Film adaptation on Netflix, starring

Millie Bobby Brown (from

STRANGER THINGS). Supporting

cast includes Helena Bonham

Carter as Mrs Holmes and Henry

Cavill as Sherlock.

9781471411014 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€



EXPLODAPEDIA:
THE CELL
BEN MARTYNOGA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Presented in February 2022 folder

Explodapedia is an exploded

encyclopedia _ everything you need

to know, one book at a time! It´s a

new approach to non-fiction, taking

key scientific subjects and

presenting them in a way that´s

hugely entertaining and readable,

whilst still presenting reliable,

serious, in-depth information that

will help readers gain a true and

lasting understanding of these

crucial topics.

9781788451918 - DAVID FICKLING

BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,25€

EXPLODAPEDIA:
THE GENE
BEN MARTYNOGA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Presented in February 2022 folder.

Explodapedia is an exploded

encyclopedia _ everything you need

to know, one book at a time! It´s a

new approach to non-fiction, taking

key scientific subjects and

presenting them in a way that´s

hugely entertaining and readable,

whilst still presenting reliable,

serious, in-depth information that

will help readers gain a true and

lasting understanding of these

crucial topics. The launch of a new

accessible, affordable and

unmissable non-fiction brand.

Science made simple!

9781788452458 - DAVID FICKLING

BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

13,25€

SCRATCH-OFF
HIDDEN
PICTURES
DINOSAUR
PUZZLES
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

The perfect gift for any dinosaur-

loving child, this activity book offers

a unique puzzling

experience_combining the visual

thrill of scratch art with ever-

popular Hidden Pictures puzzles, as

well as mazes, doodle pages, jokes,

and more! Kids will love to find

hidden objects and express their

artistic talents in this spiral-bound

book, which includes 20 scratch-off

pages with bursts of color beneath,

plus bonus full-color puzzle pages.

9781644726747 - PENGUIN USA

COLOURING BOOKS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,75€



TOO BRIGHT TO
SEE
KYLE LUKOFF

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

It´s the summer before middle

school and eleven-year-old Bug´s

best friend Moira has decided the

two of them need to use the next few

months to prepare. For Moira, this

means figuring out the right clothes

to wear, learning how to put on

makeup, and deciding which boys

are cuter in their yearbook photos

than in real life. But none of this is

all that appealing to Bug, who

doesn´t particularly want to spend

more time trying to understand how

to be a girl.

9780593111178 - PENGUIN USA

LGBTQ+

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

9,00€

MINECRAFT: THE
END
CATHERYNNE M VALENTE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

For as long as they can remember,

the twin endermen Fin and Mo have

lived in the mysterious land of the

End. On the outskirts of the great

enderman city of Telos, they

explore ancient ruins under the

watchful gaze of the mighty ender

dragon. They have everything they

need in the end ship they call home,

and know everything there is to

know about their world_or so they

think until the strangers from

another dimension arrive.

9780399180743 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

MINECRAFT

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

12,25€

ASTERIX AND THE
GRIFFIN
JEAN-YVES FERRI

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Be the first to read the next action-

packed adventure from the

indomitable Gauls by pre-ordering

now! Follow Asterix and Obelix as

they set out on their 39th adventure

on a long journey in search of a

strange and terrifying creature.

Half-eagle, half-lion, and idolised

and feared by ancient peoples, this

creature is the griffin.

9780751584714 - LITTLE, BROWN

ASTERIX

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

11,75€



MARVEL-VERSE:
SHURI
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Shuri, princess of Wakanda, has

one of the bravest souls and most

brilliant minds in the whole Marvel-

Verse _ and these are the tales that

prove it! Whether she´s wearing the

cowl of the Black Panther to take on

A.I.M. and prove her mettle to a

Wakandan challenger, or pitting

her wits against the mutant Forge in

a high-tech race, Shuri knows how

to get the job done _ and have fun.

9781302945992 - HACHETTE USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

11,25€

FOLLOW THAT
WORD
JOHN AGARD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

The father of performance poetry,

John Agard, brings you a collection

of riotously funny poems. Follow

that Word is a celebration of

imagination and demonstrates the

true diversity of language.

9781444964974 - HACHETTE

CHILDREN

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

ILLUSIONARY
ZORAIDA CORDOVA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

The most wanted rebel returns in

Zoraida Córdova´s gripping

conclusion to the Hollow Crown

duology.

9781473677661 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

13,25€



THE BEATRYCE
PROPHECY
DICAMILLO AND BLACKALL

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

. In a time of war, a mysterious child

appears at the monastery of the

Order of the Chronicles of

Sorrowing. Gentle Brother Edik

finds the girl, Beatryce, curled in a

stall, wracked with fever, coated in

dirt and blood and holding fast to

the ear of Answelica the recalcitrant

goat. As the monk nurses Beatryce

to health, he uncovers her

dangerous secret _ one that imperils

them all.

9781529503623 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

NEEDLE
PATRICE LAWRENCE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Award-winning author Patrice

Lawrence explores the harsh reality

of the criminal justice system for

young people in this riveting teen

drama. Roo is a demon knitter. She

can´t remember how she learned -

maybe from a grandparent or while

she was in another foster home. But

it´s the only thing she believes she´s

really good at. So when her foster

mum´s son destroys her latest

creation, Roo loses it and pokes him

in the hand with her knitting needle.

It damages a nerve and she gets

sucked into the criminal justice

system for assault.

9781800901018 - BARRINGTON

STOKE UK

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

THE PRISON
HEALER
LYNETTE NONI

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Everyone who goes to Zallindov dies.

Everyone, that is, except Kiva.

Lynette Noni weaves a masterful

and action-packed narrative that

will take readers on a roller coaster

of twists, turns, and thrills and

sweep them up in a love story for

the ages.

9781529360400 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

13,25€



REBEL SKIES
ANN SEI LIN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Kurara has never known any other

life than being a servant on board

the Midori, but when her party trick

of making paper come to life turns

out to be a power treasured across

the empire, she joins a skyship and

its motley crew to become a Crafter.

Taught by the gruff but wise

Himura, Kurara learns to hunt

shikigami _ wild paper spirits

sought after by the Princess. But are

these creatures just powerful slaves,

or are they beings with their own

souls? And can a teenage girl be the

one to help them find their voice _

and change the course of an

empire? Excellent world-building, a

dramatic and pacy plot, and an array

of deep and believable characters _

explored through multiple

perspectives _ make this a hugely

exciting fantasy adventure debut.

9781406399592 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

IN THE
RAVENOUS DARK
AM STRICKLAND

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

A pansexual bloodmage reluctantly

teams up with an undead spirit to

start a rebellion among the living

and the dead, in this dark young

adult fantasy by A.M. Strickland,

author of Beyond the Black Door.

9781529370508 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 18/05/2022

13,25€

INHERITANCE
ELIZABETH ACEVEDO

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

In her most famous spoken-word

poem, author of the Pura Belpr-

winning novel-in-verse The Poet

X Elizabeth Acevedo embraces all

the complexities of Black hair and

Afro-Latinidadthe history, pain,

pride, and powerful love of that

inheritance.

9780062931948 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

16,00€



GALAXY: THE
PRETTIEST STAR
JADZIA AXELROD

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

It takes strength to live as your true

self, and one alien princess

disguised as a human boy is about to

test her power. A vibrant story about

gender identity, romance, and

shining as bright as the stars.

9781401298531 - D C COMICS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

19,00€

GHOSTED
EMILY BARR

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

An emotional love story with a

thrilling twist from the globally

bestselling author of The One

Memory of Flora Banks. Ariel´s

accidental meeting with a

handsome stranger called Joe is

completely perfect; they have a

connection like she´s never known

before. They exchange numbers

and agree to meet when he is back

from a trip to France.

9780241481875 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

11,75€

STRANGER
THINGS: REBEL
ROBIN
A R CAPETTA

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

High school is a monster, and it´s

eating everyone Robin knows. It´s

the beginning of sophomore year,

and Robin´s Odd Squad friends

couple up, won´t stop talking about

college and their future careers, and

are obsessed with trying to act

"normal." Robin knows that game

well_she´s been pretending for

years, hoping nobody would notice

the sarcastic polyglot French horn

player with a bad perm in the back

of the room. But there´s one aspect

of her identity that she knows for

sure doesn´t fit in with her

image_Robin likes girls.

9780593375594 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

12,25€



RISE OF THE
SCHOOL FOR
GOOD AND EVIL
SOMAN CHAINANI

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The journey starts here. Every step

is filled with magic, surprises, and

daring deeds that test courage,

loyalty, and who you really are. But

they only lead you to the very

beginning of the adventures that are

THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND

EVIL.

9780063161528 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

18,00€

THE SCHOOL FOR
GOOD AND EVIL:
THE COMPLETE
SERIES
SOMAN CHAINANI

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Journey into a dazzling new world

when two best friends enter the

School for Good and Evil, where

ordinary boys and girls are trained

to be fairy-tale heroes and villains.

One will train for Good, one will

become Evils new hope. Each thinks

they know where they belong.

9780063222809 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

60,25€

THE SCHOOL FOR
GOOD AND EVIL:
THE EVER NEVER
HANDB
SOMAN CHAINANI

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The world of Soman Chainani´s New

York Times bestselling School for

Good and Evil series comes alive in

this full color, must-have handbook

perfect for fans of the series or

readers discovering it for the first

time. Now available in paperback

with an all-new cover! Everything

you want to know about your

favorite characters, the school, the

classes, the creatures, and the

school activities in one handy

volume.

9780062423061 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

14,50€



THE GILDED ONES
#2: THE
MERCILESS ONES
NAMINA FORNA

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

This graphic novel adaptation of

Shakespeare´s famous comedy

retains the original language while

the charming illustrations make the

text more accessible for readers

being introduced to the great

dramatist´s works for the first time.

9780593487020 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

12,25€

THE BOX IN THE
WOODS
MAUREEN JOHNSON

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Presented in April 2022 folder

Figuring it all out_the truth behind

Truly Devious and what exactly

happened in the Ellingham

Affair_has granted Stevie Bell a bit

of celebrity in the true crime

community. So she´s not surprised

when she gets an email from the

man who owns Camp Sunny Pines

(now called Camp Wonder Falls),

the site of the infamous "Box in the

Woods" murders from the 1970s.

Weird things are happening at the

camp again, although nothing as

sinister as before. No murders, no

bodies posed by the mysterious

figure they called the Woodsman.

But there is a threatening message

painted across a wall. And a box has

appeared, with three grisly dolls

inside it.

9780063032613 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 25/05/2022

12,00€

AETHERBOUND
E K JOHNSTON

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Set on a family-run interstellar

freighter called the Harland and a

mysterious remote space station, E.

K. Johnston´s latest is story of

survival and self-determination.

Pendt Harland´s family sees her as a

waste of food on their long-haul

space cruiser when her genes reveal

an undesirable mutation. But if she

plays her cards right she might have

a chance to do much more than

survive. During a space-station

layover, Pendt escapes and forms a

lucky bond with the Brannick twins,

the teenage heirs of the powerful

family that owns the station. Against

all odds, the trio hatches a long-shot

scheme to take over the station and

thwart the destinies they never

wished for.

9780735231870 - PENGUIN USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

12,25€



LOVE RADIO
EBONY LADELLE

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Clear your TBR pile for this slick,

heart-melting romance for fans of

Jenny Han and Nicola Yoon. Prince

Jones is passionate about music and

romance, dishing out relationship

advice on his Love Radio show. But

his own love life is looking kind of

quiet... Until he meets Dani Ford.

9781801313452 - USBORNE

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

11,75€

ANSWERS IN THE
PAGES
DAVID LEVITHAN

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

A bold, timely novel about speaking

up and coming out as parents lobby

to ban a beloved book from the

school curriculum by New York

Times-bestselling author David

Levithan. When Donovan left his

copy of The Adventurers on the

kitchen counter, he didn´t think his

mom would read it_much less have

a problem with it. It´s just an

adventure novel about two

characters trying to stop an evil

genius.right?

9780593568347 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

11,75€

BETWEEN THE
BLISS AND ME
LIZZY MASON

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

When eighteen-year-old Sydney

Holman announces that she has

decided to attend NYU, her

overprotective mom is devastated.

Her decision means she will be

living in the Big City instead of

commuting to nearby Rutgers like

her mom had hoped. It also means

she´ll be close to off-limits but

dreamy Grayson_a guitar prodigy

who is going to Juilliard in the fall

and very much isn´t single.

9781641293853 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

12,25€



AMERICAN
ROYALS III:
RIVALS
KATHARINE MCGEE

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The third book in the New York

Times bestselling American Royals

series is here, and a meeting of

monarchs will test everyone´s

loyalty to the crown.and their own

hearts. Beatrice is queen, and for the

American royal family, everything

is about to change.

9780593567432 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

12,25€

THE RAGWITCH
GARTH NIX

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

A thrilling fantasy set in a world

dominated by a sinister witch

beyond redemption, a reissue of

Garth Nix´s debut novel, newly

rejacketed for today´s readers, and

includes a brand new preface. Garth

Nix´s worldwide sales are over 6

million copies.

9781471409769 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

A BAD BOY STOLE
MY BRA
LAUREN PRICE

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Presented in March 2022 folder. An

authentic, sharp-eyed take on the

twists and turns of teenage life.

Funny and heart-warming, this is

perfect for lovers of quirky, laugh-

out-loud rom-coms.

9781785303784 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 20/05/2022

11,75€



THE
IMAGINATION
CHAMBER
PHILIP PULLMAN

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The Imagination Chamber is a

stunning collection of never-before-

seen scenes and vignettes from the

His Dark Materials series. Perfect

for longstanding fans and collectors,

as well as current readers who are

still immersing themselves into

Lyra´s intricate world. The title has

been widely welcomed in the trade

and will be receiving significant

publicity and promotional activity

here in the UK.

9780702315510 - SCHOLASTIC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

16,75€

THE MAGPIE
SOCIETY: TWO
FOR JOY
SUGG AND MCCULLOCH

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The chilling conclusion to the #1 YA

bestseller The Magpie Society: One

For Sorrow.

9780241402382 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

11,75€

ONLY ON THE
WEEKENDS
DEAN ATTA

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Mack never thought he´d find love,

but now two boys want to be with

him. Will he choose Karim or

Finlay? And can true love last for

ever? A must-read queer love story

for fans of Sarah Crossan and Sex

Education, written in verse by Dean

Atta.

9781444960563 - HACHETTE

CHILDREN

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

12,35€



BLACKOUT
VARIOUS

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Six critically acclaimed, bestselling,

and award-winning authors bring

the glowing warmth and electricity

of Black teens in love to this

charming, hilarious, and

heartwarming novel that shines a

bright light through the dark.

9780063088108 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/05/2022

11,25€

I KISSED SHARA
WHEELER
CASEY MCQUISTON

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Funny, fierce, and frank, Casey

McQuiston´s first YA novel I Kissed

Shara Wheeler is about breaking

rules, getting messy, and finding

love in unexpected places. Casey

McQuiston is a New York Times

bestselling author and TikTok

favourite with her adult novels Red,

White and Royal Blue and One Last

Stop.

9781035001262 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

TIKTOK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

19,25€

OFF THE RECORD
CAMRYN GARRETT

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Ever since seventeen-year-old Josie

Wright can remember, writing has

been her identity, the thing that

grounds her when everything else is

a garbage fire. So when she wins a

contest to write a celebrity profile

for Deep Focus magazine, she´s

equal parts excited and scared, but

also ready. She´s got this.

9781984830029 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/05/2022

12,25€



THE DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS TAROT
DECK
MERCHANDISE > OTHERS
(MERCHANDISE)

This officially licensed tarot deck

pays homage to the lore of

Dungeons & Dragons by pairing

characters and encounters with the

Major and Minor Arcana of tarot.

The characters of the Major Arcana

align to the Rider-Waite Tarot while

the suits of the Minor Arcana are

mapped to abilities within the game

of D&D. Beautifully illustrated with

exclusive art, the deck also includes

a booklet that introduces players to

tarot, explains the meanings of the

cards, and includes prompts to add

dynamic twists to your gameplay,

making this the ultimate collectible

for dungeon masters, players, and

fans of RPGs.

9781984824660 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/05/2022

15,60€

NOTHING TO SEE
HERE
YUXIN GAO
MERCHANDISE > OTHERS
(MERCHANDISE)

What would you say if you, a florist,

got caught half-naked behind the

curtains holding a cucumber? Or if

you, an electrician, are found under

the bed, covered in oil, and bound

with fluffy handcuffs?

9780593234600 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/05/2022

12,50€



IMAGINE A CITY
MARK VANHOENACKER
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL
LITERATURE

´A journey around both the author´s

mind and the planet´s great cities

that leaves us energised, open to

new experiences and ready to

return more hopefully to our lives.´

ALAIN DE BOTTON. A love letter to

the cities of the world, from the

bestselling pilot-author of

Skyfaring.

9781784743260 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

18,25€

HIKE DK
EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

It´s hard to beat the satisfaction of

travelling on foot - settling into a

steady rhythm, surrounded by

incredible scenery, with the

freedom to stop wherever takes

your fancy. This endlessly

rewarding - and sustainable -

activity is joyously celebrated in

Hike, which reveals 125 of the most

scenic and spectacular walking

trails across the globe.

9780241559277 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

29,50€

GERMANY DK
EYEWITNESS
BACK ROADS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

With its scenic towns, romantic

medieval cities and evocative

landscapes, Germany is the perfect

destination for a leisurely road trip.

It´s yours to explore with Road Trips

Germany, our redesigned and

newly updated guide containing 24

drives across the country, from the

winding Baltic Coast to the remote

valleys of the Black Forest

9780241461501 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK BACK ROADS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

22,00€



CORFU AND THE
IONIAN ISLANDS
DK EYEWITNESS
TOP 10
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

The world´s bestselling pocket

guidesBeautiful beaches and

turquoise seas, ancient ruins and

delightful villages: Corfu and the

Ionian Islands are the perfect

destination for a sunny escape.

Make the most of your trip to these

verdant islands with DK Eyewitness

Top 10.

9780241462690 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TOP 10 TRAVEL

GUIDES

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

DUBROVNIK AND
THE DALMATIAN
COAST DK
EYEWITNESS TO
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

The world´s bestselling pocket

guidesBest known for the scene-

stealing city of Dubrovnik, Croatia´s

Dalmatian Coast also offers the

stunning city of Split, the vibrant

resort town of Hvar and natural

beauty in abundance - think pristine

beaches, craggy coves and

vineyards perched on hillsides.

9780241462966 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TOP 10 TRAVEL

GUIDES

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

PROVENCE AND
THE COTE D'AZUR
TOP 10
EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

The world´s bestselling pocket

guidesImmortalized on canvas by

the likes of Cezanne and Van Gogh,

Provence and the Cote d´Azur is a

region resplendent with Roman

ruins, stunning beaches, glamorous

towns and beautiful countryside.

Make the most of your trip to this

dazzling corner of France with DK

Eyewitness Top 10.

9780241472194 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TOP 10 TRAVEL

GUIDES

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

13,25€



SEATTLE DK
EYEWITNESS TOP
10
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

The world´s bestselling pocket

guidesFuelled by espresso coffee,

Seattle is a trendy, vibrant and

ambitious city at the helm of

technology and popular culture.

Beyond the skyscrapers and

farmers´ markets, Puget Sound and

the Olympic Mountains beckon

with unmatched natural beauty.

Make the most of your trip to this

dynamic city with DK Eyewitness

Top 10.

9780241566039 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TOP 10 TRAVEL

GUIDES

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

VANCOUVER AND
VANCOUVER
ISLAND DK
EYEWITNESS TOP
1
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

The world´s bestselling pocket

guidesBeautifully situated between

the ocean and picturesque

mountains, Vancouver offers the

cultural vibrancy of a modern

metropolis, as well as the

opportunity to enjoy the

breathtaking rugged coastline and

wilderness of nearby Vancouver

Island.

9780241566046 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TOP 10 TRAVEL

GUIDES

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

13,25€

CANADA DK
EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Vast, vibrant and breathtakingly

beautiful - welcome to Canada.

Whether you want to hike along

exhilarating trails beneath snowy

peaks, paddle a canoe on

backcountry rivers or head to the

Arctic for the greatest light show on

earth, your DK Eyewitness travel

guide makes sure you experience all

that Canada has to offer.

9780241472156 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

25,00€



NAPLES AND THE
AMALFI COAST
DK EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Discover a bustling city, ancient

ruins and Italy´s most picturesque

coastline. Whether you want to

immerse yourself in the past at

Pompeii and Herculaneum, explore

the buzzing streets of Naples or

relax with an alfresco drink by the

turquoise waters of Capri, your DK

Eyewitness travel guide makes sure

you experience all that Naples and

the Amalfi Coast have to offer. One

of the world´s oldest surviving cities,

Naples features a lively collection of

top-notch restaurants, world-class

museums and enviable shopping

districts.

9780241566008 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

20,75€

PACIFIC
NORTHWEST DK
EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Marrying vibrant cities with

impeccable wilderness, the Pacific

Northwest is as rich as it is diverse.

Whether you want to drive along

epic coastal highways, hike the

pristine paths of Yoho National

Park, or tuck into succulent street

food in Portland, your DK

Eyewitness travel guide makes sure

you experience all that the Pacific

Northwest has to offer.

9780241566015 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

22,00€

VENICE AND THE
VENETO DK
EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Welcome to this enchanting corner

of ItalyWhether you want to wander

around a magical maze of canals,

sample delicious cuisine, ramble

through majestic mountains or

relive fascinating history, your DK

Eyewitness travel guide makes sure

you experience all that Venice and

the Veneto have to offer. The jewel

of the Veneto, Venice is a dreamlike

city filled with architectural

wonders and incredible collections

of art. But this region offers far more

than this watery oasis.

9780241566022 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

19,25€



MOON
SOUTHERN ITALY
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

From the pastel rooftops of Positano

to the soaring peak of Mount Etna,

immerse yourself in la dolce vita

with Moon Southern Italy. Inside

you´ll find:* Flexible itineraries for

exploring the best of Southern Italy,

including Sicily, Puglia, Naples, the

Amalfi Coast, and more, that can be

combined for a longer trip*

Strategic advice for foodies and

oenophiles, art lovers, hikers,

history buffs, beach bums, and

more* Must-see highlights and

unique experiences for any season.

9781640494534 - HACHETTE USA

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 12/05/2022

26,50€

THE AMALFI
COAST
KATIE CALDESI
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Illustrated with stunning

photographs, The Amalfi Coast is a

glorious and decadent celebration

that captures the elegance and

glamour of this favourite

destination. Join Katie Caldesi and

her husband Giancarlo in The

Amalfi Coast as they tackle the

daring driving, precariously

perched restaurants and hidden

back alleys in search of the food that

defines the area. The Amalfi coast is

one of Italy´s magical spots: a sun-

drenched land that looks like a

glamorous film-set, bursting with

lemon trees, breath-taking scenery

and food fit for a king.

9781784885021 - HARDIE GRANT

BOOKS

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 272 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 26/05/2022

18,25€

AMSTERDAM 13
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Amsterdam is our

most comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the city has to

offer, with recommendations for

both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Hop aboard a canal

boat, admire art at the Van Gogh

Museum, and browse the Albert

Cuypmarkt; all with your trusted

travel companion. Inside Lonely

Planet´s Amsterdam Travel Guide:

What´s NEW in this edition?

9781788687645 - LONELY PLANET

LP CITY GUIDE

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

23,50€



BANGKOK 14 CITY
GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Presented in August 2020 folder.

Lonely Planet: The world´s leading

travel guide publisher Lonely

Planet´s Bangkok is your passport to

the most relevant, up-to-date advice

on what to see and skip, and what

hidden discoveries await you. Shop

for anything and everything at

Chatuchak Weekend Market, learn

to make zesty Thai dishes at a

cookery school, and give thanks for

your good fortune at the giant

golden Buddha at Wat Pho - all with

your trusted travel companion. Get

to the heart of Bangkok and begin

your journey now!.

9781787015265 - LONELY PLANET

LP CITY GUIDE

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 13/05/2022

23,90€

BARCELONA 12
CITY GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet: The world´s number

one travel guide publisher* Lonely

Planet´s Barcelona is your passport

to the most relevant, up-to-date

advice on what to see and skip, and

what hidden discoveries await you.

Savor the best of New Catalan

cuisine, yell for your team at Camp

Nou stadium, and crane your neck

at the weird and wonderful

architecture of La Sagrada Familia -

all with your trusted travel

companion. Get to the heart of

Barcelona and begin your journey

now!

9781787015289 - LONELY PLANET

LP CITY GUIDE

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

22,35€

BEIJING 12 CITY
GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

#1 best-selling guide to Beijing*

Lonely Planet Beijing is your

passport to the most relevant, up-to-

date advice on what to see and skip,

and what hidden discoveries await

you. Scale the Great Wall, sip a

cocktail in an historic alleyway, or

go ice skating with the locals in

Houhai; all with your trusted travel

companion. Get to the heart of

Beijing and begin your journey now!

Inside Lonely Planet Beijing Travel

Guide.

9781787014022 - LONELY PLANET

LP CITY GUIDE

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 13/05/2022

23,90€



LONDON 12 CITY
GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet: The world´s leading

travel guide publisher Lonely Planet

London is your passport to the most

relevant, up-to-date advice on what

to see and skip, and what hidden

discoveries await you. Explore

ancient castles, modern galleries

and world-class museums, catch a

show on the West End, and down a

pint in a traditional pub -all with

your trusted travel companion.

9781787017061 - LONELY PLANET

LP CITY GUIDE

Format: 480 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 13/05/2022

23,90€

SHANGHAI 9 CITY
GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Presented in July 2020 folder. #1

best-selling guide to Shanghai*

Lonely Planet Shanghai is your

passport to the most relevant, up-to-

date advice on what to see and skip,

and what hidden discoveries await

you. Get a feel for the latest trends

in the French Concession, whizz

down to Hangzhou on a high-speed

train, or explore the city´s

traditional laneways in Jing´an -all

with your trusted travel companion.

Get to the heart of Shanghai and

begin your journey now!.

9781787014039 - LONELY PLANET

LP CITY GUIDE

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 13/05/2022

23,90€

AUSTRIA 10
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Austria is our most

comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the country

has to offer, with recommendations

for both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Ski in the Alps, explore

Vienna´s imperial palaces, and drive

the Grossglockner Road; all with

your trusted travel companion.

Inside Lonely Planet´s Austria

Travel Guide: What´s NEW in this

edition?

9781788687669 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

23,50€



BELGIUM &
LUXEMBOURG 8
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Belgium &

Luxembourg is our most

comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the countries

have to offer, with

recommendations for both popular

and lesser-known experiences.

Wander through Brussels´ Grand

Place, explore the caves of the

Ardennes, and indulge in Belgian

chocolate and beer; all with your

trusted travel companion. Inside

Lonely Planet´s Belgium &

Luxembourg Travel Guide: What´s

NEW in this edition?

9781788680547 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

23,50€

CHINA 16
COUNTRY GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet China is your

passport to the most relevant, up-to-

date advice on what to see and skip,

and what hidden discoveries await

you. Try dumplings in Beijing, visit

the Great Wall or cruise down the

Yangzi River -all with your trusted

travel companion. Get to the heart

of China and begin your journey

now! Inside Lonely Planet China.

9781787016774 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 1056 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/05/2022

33,10€

ESTONIA LATVIA
& LITHUANIA 9
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Estonia, Latvia &

Lithuania is our most

comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the region has

to offer, with recommendations for

both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Explore Tallinn´s fairy-

tale old town, relax at Curonian Spit,

and marvel at Riga´s art nouveau

architecture; all with your trusted

travel companion. Inside Lonely

Planet´s Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania

Travel Guide: What´s NEW in this

edition?

9781788688208 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 448 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

25,00€



MONTENEGRO 4
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Montenegro is our

most comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the country

has to offer, with recommendations

for both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Roam Kotor´s

atmospheric old town, raft the Tara

River, and hike the Prokletije

mountains; all with your trusted

travel companion. Inside Lonely

Planet´s Montenegro Travel Guide:

What´s NEW in this edition?

9781787017214 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

23,50€

SWITZERLAND 10
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Switzerland is our

most comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the country

has to offer, with recommendations

for both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Hop aboard the Glacier

Express, hike in the Swiss National

Park, and wander the medieval

cobbled streets of Bern; all with

your trusted travel companion.

Inside Lonely Planet´s Switzerland

Travel Guide: What´s NEW in this

edition?

9781787016637 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

25,00€

TURKEY 16
COUNTRY GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Presented in August 2020 folder.

Lonely Planet Turkey is your

passport to the most relevant, up-to-

date advice on what to see and skip,

and what hidden discoveries await

you. Bath in a hammam; explore

chaotic and colourful bazaars; or hot

air balloon over Cappadocia´s

honeycomb landscape -all with your

trusted travel companion. Get to the

heart of Turkey and begin your

journey now! Inside Lonely Planet

Turkey.

9781786578006 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 640 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

28,35€



WESTERN
EUROPE 15
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Western Europe is

our most comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the region has

to offer, with recommendations for

both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Catch a Westend show

in London, explore Rome´s ancient

sites, and take a slow boat along the

Rhine; all with your trusted travel

companion. Inside Lonely Planet´s

Western Europe Travel Guide:

What´s NEW in this edition?

9781788683937 - LONELY PLANET

LP COUNTRY GUIDE

Format: 672 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

23,50€

EAT FRANCE 1
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

For everybody excited about

exploring the cuisine and food and

wine culture of France, this book is

the perfect primer. It introduces the

key regions of France and the

specialities of each, covering their

history and significance to the local

people. It explains the dishes that

you will find on the regional menus,

how to order and eat them, and

other essential words and phrases

for navigating the French food

scene.

9781838695170 - LONELY PLANET

LP FOOD AND DRINK

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

20,25€

EAT MALAYSIA
AND SINGAPORE 1
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

For everybody excited about

exploring the unique cuisine and

food culture of Malaysia and

Singapore, this book is the perfect

primer. It introduces the key

specialities of each region, covering

their history and significance to the

local people. Learn about the dishes

that you will find on regional

menus, how to order and eat them,

and other essential words and

phrases for navigating the food

scene.

9781838695187 - LONELY PLANET

LP FOOD AND DRINK

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

20,25€



SEVILLE 1 POCKET
GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s PocketSeville is

your passport to the most relevant,

up-to-date advice on what to see and

skip, and what hidden discoveries

await you. Admire the scale and

majesty of the Catedral de Sevilla,

explore the breathtaking spectacle

of the Alcazar, or sample the best

tapas; all with your trusted travel

companion. Get to the heart of

Seville and begin your journey now!

9781788689212 - LONELY PLANET

LP POCKET GUIDE

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 13/05/2022

12,50€

MALLORCA 5TH
EDITION
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet: The world´s leading

travel guide publisher Lonely Planet

Mallorca is your passport to the

most relevant, up-to-date advice on

what to see and skip, and what

hidden discoveries await you. Take a

scenic drive on the sinuous road to

Sa Calobra, visit the isolated Platja

des Coll Baix, or gaze in wonder at

the Palma Catedral -all with your

trusted travel companion. Get to the

heart of Mallorca and begin your

journey now!.

9781787017122 - LONELY PLANET

LP REGIONAL GUIDE

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

22,35€

MUNICH
BAVARIA & THE
BLACK FOREST 7
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Munich, Bavaria &

the Black Forest is our most

comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the region has

to offer, with recommendations for

both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Swill a beer at

Oktoberfest, drive the Romantic

Road, and wander through the Black

Forest; all with your trusted travel

companion. Inside Lonely Planet´s

Munich, Bavaria & the Black Forest

Travel Guide: What´s NEW in this

edition? Up-to-date information

9781788680516 - LONELY PLANET

LP REGIONAL GUIDE

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 13/05/2022

23,50€



SARDINIA 7
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Sardinia is our most

comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the region has

to offer, with recommendations for

both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Explore Cagliari´s Il

Castello, find a secluded cove on the

Costa Smeralda, and walk the

shores of Golfo di Orosei; all with

your trusted travel companion.

Inside Lonely Planet´s Sardinia

Travel Guide: What´s NEW in this

edition? Up-to-date information

9781787016408 - LONELY PLANET

LP REGIONAL GUIDE

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

23,50€

SOUTHERN ITALY
6 LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet´s Southern Italy is our

most comprehensive guide that

extensively covers all the region has

to offer, with recommendations for

both popular and lesser-known

experiences. Explore ghostly

Pompeii, island-hop Sicily´s Aeolian

Islands, and devour pizza on an

ancient Neapolitan street; all with

your trusted travel companion.

Inside Lonely Planet´s Southern

Italy Travel Guide: What´s NEW in

this edition? Up-to-date informatio

9781788684156 - LONELY PLANET

LP REGIONAL GUIDE

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

23,50€

EPIC HIKES OF
THE AMERICAS 1
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lace up your hiking boots for the

next in Lonely Planet´s highly

successful Epic Hikes series, this

time exploring 50 of the Americas´

most rewarding treks and trails.

From Canada´s longest hut-to-hut

hike, the Sunshine Coast Trail, to a

descent through Havasu Canyon in

the USA, and the Santa Cruz Trail of

northern Peru, we cover a huge

variety of themes and experiences

across routes that range from one-

day walks to multi-day treks.

9781838695057 - LONELY PLANET

LP ROAD TRIPS

Format: 320 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

39,00€



THE MINI ROUGH
GUIDE TO PUGLIA
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Rough Guides Mini PugliaMake the

most of your time with this brand-

new, pocket-sized travel guide from

Rough Guides Compact, concise

and packed full of essential

information about where to go and

what to do, this is an ideal on-the-

move guide for exploring Puglia.

From top tourist attractions like the

Tremiti islands, the Gargano

peninsula and Otranto, to cultural

gems, including Alberobello - the

centre of Puglia´s famous trulli, the

quaint, conical-shaped houses -

Castel del Monte, a unique medieval

masterpiece, and Lecce, Puglia´s

Baroque gem, packed with lavish

architecture and fanciful facades.

9781789193916 - ROUGH GUIDES

MINI ROUGH GUIDES

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/05/2022

10,25€

THE ROUGH
GUIDE TO SPAIN
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

In this comprehensive guide to

Spain, there are detailed listings

reviews to suit every taste and

budget and enlightening accounts

of attractions and sights both on and

off the beaten track. In the

"Contexts" section there are

authoritative accounts of Spain´s

history, music, art and architecture.

9781789197365 - ROUGH GUIDES

ROUGH GUIDE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/05/2022

29,50€

MID-ATLANTIC
USA PLANNING
MAP 1
TRAVEL & LANGUAGE > MAPS

Durable and waterproof, with a

handy slipcase and an easy-fold

format, Lonely Planet´s Mid-

Atlantic USA Planning Map helps

you explore with ease.

9781788685979 - LONELY PLANET

LP MAP

Format: 2 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/05/2022

8,15€
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